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January 12, 1978

Chaixxnan,
Envirormental Assessttent Panel,
Roberts Bank OuterpoW Rcpansion,
Roan 1870 — 1050 West Pender Street
Vancouver, B.C.
V6E 3S7

Attention: Mr. J.F. Herity

Dear Sir:

The purpose of our newly formed organization, which
supercedes the "Save the Beach Qmnittee", is to sonitor
develctsnents within the West shore of Bound ny Bay and to
provide discussion and action for such developments.

'Ihe proposed Roberts Bank Port Expansion will occur
on the opposite side of the peninsula which will limit most of
our involverrent. 'Ihree potential pollutants which could affect
the quality of our area are: spills of toxic materials, dust
fran coal and/or other materials, and noise fran trains passing
through the Municipality. All of these points have been dis-
cussed in the report and it is hoped that if any environnental
problems arise as a result of the port mansion they will be
quickly ranecKed.

We would appreciate being kept on the mailing list
and advised of any future meetings.

Yours truly,

Bayside Environmental Society
P.O. Box 1162-Postal Station "A"

Delta, B.C.
V4M 3T3
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J.S. Herity,
Panel Secretary,
Roberts Bank Port Expansion Proposal,
Federal Environmental Assessment Review Office,
1870 — 1050 West Pender St.,
Vancouver, B.C.
V6E 3S7
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Dear Mr. Herity,

Further to your request for submissions re shortcomings and the
environmental impact assessment of the Roberts Bank Port Expansion.

We would submit the following for your consideration.

l. A proper assessment of the environmental impacts and an ability to weigh
them against other values cannot be undertaken without the knowledge of the
economic ramifications of the project as a whole. We therefore request that
the following information not supplied in this vein in the report be submit-
ted. What was the total cost of the present Roberts Bank Port including back-
up lands? What are the present operating costs? What is the present income
to the National Harbours Board from the Roberts Bank Super Port? The present
lease fees paid for backup lands are acceptable as inclusion, we would prefer
them shown separately in the income bracket for the Super Port?

2. We understand the federal government is either already building or is com-

mitted to building a bulk loading port out of Prince Rupert. What is the pres-
ent situation with regards to that?

3. What are freight costs from Alberta coal sites to (a) Roberts Bank includ-
ing interchange and short haul charges (b) to Neptune Terminals, (c) to Port
Moody, and (d) to Kitimat and (e) to Prince Rupert?

4. Report indicates protection of eel grass habitat could not be accomplished
except with port expansion. No explanation given for technical limitations
which preclude protection of eel grass habitat without port expansion. This
should be included in the report.

..2
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5. Statement is made several times that opening of water passage through cause-
way would be detrimental to eel grass beds in general environment. We see no
evidence of data to support this statement, and some should be provided or reas-
oning for the statement should be provided.

6. Report suggests new forest products terminal Prince Rupert 1985. Evidence
submitted before Pearse Royal Commission indicated forest industry at or very
near the limit of expansion capabilities. The report does not indicate what
forest products will be shipped to where and from where these forest products
will originate. This information should be provided or classed as pure spec-
ulation.

7. We suggest data used to justify need for port is long out of date and more

up to date information available that in fact suggests port need not likely.
Considering expansion proposed for only two years hence some specific hard pro-
posals should be available and these are not evident in the report and should be.

8. With regards to the specific technological recommendations. Recommendation

N6 — no data supplied for statement made. Recommendation ]19 — why restriction
of aircraft in October and March only? No back-up data supplied. Recommenda-

tion &$ 13 — who will pay for crossing separations? Those benefiting from the
project or the general taxpayer? If the proponents have the ability to make

recommendations, they should indicate fully who will by paying if those recom-
mendations are implemented. Recommendation N15 — where would small boat facil-
ity be located? Where is the design for small boat facility in the plans or
within the study? What are the environmental impacts of the small boat facil-
ity? Recommendation 1]16 — what kind of recreational access should be allowed
where and in what manner etc?

9. Assumptions are made regarding impact of tar sands production with regards
to sulphur, and the implication being that with the tar sands production there
will be a massive increase in sulphur production therefore requiring additional
port facilities for this. Question should be asked — what is present sulphur
production and what is present sulphur export? In other words, our information
is that presently we have a massive surplus of sulphur far in excess of what we

export now.

10. Figure ten in the main report indicates the amount of unharvested timber
there is no indication of uncommitted timber and the information should be sup-

plied as to how much of this unharvested timber is already committed to maintain
present production.

ll. Table six, — What is justification for the rating of Vancouver rail connec-

tion being classified as only fair as opposed to Prince Rupert as being classi-
fied as good?

12. Boundary Bay is rated to be more sensitive environmentally than Roberts

Bank. No explanation for what brought about this observation other than it ap-

pears a personal opinion. Specifics should be outlined as to how the assessment

of sensitivity and importance of the environmental situation is arrived at for
both areas.

...3



13. Page 48 statement is made that coal dust blowing off the pile if the
facility is located on Kitson Island would pose an environmental problem

by covering up flora bank. Throughout the submission the situation with
coal dust is not looked upon as being a problem at Roberts Bank. An explana-
tion should be given as to what different type of coal, different type of dust,
or shy the coal will blow off and cover up an environmentally sensitive area
in one location and pose no problems in another.

14. Why is no detail information supplied for Kitimat when it is supplied for
every other area when the only apparent drawback to Kitimat is the neces-
sity to upgrade the railway line, which is also a requirement for the Prince
Rupert line. Considering the port facility at Kitimat was considered superior
and less environmentally sensitive with regards to the Oil Port by one of the

major components of the report, we feel that the full details and material with

regards to Kitimat should be provided within this report.

15. Table seven page 63 — no backup data given for justification for site read-

ings as to impact on various values.

16. Report seems to indicate and in fact states emphatically that Roberts Bank

the development of Roberts Bank Super Port will mean that no other port need be

developed for some time whereas if any other port is developed in place of Rob-
erts Bank, Roberts Bank will have to be expanded. The end result being two

ports rather than one. No basis for this assumption being given in fact the

report states in other places that northern coal will be shipped from a northern

port which would indicate that in fact the statement and assumptions put forward

are fallacious and regardless of what is done with Roberts Bank, a northern port
will have to be constructed.

17. Require an overlaying map so that a clear picture can be given as to actual
critical environmental areas and exact placement of port proposal upone these.
Present si.tuation of numerous maps makes exact impact to difficult to ascertain.

18. No backup data given for the statement that the current between the coal

causeway as expanded and the ferry causeway will not persist from that of one

point three meters per second as originally supposed.

19. Statement is made re introduction of Fraser River water being harmful to

eel grass development. 14o data given for substantiation of this statement.

20. Statement made that estimates of present air loss of four to five tons

per month is low, what is the actual estimated loss? What is the estimate of

this loss with the expanded port and where does this amount of coal go to,
where is it deposited and what is the impact specifically of the deposit?

21. Statement is made that the failure to expand coal port facilities at Rob-

erts Bank will stop development desirable viable coal mines. Information should

be supplied specifically as to which coal mines are referred to.

22. Statement is made that the town of Fernie is in need of being saved and

will be saved only with the development of at least one more coal mine in the

area and that the development of that coal mine is contingent upon the expan-

sion of Roberts Bank. It should be made clear which coal deposit and mine pro-

posal presently in the planning or otherwise stages will require the facilities
of the town of Fernie as its base of operations living accomodations etc. This

information should be supplied to substantiate the statement.

..4



We have numerous other areas of concern which we will be bringing
up at the time of hearings, some of which may be simply a matter of interpre-
tation and there are probably many other areas of inaccuracy within this re-
port. However, due to time constraints and staff limitations at present, this
is the best we can deliver.

We wish to make it clear that we are very dissatisfied with the sit-
uation wherein the National Harbours Board Port of Vancouver and others had

this report available since early October, 1977, and they have large paid
staffs whereas we who are very limited in staff did not receive the report
until very late in November and are expected to respond by mid-January with
Christmas Holidays intervening.

We would submit that the report is decidedly biased — in fact
blatantly to favour the expansion of the Roberts Bank Super Port and charge
material and tables loaded to show favourable light on expansion of super
port at Roberts Bank.

It is our submission that the justification for the expansion of
the port is based on outdated and out moded and no longer applicable informa-

tion and that new and up to date information should be submitted on a just-
ification side before any decision is made on the project.

BO/co

Bill Ot y
Executive Director



DEFICIENCIES IN ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT ASSESSMENT
OF ROBERTS BANK SUPERPORT

A Critical Review by the B. C. Wildlife Federation
Lowe r Ma inland B ranch

January 16, 1978

The conclusions reached by this Impact Assessment are not in harmony with

peoples desires to preserve the integrity of the Fraser River Estuary/Delta.

Renewable resources like fisheries, waterfowl, agriculture, tourism, recrea-

tion, and culture preservation are being forsaken in order to accommodate a develop-

ment which will expedite the disgorging of non-renewable resources out of British

Columb ia.

Coming at a time of avowed government restraint in public spending, there can

be no justification to build an enlarged port at Roberts Bank, when the facilities at

Prince Rupert, Kitimat, Vancouver, Port Moody, New Westminster and Surrey are

not fully utilized.

We recommend that this development be tabled at this time and no further public

funds be spent to justify its needs. Our reasons are as follows:

This "ad hoc" E.I.A. does not consider the interactions between existing and

proposed developments or the cumulative effects of these on productivity of the estuary.

Presently, there is no rational comprehensive plan to manage the river basin,

Cl'though the Canada Water Act provides for such integrated management. Consequently,

we have an intolerable situation where more than 45 agencies are involved in land use

decision making in the Fraser basin.



This proliferation of unco-ordinated management influenced by industrial

ties of super powerful agencies like Canada Transport and the Harbours Commissions

have amassed environmentally sensitive areas of the Fraser River Estuary/Delta,

taken the land/water base out of production and now are consolidating before a

rational plan to share and manage the estuary is laid out.

We observe an obvious rush, by single land use agencies, to get as many

environmentally incompat ible developments sanctioned before the Fed. /Prov.

Fraser Estuary Study group brings forward a report on land use policy.

We urge the Environmental Assessment and Review panel to take a broad

look and terminate the process until the Fed. /Prov. Estuary Study Team makes its

recommendations on integrated resource management in the Lower Fraser basin.

The EARP panel should not make a hurried decision without first waiting for

land use scoring strategy forthcoming from the Estuary study.

2.

Therefore, our first major objection to the impact statement is that it

considers the superport development in isolation, without reference to

interactions between and cumulative effects of present and proposed

developments on the short and long term. It does not consider delaying

the project until a policy to protect the Fraser Estuary/Delta has been

promulgated. A policy which would indicate judicious use of land and

resources without impairment to the natural productivity of the Estuary.

The E.I.S. does not consider a change of land use order which will

result if the development proceeds. It makes no mention of the thousands



of acres which have been taken out of Wildlife Conservation Reserve

(by B. C. Order in Council No. 23 74. ) Neither does it mention the

likely conversion of vast acreages of prime agriculture land needed

for spin-off developments due to the ports location.

The E.I.S. does not consider U.S. Canada Transboundary implications.

It does not consider that some damage will result to international

resources of waters, fish and birds. For example, herring from the

Boundary Bay area constitute a major food source for salmon throughout

the boundary waters of the Strait of Georgia. Thus a depletion of the

herring population because of the proposed superport development

could in turn mean a severe depletion of the salmon population and thus

severe losses for both the commercial herring fishing and the salmon

fishing industries of both Canada and U.S.A. Water, fish, and birds

hold no borders, therefore it would be the duty of the International Joint

Commission to study the environmental effects of a major development

which will impinge on U. S. resources.

A study done by F. F. Slaney 4 Co. Ltd. in 1974 called Land Evaluation

Component, Vancouver International Airport, mentions that disruption

of the ecosystem of Boundary Bay could have serious regional and inter-

national repercussions because of destruction of part of the eel grass

beds. Therefore, it is not unreasonable to believe that the Roberts

Bank development may also have these repercussions, particularly

when deterioration of eel grass beds has already been implied.



Furthermore, why was there no consultation with the International

Pacific Salznon Fisheries Commission in this assessment. The

developznent is bound to have a negative effect on their sphere of

influence.

The E.I.S. is based mostly on old data; there has been no effort

made to seek new baseline information. For example:

a) What are the migratory, semi-migratory and resident fish and

wildlife species in the area?

b) What are the effects of a toxic pollutant spill assessed through

dye tracing?

c) What is the role of terrestpial organic matter from the upland

areas in Tsawwassen bay?

d) What is the impact of solid wall jetties?

e) What is the productivity index of the Tsawwassen marsh? What

is its major energy source?

Describe the bacterial-fungal-algal community.

g) Describe the benthic and drifting invertegrates.

h) What has been the impact on fish and wildlife resources from

the existing port facility?



DEFICIENCIES AND DATA GAPS IN THE ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STUDY
OF ROBERTS BANK PORT EXPANSION

1. What will be the effects of WIND BLOWN PARTICULATE MATTER from

port activity?

How much will fall out?

Will it impair water quality? aesthetics?

Z. What is the magnitude of STORM WATER RUN OFF?

Will it impact on Tsawwassen salt marsh?

Will it impact on eel grass beds?

3. What is the effect of restricting W'ATER CIRCULATION between the two

caus eways?

Will it impinge on animal migration?

What will be the effect on fish movements, feeding habits and

spawning?

4. What is the effect of LIGHTING FROM LANDINGS AND CAUSEWAYS?

On biological diversity?

On predator-prey relations?

On migration of plankton?

5. What is the effect of altered OCEANOGRAPHIC CONDITIONS?

On current patterns?

On erosion / acretion?

On sediment balance?

Salinity?

On mixing and water exchange?



6. Produce the baseline data on which decision was made to classify the

TSAWWASSEN SALT MARSH to be a lesser sensitive area as shown

in Drawing No. 1-1.

7. What is the CHARACTER OF THE OCEAN BED surrounding WESTPORT

Terminal and how will it be changed over time, based on examination of

similar facilities?

8. Substantiate positive and negative effects in CULVERTING the Westport

and ferry causeways to allow passage of water and animals.

9. What compensation has been offered by National Harbours Board to take

away acreage placed in reserve under Order in Council for the purpose of

Wildlife Conservation. Why is there no mention of use of the area by the

Lesser Snow Geese which is the most important and sensitive waterfowl

using the area?

10. Qualify and quantify a complete year of data on resident and migratory

animals which use the area for rearing, feeding, and resting, and identify

those cro ss ing the international border.

ll. Identify the historical significance of the impact site before and after the

causeways were constructed.

12. What will be the effects of noise on wildlife, based on examination of

s imilar facilities?

13. Why is there no qualification and quantification of food webs and associated

nutrient flows in a complete year? What will the impact be?



14. What are the spin-off developments which can be expected to locate on

the farmland - uplands because of port development? What are the

impacts?

15. What will the impact of development be on water, fish, and people across

the international border and south of the ferry terminal causeway?

In our opinion, the data presented is incomplete and sporatic and has.been

bent to fit a dubious engineering score.

In light of these uncertainties, we cannot accept the E.I.S. conclusions.

We trust you will agree with our .urging to call off the process until the Fed. /Prov.

Estuary study team brings in their report.

Thank you for this opportunity to respond.

Dk'ILL

PAULIK,
Director
B. C. Wildlife Federation
Lower Mainland Branch

7~g~ /5 cct&c'w
WrC'Among BC- pC VIP%
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'.ir. J. F. Herity
P=.nel Secretary — =nvironmental rss~ssment
1870 1050 3~rest Pender -treet
Tancouvelp BED

3 7

re: wvironm ntal Imoact Assessment of oberts &=-nk ~ut rport wpansion

Cn behalf of Citacel, I »ould like to thank you for comin: t'ur public
meetin„.— or. January '2th. "lthough we now knou more ~bout what is planne&',
we like it less'-"s

reouested 'I ~~111 itemize what we feel to be the re;rW.= mo, t, rious
def 'iencies:—
1. Tne justific".tion of the Roberts &."nk site over northern ~orts by

the use cf questionable graphs.

2. The minimization of the damage to f" s?:eries and; ildlife «&th
spurious claims that the ecology of the are~ will benef-.':t t~roug.
an alleged eelgrass increase..he rerort do~a;~1.~~ s the role o

Roberts Bank foreshore as a fish, shellfish -'nd wildfowl habit&"t,
r legating it.. import-rce to a small fr:ction of tha o". ""ourd.-:rv

y

3. ".here is little mention of mainland implications. "h-"t will bo the
fate of the back-up lands owned by the R.C. provincial government"

Vhat rail expansion can we expect?

i.. In view of recent reports we would seriously ouestin.-. the n.. ed

any port expansion either now or in the year ?0~0 as rropcsed bv
the report.

'ice realise we must accept some respon. ibility for costs — environmental,
social and ecoromic — for the development of the ~.: . ~r~ t , & ".olumbian
resource extract"on indu.try but we are concerr ec about the lcng ter». e feet
of port expansion in this area. '.'hat guarantees ?av:. we that. this 's rot
the beginning of ~ long term plan to put industrv in -"n area ecologicallv
vital to the whole o" British Columbia":

~ ~ 0 ~ ~



~ ~ ~ ~ ~2

J. ".". Verity
nel ".-ecretary

It }m, been admitted by Fisheries and .nvironment Canada and other
res;;ected agencies that, in view of the knowledge we now have ~. to
the catastrophic imipact suan construction, and the o'-era&ion of such
an industry c.-in have on the fragile -colo~~, the nort should never
h=-ve been located at Roberts Rank.in the first place.

".'e look forward to hearing the cutcome of the "encl's deliberations.

Yours truly,
~TW h ~y

Jenr.y Cromarty (".Irs.)
Cha irperson
Research Committee

c.c. Letters to the editor
Optimist
5020 4Bth avenue
Delta., R.C.
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January 16, 1978

Environment Canada
Federal Environmental Assessment Review Office
1870 — 1050 West Fender Street
Vancouver, B. C. V6E 3S7

Attention: Wr. J. F. Herity
Panel Secretary

RE: ROBERTS BANK PORT EXPkÃSION PROPOSAL
ENVIROHME3TAL REVIEW

Dear Sir:

We enclose a copy of the area map froa the "Panorama Ridge Comiiunity Policy
Plan, 1977" to identify the area represented by our Association. We have
read both the summary and full report and wish to note several areas of
concern where we feel additional information and study are required.

A question basic to the whole subject which has not been addressed by the
consultants is that of the rationale for expanding ezport of non-renewable
resources. Are the projections for ezport of these bulk commodities consis-
tent with national policy?

The report neglects particularly to adequately evaluate the soci~onomic
impact of the proposal on our coiunity in particular and on other villages
and agricultural communities along the transportation oorridor. Our immed-
iate pereeptien of the iayaat of the expansiea of Roberts Sank on our
community is negative. Reaction from the community to this proposal has
identified several speoific areas of concern.

1. Eoise
2. Visual pollution
3. Vibration: has been a common complaint of residents of the area

since the advent of coal shipaents along the present trackage.
4. Coal dust and other commodity spillage
5. Conflict between vehicular and pedestrian traffic, and trains.
6. Limited new employment opportunity for residents of the munici-

pality and the region.

There is no description of possible alternative rail corri4ors in the lower
Fraser Valley. We request further review of this topic in light of the
ezpected heavy increase in trip densities and possible development of

~ ~ ~ 2



Environment Canada January 16, 1978

additional trackage. The B. C. Harbours Board are particularly noncommittal
on this latter point. All alternatives must be ezplored to minimise adding
to ezisting conflicts between established agricultural communities and. the
developing urban industrial component of the region.

At the present, we are not oonvinced ezpansion of Roberts Bank is in the
national interest and the proposal has serious implications for our community,
the municipality and the entire region. It is incumbent on the Rational
Harbours Board through its consultants to determine fully both the benefits
and the non-benefits of this proposal.

Respectively submitted,

T. S. Annandale

TSA: kc
Encl.

Reply to: 5539 - 125A Street
Surrey, B. C.
VIV 3Z3
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2477 — E. 53rd. Ave.,
Vancouver, 3. C.
January 27th, 1978.

Roberts Bank Environmental Assessment Panel,
1870 — 1050 West Pender Street,
Vancouver, B. C, V6E PS7

Re: Proposed Roberts Bank
Terminal Expansion

Dear Sir:

The proposed extension has been brought to our attention and we are
against any type of development that will place additional burden upon our
environment.

rJe are now threatened by super tankers presently operating in the ad-
joining waters'urther expansion of the bulk can only result in an increase
in marine traffic and further increasing the probability of a marine disaster
in the area.

Population projections for the Vancouver — Seattle areas shoe phenominal
increases and will further add to the polution 6f the area as well as creating
greater demands for recreational and marine park areas. These ever-increasing
public demands wil'n turn place a greater demand on any industry to do its part
in maintaining the environment or to vacate the

arear't
is our opinion that such developments should be evenly distributed

amongst all the tidewater terminals such as Squamish, Kitimat, Prince Rupert
and eventually Stewart. In considering the environmental burden all factors
should be considered, including industrial and population pollution, thereby
eliminating concentrations of contamination.

We recognize that such facilities are required to meet the demanos for
such commodities. We also recognize that such facilities are a source of em-
ployment and are necessary for the national welfare.

We wish to reiterate that we are opposed to any development that will
result in contamination of the environment, which no company has the right to do,
regardless of the services provided.

J
Secretary-Treasurer
Maple Beach Property Owners
Association Inc.

JCC:ac
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Environment Canada
Federal Environment Assessment Review Office
1870 - 1060 Mest Pender Street,
Vancouver, British Columbia
V6E 357

ATTENTION: Mr. J. F. Herity,
Panel Secretary

Dear Sir:

Re: Roberts Bank Expansion Proposal
Environmental Review

Musqueam and Tsawwassen Indian Bands are currently preparing a
joint presentation regarding the proposed port expansion. This
presentation will not be ready for the initial review, therefore we will
outline concerns that must be dealt with by your review panel and the
National Harbours Board.

It is clear that little consideration has been given of the concerns
expressed by the Tsawwassen Indian Band. The report suIIIoarizes, "the
Indians believe that the present port facility affects their interests
adversely, and that expansion of the facility would probably increase
the detriment."; but offers no recommendations regarding these vital
concerns . The National Harbours Board must identify and offer solutions
that can be considered by the Tsawwassen People prior to final review by
the Panel. The National Harbours Board must also deal with concerns of
the Musqueam Indian Band regarding their Musqueam Indian Reserve P4 within
the surrounding area. These concerns have not been considered in the
reports.

Because of the lack of consideration by the National Harbours Board
of the detrimental effect of the proposed expansion to their communities
both Indian Bands are totally opposed to future expansion of the Roberts
Bank Port. Musqueam and Tsawwassen Indian Bands will remain opposed and
take whatever action is necessary to protect their interests if their
concerns remain unresolved.

......./ page two
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Environment Canada
Federal Environmental Assessment Review Office
Re: Roberts Bank Expansion Proposal
Environment Review
January 18th, 1978
Page Two

The concerns of the Tsawwassen Indian Band include a reduction
of quality of their life, loss of livelihood, and increased difficulty
of preserving traditions in light of further destruction of Tsawwassen
Indian Reserve and their foreshore by the proposed expansion. In
addition to those defined wi thin the report, the proposed expansion
indicates an interference with the Riparian Right of Tsawwassen. The
Riparian Right of Access is interfered with in that the project would
occupy and prevent access through parts of foreshore tidal lands. We

believe that there are other interferences with the Riparian Rights of
Tsawwassen however these have not been fully researched at this time.

Musqueam Indian Reserve ¹4 came as a result of a land exchange of
Nusqueam Indian Reserve ¹3 at Sea Island. Our Band was forced to relo-
cate as the expansion of Vancouver International Airport had made this
land virtually useless as a community to live in. Our Band plans to
build a new community at Nusqueam Reserve ¹4 which would include resident-

iall,

recreational and community requirements, plus economic development.

It appears that the mode of development of the area would completely
isolate our property from roads and utility services thus making very
difficult and costly those projects that we are planning. We are now

surrounded by many acres of super port back-up lands of which there are
no long term plans. It appears that this super port back-up land was
purchased only to isolate the Roberts Port Expansion.

Both Bands are concerned about the piecemeal planning that has existed
to date, and to the detrimental effects to our communities of this type of
planning. The port expansion must not be planned where the concerns of our
two communities have been ignored.

The Federal Environmental Assessment Review Panel and the National
Harbours Board must act positively to the concerns of Tsawwassen and
Musqueam. Further the Roberts Bank Port and its related activities must
not act to the detriment of our communities life, livelihood and traditions.

......./ page three
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Federal Environmental Assessment Review Office
Re: Roberts Bank Expansion Proposal
Environment Review
January 18th, 1978
Page Three

We trust that you are now aware of our concerns and will act
in a positive manner to communicate with us and hopefully develope
solutions to our concerns.

Mr. Delbert V. Guerin
Chief,
Musqueam Indian Band

Mr. Russell Williams
Chief,
Tsawwassen Indian Band

/sm



December 29, 1977

3.F. Herity
Panel Secretary
1870 — 1050 liest Pender Street
Vancouver, B.C.
VEiE 3S7

BECE¹D

JAN - 6 1978

WV PAC~FtC

Dear Sir:
hie thank you for a copy of the Environmental Impact Assessment of Roberts

Bank Outerport Expansion.
4Jhile this study is a welcome improvement over the methods used by the

previous government headed by Id.A.C. Bennett to ram a railway through Delta's
prime farmland and foreshore area, we do still have reservation with the report
inasmuch that it appears as if the decision has already been made to expand
Roberts Bank, and we are wondering whether exposing deficiencies in the
report will achieve much more than adding credibility to the Federal Environ-
mental Assessment and Review Process.

You refer to future expansion of Roberts Bank, and we therefore, must
assume that due to its geographical location, eventually all the foreshore
land will disappear unless we reverse our way of thinking, as level ground
will always be the cheapest and easiest to build on.

lde also feel that you have not adequately considered that this marsh-
land is a non-renewable resource, that should have been turned over to an
ecological reserve long ago. Perhaps even more valuable than the agricultural
land, which is now protected by the B.C. Agricultural Land Act.

4!e wish to remind you that we have only one Roberts Bank, one Sturgeon
Hank and one Boundary Bay, and you also must consider the possibility of a
new generation of entrepreneurs with a social conscience, politicians and
government officials with enough foresight and courage to put the environment
ahead of dollars. The result being elimination of the causeway and shipping
forced back into Georgia Straight.

2 ~ ~ ~ ~



(2)

We are concerned that your figures on cost do not go much beyond the
initial expenditures, such as construction of the project. Further, you
have not considered the cost of possibly having to abandon the port and
relocate elsewhere along the coast, where a number of inlets could be
utilized, after we have become accustomed to the idea that the export of raw
material must pay all the social and environmental costs accrued from the
process of handling it. Abandoning the port and not having to pay the social
and environmental costs ~ould at least leave B.C. no worse off than if the
product had been left in the ground.

Further we would suggest that most of those involved would have a
better picture of the situation if the study was presented as economy vs
environment. Engineering in general is not an issue as engineers gladly
will accept any challenge. It would probably be fair to say that the manpower
and know-how is available to build a port anywhere along the coast provided
our governments are prepared to steer the funds in the right direction, and
we ~ould like to think that the justification for the existence of this impact
assessment panel should be to assist our politicians in their deliberations.

Apparently you have failed to consider that sooner or later our abundant
mountains will have to be used to provide sites for industry and population.
We would like more consideration given to the possibility of bringing the port
traffic into Squamish and Bute Inlet from the north, and a tunnel under the
North Shore mountains to Howe Sound, where a port could be carved out sone-
where along the shore. We understand that the Swedes, the Swiss and the Chinese
and no doubt others have for several years experimented with locating
essential services and industry under mountains. Such a railway tunnel could
be the beginning of such a project, and it would also provide the first
effective shelter for this area in case of war.

The question of social impact would also fit under the heading of
economy. For instance how many overpasses can we afford? Who will pay for
the noise buffering berms along the railway right of way? How much will the
ordinary taxpayer, who unavoidably must suffer the inconvenience of more
trains, have to pay to have level crossing~eliminated? Will the taxes be
lowered for the residents of Delta7 How many, or should we say how few,
jobs will a bulk handling facility generate for local people? How many
f'ishermen could loose their jobs7 What about liveability? Bedroom
conmunities appear to us to be in general pleasant places to live.

3 ~ ~ 0 0



Should we, as you suggest, expand the port to aid the welfare of people
in the producing area7 That being so we see little hope to save Roberts
Bank from being lost completely to a port industry, as there will always
be some excuse to open another pit, and build another mining community in the
name of progress.

In conclusion we suggest that you must look beyond the year 2000 to assess
the cost of losing a source of recreation and a source of protein. balll
100 years be enough or 1000 years7 4lhat about perpetuety7

lde hope that you will recognize the above to be something more than
a parochial attempt to shift the problem elsewhere, but rather a genuine
concern for the future of the social, economic, environmental and liveability
standards of this continent.

North Delta Ratepayers Association

Robert Helms
Chairman of the Impact
Assessment Review Committee
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A. G ENE RAL COMMENTS

Realizing the location and scope of the proposed National Harbours
Board expansion on Roberts Bank, it is felt that the Federal Environmental
Assessment and Review Process does not adequately represent the concerns
and wishes of the public nor may it adequately protect the environment
because it appears to be geared towards compromise. It must be realized
that much of the biologically productive area of the Fraser River
Estuary/Delta has already been compromised to development.

The Federal and Provincial governments are very aware of the
biological importance of the area and of the public sensitivity relating
to development on Roberts and Sturgeons Bank. The record of environmental
credibility and the will of the government to protect such essential
biological areas must be seriously questioned should it continue to
seriously accept and study such development proposals. It is not
reassuring to know that the government is often willing to compromise on
almost any controversial issue, and opt for development with "minimized"
environmental damage. This is one location where the option of no
additional development should be enforced and not further studied at this
time. K)wd ~~~ E-@'~

The Ecological Sub-Committee of the EARP Environmental Impact Assess-
ment of the Vancouver International Expansion Proposals recommended in 1976
that Ai/port

"1. Moratorium on Further Major Construction;
Estuary/Delta Policy

Effective immediately, construction of all major
developments such as those presently proposed
for situation on, or use of, the Fraser Estuary or
Delta should be deferred for a period to be
defined. Specifically included should be the
expansion of Vancouver International Airport as
presently proposed.

Furthermore, during this moratorium, and
before any further major development is permit-
ted to take place, a comprehensive policy should
be prepared for both the management and the
protection of the Fraser River Estuary/Delta as an
ecological unit."

In 1977 the Federal and Provincial governments began a study and
development of such a comprehensive management and protection plan.
Unfortunately well before this plan is completed and accepted, the Federal
Government, or agencies thereof, is actively pushing along a number of
major estuary developments that will have an irreversible impact on this
ecological unit. In addition to the Federal proposals to expand Roberts



Bank Port and put the Lower Fraser in training walls, there are a large
number of on going private developments which are degrading the estuary
on an almost daily basis (e.g. Brittain Steel marsh loss, Don and Lion
Island development, Ti lbury Island developments, etc.).

Up to now neither the EAR Process nor any other government process
has been highly successful in protecting the biological resources of the
Fraser River Estuary. Regardless of the efforts made, there has been a
piece-meal loss of the estuary during the past several years. It must
be realized that the proposal to expand the Roberts Bank Port is only
another development proposal albeit, a significant one. Examining the
Beak-Hinton Environmental Impact Assessment of Roberts Bank Port
Expansion out of context of the overall well-being of the Estuary and
ignoring the other developments that are degrading the Estuary is a rather
misleading exercise and can be interpreted as an attempt (whether
knowingly or not) to isolate this impact from others and isolate Roberts
Bank from the overall well-being of the ecological unit--the Fraser Estuary.

Once Roberts Bank is isolated from all other concerns, it is easy to
rationalize development at that site and accommodate environmental and
social concerns so as the Impact Statement will appear to "minimize" most
adverse impacts--at least on paper.

Possibly the Beak-Hinton study is misdirected because its terms of
reference leaves much to be desired. The report is not a true Environmental
Impact Statement because much of it examines development needs and actually
recommends types and locations of developments. It appears to be more of
a development feasibility study that has taken environmental impacts into
account so as to respond to anyone expressing concerns for the ecology of
the area.

The report appears to have a programmed bias in it which down-grades
environmental concerns at certain sites so as those sites with superior
development advantages look very superior from all points of view. The poor
terms of reference has allowed this to happen and what should have been an
unbiased examination of the impacts at several port sites has been nothing
more than a rationalization for development at Roberts Bank. Was any other
conclusion expected since the National Harbours Board has been promoting
development at that site for many years?

Once the report rationalized Roberts Bank as the development area, it
then proceeded to isolate the specific impact area from the rest of Roberts
Bank and then tried to show that the specific area was least sensitive. It
isolates the impact area as it isolates Roberts Bank from the rest of the
estuary. Whenever the rest of the estuary is mentioned, it is always made to
look more produc tive than Roberts Bank. The public and decision makers that
read this report may lose sight of the fact that the total estuary is a very
productive ecological unit and dissecting out a part and examining it in
isolation is totally invalid . It is this approach which wi 1 1 allow continued
piece-meal write-off of the estuary. This must therefore be identified as a
great deficiency in the philosophy of protecting sensitive ecological units and
in preparation of the Beak-Hinton report.



This deficiency gives rise to even greater shortcomings once the
site specific reviews in the report are studied closely. A detailed
examination of the aquatic concerns is more than adequate to show that
the wrong basic approach has given rise to invalid and misleading
conclusions.

The most important part of the report is the site ratings which
plot the engineering and environmental scores and recommends develop-
ment at Roberts Bank because of its superior engineering and lack of
environmental impact. This is an acceptable approach but it is only
as good as the information and judgements that go into it. Unfortunately,
the report does a poor job of evaluating impacts and environmental values
wi th the consequence that the scoring plots are in error and the validity
of the approach is therefore in doubt. A close examination of Tables 7

and 8 in the Main Report will verify this.

Table 8 presents the environmental values of each port area. The
text indicates that the relative intrinsic value of each component is
a "highly subjective judgement". Realizing the importance of the rating
of these sites, a highly subjective technique is NOT adequate nor
acceptable. It is this subjectiveness which allows the authors to bias
the report to rationalize development at Roberts Bank.

The environmental data base available to the consultants should have
allowed much more than a "highly subjective judgement". The reason it has
been a subjective rating is because each ecological unit has been dissected
apart and although we know the value of the overall unit (e.g. the Fraser
River Estuary) we and especially the consultant does not know nor under-
stand the value of the part (e.g. Roberts Bank or particularly the port area
of Roberts Bank).

It is for this reason that it is invalid to isolate the port impact
area from the rest of the estuary. What makes this error even more serious
is the fact that where the consultant has tried to relate the site specific
to the whole, the consultant has made obvious mistakes. An example or two
will demonstrate this point.

The report seems to go out of its way to emphasize that Roberts Bank is
not as an important fishery area as the rest of the Fraser Estuary. All
conclusions are based on the Federal Fisheries 1975 report. For instance
the consultant indicates that Sturgeon Bank is more valuable to chinook and
coho salmon because many more were caught on the former bank during the
Fishery studies. What is overlooked is the fact that most chinook and coho
were caught on Sturgeon Bank during a few days when Roberts Bank was NOT

sampled. The consultant emphasizes that Roberts Bank is NOT valuable to the
production of pink salmon. They neglect to point out that most sampling was
done in 1973 which is a year in which pink fry do not exist in the estuary.
In 1974, a pink year, some pink fry were taken on Sturgeon Bank by purse
seine, however Roberts Bank was NOT sampled. From this the consultants
conclude "Once again it is significant that Department of the Environment



Fisheries and Marine Service (1975) found no pink salmon on Roberts
Bank." The fishery section has several more errors of this sort in it
even though the Fishery Report (1975) notes that the types of
comparisons Beak-Hinton have made, can not be made.

I have only selected the fishery section for detailed review
because that is my area of expertise and it is the fishery resource
that will be highly impacted by the development. Such errors are so
obvious it can only be concluded that the consultants were determined
to downgrade environmental values at Roberts Bank to give it a better
environmental impact-engineering score.

Realizing the serious errors in the assessment of Roberts Bank in
the Fraser Estuary one can only cringe when you think how the
consultant may have related aquatic values at an isolated area (Roberts
Bank) of the Fraser to an isolated area (Ridley Island) of the Skeena
Estuary. The technique of compari son is not given in the report but it
i s known that it is easier to draw compari sons between parts of one
estuary than between parts of two totally different estuaries. One can
only conclude that the scoring system is not based on fact but on
misguided subjective judgement. There appears to be no connnection
between the fishery information and the scoring system wi th its associated
conclusions.

I am certain many of the other component assessments can be criticized
in a similar way . For instance, on the basis of the information presented,
how can the terrestrial ecology of Vancouver Harbour have the same value as
that at Boundary Bay or Kitson Island? Subjective ratings are very prone to
error and when a component is rated as a 2 or a 3 when it should be a 1 the
final scoring (engineering x impact) is in error in geometric disproportion.

B. CONCLUSIONS

The Beak-Hinton report appears to have great weaknesses in its
environmental section. To call them deficiencies would be too charitable.
The terms of reference has encouraged the production of a biased
envi ronmental impact statement. Ecological units have been dissected
apart so as the least sensi tive part of a very sensi tive unit can be
evaluated in relative isolation and be made accommodating to the port
development. Attempts to relate a part of one ecological unit to another
part of that same unit has been done with serious error. Attempts to relate
the part of one ecological unit to the part of another ecological unit is
made in an unknown manner. The relationship between the scoring system and
the data base is so subjective that its validity should be questioned very
seriously.



It would have been wrong to have done a more detailed critique of
this report because the report would probably just have been redrafted
to cover each error and yet conclude with the same results. It is
hoped that this general deficiency statement will have identified the
overall weakness in the biological part of this report. It is
sincerely hoped that this impact study was not a smokescreen intended
to keep everyone concerned with environmental protection happy by
showing that all options had been studied and now we can get on with
development at Roberts Bank. Should that be the case, this poor
attempt at a comprehensive impact assessment may serve as a condemnation
of the EAR Process and an indication that it cannot protect our very
sensitive biological resources upon which future generations will depend»
ttPoTI .
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J.F. Herity
Environment Canada
Federal Environmental Assessment
Review Office
1870 - 1050 West Pender Street
VANCOuVER, B.C. V6E 3S7

Re: Roberts Bank Port Expansion Proposal
Environmental Review

Dear Mr. Herity:

I found it difficult to read the complete environmental assessment document,
however since I am an environmental chemist involved in ecological research
in the Fraser estuary I will make some comments on the deficiencies in my

area of expertise.

I reviewed two areas namely "water quality" and the "process" for SPEC

and the Fraser River Coalition. Rather than repeat the detailed criticism
made in their submission I will make a point summary of the deficiencies
I found in those areas and make some criticism of the biological component
of the study which I also read in detail.

Water Quality Deficiencies

1. no information presented as to how water quality is evaluated in the
umbrella term "environmental score".

2. the elutriate studies were very incomplete and I question some of
the analytical values presented in Table 13, Volume 2.

3. much of the information presented on toxicity in Table 14, Volume 2

is at least 10 years out of date and very little mention is made about
chronic sublethal effects.

4. inadequate attention is paid to the chemical characteristics of the
sediments in the proposed dredge area.

5. very careless referencing in which references cited in the text are
omitted from the reference list — one wonders if they exist at all?

Process Deficiencies

Many of the deficiencies in this report are basic deficiencies in the
EARP process.



Mr. J.F. Herity

1. The terms of reference are very vague especially regarding a time
frame for the studies.

2. The environmental assessment should be conducted by an iterative
process. This would involve periodic review by the panel during various
stages of the assessment in which the emphasis placed on various components
of the study can be changed to provide a more detailed or a shorter in-
vestigation.

3. Such an involvement by the panel will require a larger committment by
the panel members.

4. Public involvement in the EARP process is inconsistent which is inad-
equate.

Biological Study Deficiencies

1. The review of the literature on emergent and submergent macrophytes
(section B2 and B3 in Volume 4) is very well done. It is unfortunate
that this information has been cribbed from two undefended thesis. The
weakness in the aquatic vegetation section is that the literature inform-
ation is poorly related to possible impacts of the proposed development.

2. It is quite obvious that aquatic vegetation will be destroyed by
the project. Some areas that are not destroyed physically will effectively
be removed from use by avifauna due to activity at the terminal. Therefore,
more study is needed on aquatic vegetation rehabilitation and studies
should be done to determine where similar marsh communities can be est-
ablished to provide compensation for the alienated areas.

3. The statement is made that deflection of sediment laden river water
from the area between the two jettys will create clearer water conditions
thus allowing better photosynthetic activity of the macrophytes. This
is true, however the suspended sediment which is deposited on the banks
also acts as a nutrient source for the plants so one is effectively rob-
bing the plant community of their annual fertilization.

4. All of the biological field work conducted during this study was done
between April and July. This is completely inadequate where the reproduct-
ive cycles and migratory behavior of organisms are tied to the seasonal
cycles. If the literature review was inadequate as was stated&for example
for avifauna utilization of the area, then studies should be organized to
fill these data gaps rather than doing a couple of days of fair weather
science and wasting taxepayers money.

S. The information presented on fish utilization of the area is incomplete.
All it does is review the life histories of many of the species. There
is very little good data on their use or dependence on the foreshore area
especially south Roberts Banks. No field studies were conducted to det-
ermine detailed utilization of the area by fish.

6. How were all of the biological resources in this area evaluated to
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Mr. J.F. Hertiy

include in the catch all term "environmental score"? Where is the
biological information from the alternate sites that was used to develop
their respective environmental scores?

I hope that this information is of some use to your panel in providing the
National Harbors Board with a deficiency statement on this study. If I
can be of any further use in clarifying the statements I have made please
feel free to contact me at 228-6474(office) or 433-4304(home).

Yours truly,

jp

Ken J. Hall
Sierra Club
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DEFICIENCY STATEMENT FOR THE ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT
ASSESSMENT OF PROPOSED ROBERTS BANK SUPERPORT

Submitted by SPEC on behalf of the Fraser River Coalition

THE PROCESS

Many of the deficiencies of this impact assessment are directly
related to inadequancies of the whole EARP process.

Therefore SPEC requests that the whole EARP process be reviewed
with special attention to the following points and suggestions
drawn from the Roberts Bank Environmental Impact Assessment.

1. The terms of reference for the study are much too general lea-
ving important decisions regarding focus and analysis to the
consultant. The terms of reference for the Roberts Bank E.I.A.
were accepted in 1975 and since that time the E.I.A. standards
have changed notably due to the Airport Report; which recommends
a moratorium of all developments until a comprehensive management
plan is drawn up for the Fraser estuary.

2. Since the frame work and terms of reference of the E.I.A. report
are vague; the report becomes a cumbersome assortment of des-
criptive, inventory material much of which is irrelevant and
obscures the important information.

3. The panel should be allocated sufficient time to oversee the
study and should have closer control over the study, in the
following areas;

i) The panel should have several interim reviews with the con-
sultants to ensure they maintain the proper focus on the
study.

ii) Also to point out existing literature gaps which would re-
quire field investigations by the consultant who would then
be granted sufficient time to carry out necessary investiga-
tive studies.

4. The EARP process is also deficient with regards to public in-
volvement, as no definite frame work is provided for public
involvement. In fact with the Roberts Bank study the public
had no opportunity to review the terms of reference, no funds
were allocated for public involvement and no time frame was
fixed for public participation or hearings.

There is therefore no consistency in the process as the
public was involved much more closely with the E.I.A. of the
proposed airport expansion.



THE FOLLOWING DEFICIENCIES HAVE BEEN IDENTIFIED
FOR VOLUME 2, AND VOLUME 6 APPENDIX D

1. The need for expansion of Roberts Bank has not been proven by
the commodity pro)ections. In fact the report states; (Vol.6, D.5)

"As this review of commodity trade is a subordinate
part of an environmental study and not in any way
a detailed investigation of feasibility, no in depth
forecasts were attempted."

2. The definition of "definite need" in the report is totally
inaccurate and misleading. Conventional uses of the term
would not conclude that there is a definite need for a new
coking coal terminal in 1980 based on the data presented.
This type of misleading language is used numerous times in
the report, for example with statements like; there is a
"definite probability of requirement" (Vol.l, P.4) and
underlines the fact that the report does not prove a definite
need for port expansion at Roberts Bank in the immediate
future.

3. The commodity progections that are presented show great
discrepancies between high and low ranges and do not prove
that additional facilities are required.

4. The report does not adequately deal with the possible increments
of terminal expansion. It is not evident that four new terminals
and a tank farm is the next best increment in terminal capacity,
and the advantages of this expansion over smaller increments
in capacity have not been demonstrated. Expansion plans for
the range of possible scenarios should be developed to examine
their costs and benefits, and to determine what are the economies
of scale.

5. The consultants have not demonstrated that the proposed expansion
plan is the best trade off between the expected costs of con-
strained development and excess capacity with its associated
environmental costs and loss of planning time.

6. The report does not examine the question of market competition
of Kootenay coal with the Northeast coal, based on world
market trends and other existing coal exporting countries.

7. The report does not explain that development of a coal mine
would require four years, which leaves a lot of leadtime
before any port development would be required which is in
contradiction to the consultants statement that export facilities
are needed before the exports are there.
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8. The section on alternative sites is totally inadequate
for the following reasons;

i) NHB commissioned an environmental, social, economic,
and engineering study of the expansion of Roberts
Bank not of alternative sites.

ii) No field studies were conducted in regard to
assesing possible alternative sites, and therefore
these site proposals were generally presented with-
out any careful intensive examination of their
potential.

iii) The scoring system for alternative sites does not
equate environmental and engineering considerations,
but is weighted heavily towards engineering costs.

iv) The scoring system is based on sub]ective Judgement;
and another sub]ective opinion could produce radically
different conclusions regarding the optimum site.



THE FOLLOWING DEFICIENCIES, PROBLEMS AND DATA GAPS
HAVE BEEN IDENTIFIED FOR VOLUME 3, APPENDIX A

SEDIMENT DISTRIBUTION AND TRANSPORT

1. The effects of the proposed dredging (which would remove bedload)
on the Delta have not been outlined.

2. What is the effect of the salt wedge on sediment transport?

3. The report does not examine how the ocean bed surrounding the
port will be altered by the proposed expansion.

OCEANOGRAPHIC CONDITIONS

1. The effects of altered oceanographic conditions on

i) erosion and acretion

ii) water salinity

iii) current patterns

iv) mixing and water exchange

have not been outlined.

2. The effects of restricted water circulation between the Westshore
and Ferry causeways on marine life have not been examined.

3. The report does not adequately outline the positive and negative
effects of culverting the causeway.

AIR QUALITY

1. The effects of wind blown particulate matter from the proposed
commodities on aesthetics and air quality have not been postulated.



DEFICIENCIES IN VOLUME 3, APPENDIX A

THE EXISTING PHYSICAL ENVIRONMENT

WATER QUALITY

1. There is no indication of how the water quality information
is weighted or incorporated with the other environmental
elements to produce the final "environmental score".

2. The water quality information relates strictly to the existing
water flow and does not examine changes that might occur at
Roberts Bank caused by other developments such as the proposed
River Training Program and the proposed McGregor Diversion.

3. The elutriate test, to determine the potential for contaminate
release during dredging operations, should be performed under
a range of salinity conditions before any significant results
could be presented.

4. Table 13 in Volume 2 produced disturbing results in the high
concentrations of lead, nickel and vanadium in the filtered
samples which indicate either contamination in the seawater
sample, or poor analytical techniques. These tests should
therefore be repeated and the techniques checked.

5. Table 13 in Volume 2 does not indicate what specific compounds
were investigated, or the concentration units for the pesticides.

6. Table 14 in Volume 2 on the toxic effects of potential products
on a variety of organisims is based on outdated material and
does not mention long term chronic effects of toxicity.

7. Very little information is provided regarding the sediment
characteristics in the proposed dredge area. What are the
trace metals, pesticides and nutrient concentrations in the
sediments7

8. The report does not consider the important link of sediment
supply to eelgrass beds, or explain that by removing the source
of sediment we would effectively decrease the eelgrass productivity
which would consequently effect all marine and wildlife populations
of the area.



THE FOLLOWING DEFICIENCIES, PROBLEMS AND DATA GAPS

HAVE BEEN IDENTIFIED FOR VOLUME 4, APPENDIX B

AVIFAUNA

1. The discussion on waterfowl is based on field work collected
in late May and June; which is not an optimum or representa-
tive time of the year for waterfowl in this area.

2. The section on waterfowl is based on information collected at
only six sightings, which included largely juvenile birds whose
behavior is not typical of adult birds.

3. The report does not mention what habitat would be lost to av-
ifauna as a result of the proposed development, nor does it
mention that approximately three-quarters of the original
habitat has already been lost due to other developments in
the Fraser estuary and delta.

MARINE MAMMALS

1. The report does not discuss the behavior and activities of the
harbour seals and porpoises in the Roberts Bank area; (for example
are these mammals in the area for feeding, breeding etc.) nor
does it discuss the impact of increased ship movements on these
populations.

2. The report does not describe killer whale activities in the
area or killer whale behavior related to ship movement.

SUBMERGENT AND EMERGENT VEGETATION

Extensive studies should be done in this area as there has
already been a significant loss of eelgrass habitat due to the
present terminal facilities.

This section is unacceptable for the following reasons:

1. The statistical facts regarding the eelgrass beds in Roberts
Bank are contradictory; with the total loss area of eelgrass
beds in Roberts Bank given as less that the total loss for
just Tsawwassen Bay. For example: (All figures from Beak/
Hinton Report).
Former area of eelgrass in Roberts Bank — Total 602 Hectares
Present area of eelgrass in Roberts Bank — Total 477 Hectares

LOSS 125



TSAWWASSEN BAY

Former area: Continuous eelgrass 1966 276 Hectares
Present area: Continuous eelgrass 1975 336 Hectares

GAIN 60 Hectares continuous eelgrass.

Former area: Discontinuous eelgrass 1966 257
Present area: Discontinuous eelgrass 1975 66

LOSS 191 Hectares discontinuous eelgrass.

This leaves a net loss of 131 hectares in Tsawwassen Bay
alone. This is a very significant figure as a decline in eelgrass
beds can be correlated almost directly with declines in fish and
wildlife numbers.

2. The report states that the amount of continuous eelgrass has
actually increased by 89 hectares, and that this is a result
of decreased turbidity due to less Fraser River water inside
the jetty. (Vol. 2, p. 83) However no study to support this
was ever conducted, and no data is given to support this claim.

3. The report ignores the significance of the loss of discontinuous
eelgrass habitat, which is very important to the marine ecology.

4. The statistical projections on the percent of eelgrass beds
that could be recovered by recolonization techniques after
dredging and filling procedures of the expansion are totally
ludicrous for the following reasons:

i) The eelgrass beds here are unique as they occur in almost
pure sand; the report even states that:

"After removal or disappearance of eelgrass, changes
which occur in the substrate often make recolonization
impossible. For example, eelgrass has been unable to
successfully re-colonize the removal site (borrow pit)
in the seven years since its escavation at Roberts
Bank". (Vol. 2, P. 138)

ii) There have been no other known successful recolonization of
beds to date in this area.

iii) The borrow pit is now 2Q times its original size.(Vol. 2, p. 138)
iv) The consultants state themselves that Terminal /l4 would affect

the eelgrass beds significantly with a loss of 5X the total
in Tsawwassen Bay, along with 10X loss in wildlife habitat.

v) To ameliorate the damage, the consultants propose building
a jetty which would prevent further hydraulic erosion of the
beds. However to build the jetty they would have to further
encroach on the beds themselves, with no assurance that it
would help. In fact narrowing the gapa between the jetties
(Westshore 6 Ferry) would increase the flow rate considerably
which is the reason for the present erosion of the eelgrass
beds.



FISH

1. The report does not analyse the effect of restricted water
circulation between the two causeways on fish movements, or
feeding and spawning habits.

2. It is not explained how the fishery data is included in the
environmental score.

3. There is no presentation of data in regards to fishery
resources of alternative sites.

4. Some of the conclusions reached are inaccurate and based
on incomplete data. For example the report states that no
pink salmon were found at Roberts Bank; but it does not
explain that 1973 was a non pink year and that in 1974
only Sturgeon Bank not Roberts Bank was sampled by Fisheries
Canada.



THE FOLLOWING DEFICIENCIES, PROBLEMS AND DATA GAPS

HAVE BEEN IDENTIFIED FOR VOLUME 5, APPENDIX C

"THE EXISTING SOCIO-ECONOMIC ENVIRONMENT"

GENERAL

1. There is much descriptive inventory material that is irrelevant
and masks the important issues.

2. No attempt has been made to evaluate the existing economic act-
ivities and resources of the area (other than the coal industry
and related port activities) nor to access the possible impacts
the proposal could have on these resources (which include impor-
tant agricultural lands, extensive commercial and recreational
fishing industries, plus important wildlife and recreational
resources) and what these impacts would represent in dollar
value and social impacts.

3. No attempts have been made to cost the proposal and its related
developments (for example: municipal services — water, sewage,
fire protection and railway lines that would be required) nor
to determine what percentage of these costs would be carried
by the public.

More specifically the following problems and deficiencies have
been found under the respective subsections of this volume.

ARCHAEOLOGICAL RESOURCES

1. It has not been explained if a systematic archaelogical assessment
has been done of the whole Roberts Bank area, exactly how many
sites are located in the area nor how they would be affected by
the proposed development.

2. The report includes a contradiction as it states that there are
no apparent conflicts with archaeological sites; but that the
curator and Tsawwassen Indian Chief feel various sites would
be destroyed by construction projects.

RAIL CORRIDOR COMMUNITIES

The report does not outline the possible impacts of increased
trains along the entire rail corridor or how the communities along
the corridor feel about these increases.

WATER DISTRIBUTION

1. The report does not state what the water requirements would be
for the proposed port expansion.



2. The report does not state if the existing facilities would be
sufficient for all operations, or

3. What the costs would be to the municipality of providing the
necessary increases.

SEWAGE

1. The report does not explain the existing policy of the mun-
icipality in regards to degrees of treatment and re tension
facilities etc. at Westshore Terminals.

2. The problem of runoff with suspended coal particles and its
impact on shellfish and wildlife has not been assessed.

RECREATIONAL RESOURCES

1. No attempt has been made to estimate the value of the recreational
resources in the area, and how these resources could be affected
by the port expansion.

2. No attempt has been made to assess what resources (crabs, water-
fowl, fish etc.) have already been negatively affected by the
existing port facilities, as reported by UFAWU and Tsawwassen
Indian Band.

3. It has not been stated what constraints against recreational use
would be imposed by the port expansion and its related developments.

LONG RANGE PLANNING AND DEVELOPMENT CONTROL

1. The report does not state what specific changes would have to
be made in land claesification, zoning by-laws, sub-division
control by-laws or formal land use contracts for the development
to proceed.

2. It does not estimate the costs
the Province and other sources
icipal services such as water,
tion, or of constructing other
lines.

to the municipality of Delta and
of providing the necessary mun-
sewage treatment and fire protec-
related developments such as rail

COMMUNITY GOALS AND ATTITUDES

This section is inadequate for the following reasons:

1. Public participation and analysis of community goals was not
originally included in the terms of reference of the report and
therefore funds were insufficient to provide statistically
reliable quantifiable data.



2. No definite frame work was provided for public involvement.

3. The consultants conslusions were based on very limited survey
results (61 returned questionnaires, from a population base
of 66,000 in Delta) which were considered inadequate by them.

4. The public was given only vague information on the proposed
development and therefore they were unable to adequately respond
to the questionnaires.

ECONOMIC CONSIDERATIONS

1. No assessment is made of the costs of increasing and improving
rail lines and of providing maintenance due to increased
frequency of train units.

2. Canada's coal reserves are not examined in relation to existing
world coal reserves.

c.~&
Executive Director, SPEC
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SOUTH TSAWWASSEN
BEACH PROPERTY
OWNERS ASSOCIATION

MAILING ADDRESS: 164 TSAWWASSEN BEACH DELTA B.C

V4N 2J2
January 6, 1978.

Environmental Assess@qnt Panel,
(Roberts Bank Port Expansion)
Room 1870
1050 West Pender Street,
Vancouver, B.C.
V6E 3S7

Dear Sirs: — Re: Environmental Impact Assessment
Roberts Bank Outerport Expansion

Thank you kindly for your letter dated November 18,
1977, and the interesting material which accompanied it.

Our executive has studied the Environmental Impact
Assessment of the proposed Roberts Bank Port Expansion
which you gave us, and our members are quite concerned about
the impacts the proposed developments will have on our
members. We are particularly concerned with the adverse
impacts which will obviously adversely affect the large
investments which our members have put into their homes
as well as their life style and en)oyment of living on the
beach under its present environmental conditions.

From past studi@y made by the.G.V.R.D. we have
proof that we homeowner's on the be'ach have already been
adversely affected by coal dust from the existing coal
facilities at Roberts Bank. If you wish we are prepared
to supply proof of same. It would seem to logically follow
that any increased "coal export facilities" are bound to
compound this hazard to the further detriment and devalua-
tion of our homes. We are also apprehensive that any
development involving bulk shipping of sulphur would
further compound our discomfort and occasion pecuniary
loss, not to mention the hazards of oil spills etc.

We home owners living on the beach have historic-
ally en)oyed fishing and crabbing and they, along with good
air quality, constituted a goodly part of our reasons for
having heavily invested in the homes we have built or
acquired on the waterfront. Now it appears that these
basic attractions will be deteriorating, to what extent
we are in the dark.



SOUTH TSAWWASSEN
BEACH PROPERTY
OWNERS ASSOCIATION

MAILING ADDRESS: 164 TSAWWASSEN BEACH DELTA B.C.

From the Federal Enviror~~~tal Assessment we would
also gather that the-.y'&posed develoyesnt may adversly affect
the water quality and bird life in the area.

A growing number of our members have heavy financial
investments in their properties along the beach, especially
those who live there permanently, and we cannot help but
foresee a substantial financial loss in their investments
for the foregoing reasons.

Accordingly we would like to be assured that we
will be equitably and adequately compensated for the adverse
environmental impact which we anticipate will befall us if
the proposed development is proceeded with.

Mould you be so good as to acknowledge receipt,
and oblige.

Yours very truly,
SOUTH TSAWWASSEN BEACH
PROPERTY OWNERS'SSOCIATION

Per
Pr+ident
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COMMENTS ON the Environmental Impact
Assessment of Roberts Bank Port Expansion

Public Involvement:

Serious consideration should be given to funding pubXic groups with serious
concerns related to specific projects so that they are able to adequately
assess project proposals and environmental impact statements without suffering
unfair financial burdens in addition to the burdens on their time and energy
which they willingly shoulder. In addition to funding, specific ways and
means of public involvement must be spelled out within an adequate time frame.
Failure to do so will lead inevitably to token involvement rather than
meaningful public participation in the assessment and review process.

Terms of Reference and the Environmental Impact Statement (E.I.S.)

We find it reasonable to suppose that an E.I.S. should provide a clear
statement of what the environmental consequences of a project would be
with a summary of that statement in laymen's language. The Beak-Hinton
report, due both to its structure and the terms of reference on which it
is loosely based, is instead an attempt to justify the proposed expansion
of Roberts Bank. The report is such that one is unable to dredge from it
an account of the environmental consequences of the project. The use of
laymen's language in the report leads only to imprecise statement and sloppy
argument, certainly not to greater understanding.

The so-called combined environmental and engineering scoring system which
ranks Roberts Bank and Ridley Island, first and second as port development
sites, is, perhaps, the most glaring example of these general faults.
The space wasted on this so-called scoring system would have been better
used in providing some facts on the environmental costs associated with port
development in the major salmon river estuaries of the province.

Data Gaps:

In volume 2 the elimination of crab and herring habitat is assumed to
result in a linear reduction in crab and herring populations and the
biological appendix implies that the reduction may be less'his is
not clear on the basis of the data; e.g. the reduction could be much
greater if the destruction of habitat put the crabs at a competitive
disadvantage in the community.

2 ~ In discussing eel grass re-establishment in dredged areas no estimate
is given of the time span involved, nor is any estimate given of the
potential loss to the commercial crab fishery or the time — span
involved in newly created habitat becoming utiiized.

3.— While it is acknowledged that fish such as herring will be vulnerable to
sedimentation caused by dredging there is no estimate of how extensive
this impact will be.



4.— Scuba surveys on the adverse effects of coal dust noted in the
biological appendix are an inadequate basis on which to conclude
that coal dust is not a problem. What are the long term effects
of coal dust settling on the bottom?

In conclusion we draw to the E.A.R. Panel's attention our endorsement of the
deficiency statement submitted by SPEC on behalf of the Fraser River Coalition
of which we are a member organization.

UNITED FISHERMEN & ALLIED WORKERS UNION

per: John Clark, Fraser River Organizer,
on behalf of STANDING COMMITTEE ON ENVIRONMEN'I

JC/mim.
oteu 15.
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882 Ts awwas sen Beach
Delta, B. C.
V4M 2J3

1978-01-12

Environmental Assessment Panel
Roberts Bank Prospect
1870 — 1050 West Fender Street
Vancouver, B.C.
U6E 3$7

Dear Sirs:

As you can see from the above address, Roberts Bank
and B.C. Ferry Terminals are my immediate neighbors. The
attached correspondence is my initial contact with reference
to the mani stations of dust problems evident only when the
wind blows. There are others, none of which are mentioned in
your Beak — Hinton summary.

The first is noise. It may be apparent to only a
few residents that, when there is no wind blo~ing, a steep
inversion can form over the water under which sound can travel
great distances with little attenuation. At all times there
is at least one coal train on the causway, each having five
large diesel locomotives operating at idling speed, control
of which is within a few RPM of each other. It would also
appear that this cold layer of air acts as a resonant cavity
which, when stimulated by s~}c'onized diesel exhaust, causes
a low frequency booming beat that shakes the house, rattles
the dishes and prevents sleep. Ear plugs do not help as the
sound is felt as much as it is heard. To assure myself that
this is not a personal problem I have had my hearing checked
by a specialist and found it to be normal. I well remember
Christmas Day when two trains, i.e. 10 locomotives, rent
the air without relief. It was ab)ect misery for us.
Similarly, the high speed diesels on the sticker-reclaimer
can be heard, but only when they emerge from behind the coal
pile itself.

The second problem is that of unwanted light. The
principal offender at this time is the Ferry terminal and
causeway. The very high intensity of lighting through the

~ ~ ~ 2



night is excessive unecessary and expensive during the hours
of 11 pm to 5 am. Although this offender is outside of your
immediate terms of reference it does point to a problem that
you could add to, 3 f not made a~are.

The number of persons affected by the above noted
manifestations are few and do not present a powerful lobby.
Our land is assessed under the new system at $1,000 per
waterfront foot. Adding more bad neighbors by insensitive
port construction can only reflect on our vs,lues. Much consid-
eration is directed to the flora and fauna of the port area.
Please divert some of this attention on the human resi.dents
as well.

I wish to extend an invitation to your research
staff to use my domicile as a base for measurements to
quantitate the above listed deleterious effects.

Yours truly,

HLB/dip
Enclosure



882 Tsawwassen Beach,
Delta, B.C.
V4M

2'ay

2, 1977

Dr. I. K. Birtwell,
Acting Chief — Water Quality Division,
Habitat Protection Directorate,
Fnvironmental Protection Service DFF.,
OTTAWA, Ontario K1A GH3

Dear Sir:

Thank you f'r your discourse on dust abatement at the Roberts
Bank coal facility. This may read well on paper or when viewed from Ottawa
but in actual fact the coal pile does emit huge clouds of black dust such
as April 1 3th and April 17th . On both occasions one could be convinced
that the pile was on fire.

Your words and photograph may make a good press release for the
general public but please don't B.S. the troops. We who live with this coal
port daily know that there is an unsolved dust problem.

Be it toxic or not, I am sure that a thick layer of coal du"t on
the sea. bed must be more inhospitable to marine lif'e than normal sediment.

Can you give any assurance that the coal port wi] 1 confine 'ts
waste material to its own property?

Yours truly,

H.L. Bergenstein

HLB:oe

)0~ i t ~c'&~eWQ elks 8 m o &~~~g &~—



Environment Canada Environnement Canada
Fisheries and Marine Peches et Mer

Your file uolre reierence

February 14th, 1977 Ou irre,&lorre relerence

5900-85-R84

Mr. H. Bergenstein
882 Tsawwassen Beach
ISANNASSEN, B.C.

Dear Sir:

HE: Coal Dust — Bciberts Bank

Please find enclased information an the abcve~tioned
topic, which I just ~ved fran the Envircmmntal Protection Service.

Yours truly,

IKB:pla
Enclosure-1

Dr. I.K. B&brtwell, Acting Chief
Water Quality Division

Fisheries - Pacific Region
1090 West Pender Street
Vancouver, B.C.
V6E 2P1

Peches - Region du Pacifique
1090 rue West Pender
Vancouver (C.-B.)
V6E 2P1

081-3-3000 (11/75)



Environment Canada Environnement Canada

MEMORANDUM NOTE DE SERVICE DATE

January 13, 1977

M. I to, P. Eng.,
Manager, Technical Services,
Environmental Protection Service, DFE,FROM:

Kapilano 100, Park Royal,
West Vancouver,B.C. V7T 1A2

I rtrr In IYrrnr rl In 1'rrr r

4780-6

+Dr. I. K. Birtwell,
Acting Chief, Water Quality Division,
Habitat Protection Directorate,TO: E

Environmental Protection Service, DFE,
Ottawa, Ontario K1A OH3

Your AA Yotre rrter re.n

sU»«T:Coal Dust Control at. Westshore Terminal
SUJET.

EPS has been involved in coal dust cont ol from unit trains
and,. as a result, all unit trains reaching the Vancouver
terminals carry a protective coating to reduce wind losses.

The problem at each terminal has not been resolved satis-
factorily and different companies use different approaches.

In the case of Roberts Bank, Westshore terminal installed
thirteen manually controlled water spraying towers (five
more will be erected this year) and controls hard to reach
slopes with chemical binders using movable units (see
attached photograph) .

Manual control is practiced to accommodate a shut-down
sequence which requires fastening of the stacker/reclaimer.

Since coal is non-toxic, we must prove that fine airborne
coal particles have a deleterious effect on marine biota
b f re we require stronger control measures.'.

I to, P. Eng.,
Manager, Technical Services.
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Peter Leslie Birrell,
218 Tsawwassen Beach,
Delta, B. C.
943-8883

January 13, 1978

Envirorxa ntal Assessmmt Panel,
(Roberts Bank Port Expansion)
Room 1870
1050 West Pender Street
Vancouver, B. C.
V6E 3S7

Re: Public Meeting January 12, 1978 in Ladner, B. C. concerning the
Environmental Impact Assesanent Roberts Bank Port Expansion.

ATZEÃZIGN: Mr. J. F. Herity

Dear Mr. Herity...

Thankyou for your contribution to citizen enlightenment with

regard to the proposed expansion of the Roberts Bank Port Facilities.

'Ihe writer suspects that his concerns, which are quire fun-

damental in nature, may have already been anticipated and developed in a

portion of your Environs.ntal Impact Assessment he has not yet examined

in detail.

Since the time is too short for him to do his homework prop-

erly he hopes you will forgive the raising of questions that may have

already been adequately answered by yourself, and your consultants.

As your fellow panelist of last evening conceded, there is

little economic gain to the citizens of Delta, to be realized from of-

«ring an expanded rail corridor to the Pacific Rim of Canada to fellow



Environnmntal Assessment Panel
Page 2 (con't)
January 13, 1978

Canadians, shipping grain and potash from the Prairie Provinces...sulphur

and toxic liquid petro-chanical by-products from the oil fields of

Alberta, and greatly increased amounts of coal from others parts of

British Columbia.

For British Columbians in particular the econcmic "trade-off"

scans to be down to the gain to our people through the mining and export

of increasing anaunts of coal, (and ultimately forest products) through the

Roberts Bank Corridor...against the potential h~~M to an important

portion of our fishing industry.

In examining drawings 1-1 and D-59 in the pocket of your

"Sumnary" it is apparent that if the construction of the Tsawwassen

Ferry Causeway, and the existing Westshore Terminal Causeway have not

done irreparable damage to the marine, and wildlife environment in the

area...it certainly cannot be argued that they enhanced it.

'Ihe area south of the ferry causeway apparently does not make

the useful contribution to a healthy marine environment it once did when

the (pre-causeway) tides were allowed to cleanse what has increasingly be-

cane a stagn:mt sour smelling pocket during a portion of each saner.

Mr. Hinton tells us that re—designing the Westshore causeway to

allow tidewaters to flow into the present basin between the causeways would

set up flow patterns injurious to the existing marine environment. He

says further that the present ship channel creates a "bathtub" effect at

ebb tide that so accelerates the flow of water as to little by little suck



Environmental Assessment Panel
Page 3 (con't)
January 13, 1978

the present marine habitat out to sea.

Anyone, with an understanding of hydraulics, who has observed

the rapidity with which the tides rise and fall in the basin, will have

little problem understanding, and accepting, Mr. Hintons analogy of the

situation. The difficulty arises when one endeavours to square the analogy

...with the solutions proposed to eliminate, or minimize the problans

cited.

Mr. Hinton, and Swan Wooster, surprisingly recamnend that the

present troublesane ship channel (bathtub) be rmre than doubled in size...

and the entry, and exit, to the basin be reduced by almost 5(Po through

the creation of a dyking system that will enozaausly accelerate tidal

flow into, and out of, the basin.

If we accept Mr. Hinton's thesis that the present dock facilities

contribute to errosion when the body of water in the basin between the

causeways flows out at ebb tide...then we cannot accept that the same pent

up body of water is less likely to cause erosion when it accelerates

(as it must) to pass through a substantially diminished gap between the

causeways.

At the very least the people of British Cblumbia, and Canada,

have a right to expect that Fisheries and Environment Canada will carmission

a rrxxiel of the basin in question, so that we can rmre accurately acertain

the probable effects of the changes being proposed...it is entirely possible

opening the whole ferry terminal causeway to tidal flow would achieve the



Environmental Assessment Panel
Page 4 (con't)
January 13, 1978

objectives being persued, and at the sametime restore marine life to the

south side of the causeway.

'Ihe writers second concern has to do with the ultimate effect

on residential, and ccmnercial buildings in a ccnnMnity where the water

table is relatively close to the surface and rail vibrations are so readily

transmitted over large areas.

If we can anticipate a three, or four fold increase rail rmve-

ment of product in transit, and shunting in rail yards adjacent to the

area, then we should perhaps have seianic readings of the existing rail
activity and a geologic input...the English Bluff escax~ent has a

history of slide activity and there is understandable concern about in-

creased levels of vibration.

Respectfully,

P. L. Birrell
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y4~ pe January 18, 1978

Mr. John F. Herity, Chairman,
Environmental Assessment Panel,
Roberts Bank Outerport Expansion~
Room 1870,
1050 Nest Pender Street,,
Vancouver, B.C.
V6E 3S7

Dear Mr. Herity;
At the Citadel meeting in Ladner of a week or so ago

those attending were invited to submit any thoughts or
opinions they might have on the effect(s) on the planned
expansion for Roberts Bank port

The composition of the Panel was questioned. You
reviewed the qualifications and. background of each member,
but because of the poor accoustics and your reluctance to
use the speaker system, much of what was said was lost in.
transmission,. However it seemed there were grounds to
question, the probability of. interest conflicts of some.
panel members. This is very serious; if even one member
is so tainted the whole report becomes suspect.

It appears certain commitments made prior to the
opening of the port pertaining environmental controls have
not been fulfilled:. These include such things as ( a)coal
dust control,(b)bottom, erosion (0:)eel grass changes and (d)
other things pertaining and contributing to the life
support of immature salmon and crabs. It was not disputed
that 7Q of the river and estuary environmental life
support systems has been destroyed in recent years. It was
admitted that the planned expansion would likely destroy
a further 1$ .

Enough is enough. 'The residents of Delta are against
any further port expansion. The government has seen fit to
establish an agricultural land bank. and certainly no
exception: should be made when the environment may be further
endangered. Land., even right. of way, should not be used.
for sidings, twinning of tracks or roads. Any port expansion
should only be made to accommodate; larger shipments from
Sparwood and then only after previous commitments as.
outlined in the above paragraph are fulfilled. Further the
Hetional Harbours Board. should be required. now to commence



rectifying damage it has previously caused. to the Fraser
fisheries, Western coastal and oCher B.Cdkivers fisheries-.

Alternate sites, economically'weeded and supported.
locally, are mentioned in the Vancouver Sun issue of to-
days date. There is also the Squamish-Britannia site-
similarly needed. and~ available. While the cost of suchsites may be higher other hspects which are well known
in each instance make such sites far more desirable. Apolitical decision. made locally is far more acceptable.
than that which might be made. by a beauocratc Because of
recent developments in the Brittannia area, Howe Sound
should, receive preference for any local port development.
INodern technology can find ways and. means.

manih|.cm finrlinus ~ d~i qi nm; should +e haac rl
a new comprehensive: environmental study. While this is,
underway a parallel study should be undertaken to find
new deep water ports between Vancouver and Prince. Rupert:that can also be serviceL by rail and highway.Low cost
government land would more than. pay for such new town, sites.
New areas are needed to meet the needs of an expanding
economy- in other words new frontiers to avoid stagnation

Yours very truly,



2531 Nelson Avenue,
West Vancouver, B.C.
V7V 2R5

January, 6, 1978

Mr. J. Herity,
Panel Secretary,
Fisheries and Environment Canada,
1870 — 1050 West Pender Street,
Vancouver, B.C.
V6E 3S7

RECEiVEO

JAN 1 1 f978

L(~~ PACIFIC

Dear Mr. Herity,

Attached are comments and questions raised by the
Environmental Impact Assessment of Roberts Bank Port Expansion.
I have prepared these comments in my private capacity and
they should not be taken as representing the comment or
position of my employer.

The presentation of the findings of the report would
be enhanced if the Environmental Sensitivity Map were over-
printed or an overlay provided with the first stage expansion
plan. This is particularly difficult for the individual to
accomplish because of the different map scales used.

Yours truly,

Millen, P.Eng.

JMM/cz

Att.



ROBERTS BANK PORT EXPANS ION

Rationale and Phasing

It appears from the report that initially the National
Harbours Board (NHB) requested an environmental impact
assessment of a Roberts Bank expansion of four terminals
each with 20 hectares of backup land (p.D-180, D-181) and
7.5 hectares of additional service land (p.D-192). The

studies of requirements for handling bulk commodities pre-
sented are summarized on p.75 (vol.2). These suggest that
up to 3 terminals are possibly required by 1985. The report
proceeds to select and recommend a layout for four terminals
and on p.152 argues without substantiation, that for economic
reasons four sites should be constructed simultaneously.

In the terms of reference provided by the Panel,
paragraph 2.1 requests the "lead time required to accommodate

forecasted demand" and paragraph 2.5 requests the timetable
required for the construction of the proposed expansion to
meet projected demands. These requirements of the terms of
reference do not appear to have been met. The construction
schedules, Figures D-61 and D-62 are part of the data base
but do not address the substance of the issue. From an
environmental assessment point of view that substance is:
when and why do we permit the alienation of productive
marine habitat for an industrial purpose? The possible need
for a terminal 17 years in the future is an unlikely candidate
for such permission.



Given that the recommended layout for four terminals
is the best at that level of development, the NHB should
provide a plan for staged development of these four sites as
they are required. At each stage the commitment to future
further development should be minimized. If the Board
wishes to argue for simultaneous development of four sites
on economic grounds the savings over the cost of phased
development, with future expenditures discounted, should be
set out. Such savings could then be viewed alongside the
environmental costs.

It should be noted that the recommended layout results
in the reclamation of 35 hectares instead of the 7.5 hectares
identified by the National Harbours Board, p.D192. The need
for this additional area should be better substantiated.



2. Silt Dispersal Duxing Dredging

On p.D-172 the assumption is made that there will be
a 30% loss of dredged cut material. This figure is used in
computing the fill figures. This is broken down on page
D-180 — D-181 as 15% loss of silt sized material and 15-o of
reject material.

On p.119 (vol.2) an expected loss of 15% is used to
evaluate the environmental impact. This is further reduced
to a figure of 5.7% (0.8 million cubic meters) which will be
left in suspension. This last figure is compared to the
annual sediment discharge of the Fraser River. On p.D-195
the proposed construction period is given as mid-August to
mid-March, generally an lower period of sediment discharge
in the Fraser River.

The NHB should:
Provide a revised comparison of the suspended sediment
which would be discharged during construction of the
project with the suspended sediment of Georgia Strait
waters for the conditions expected in the months of
August, December and March.

Discuss the environmental effects of this silt dispersal.

Provide an outline description and estimated cost of
a sampling program, including core sampling at appro-
priate depths which would confirm the assumed values
for silty reject material.



3. Erosion of Eel Grass Beds

On p.167 (vol.2) it is recommended that a dyke be
designed around the dredged area. The intention is "to
reduce tha peak velocities (of tidal currents) over the eel
grass beds and so reduce erosion". Unfortunately as described
on p.119 and graphically illustrated in Figure 26 the effect
of the dyke is predicted to be to greatly extend the "erosion
zone". The new erosion zone is also in a prime eel grass
habitat, and the associated Deltas will cover virtually all
the remaining such prime habitat in the productive area
between the Causeways.

Further the proposed dyke appears likely to create an
additional problem of local scour around its eastern elbow
of about the same magnitude as the problem it sets out to
solve.

On pages B-20 to B-41 an extensive general discussion
of eel grass is provided and observations of the effects of
the Westshore terminal on eel grass beds are summarized.
Pages 131, 132 (vol.2) contain a prediction of temporary
destruction of eel grass beds in the area between the proposed
dyke and the Tsawassen Causeway.

The NHB should provide a discussion of alternative
stabilization measures for the existing erosion problem area
which do not have such dire effects elsewhere. It seems
likely that a lower level dyke could be just as effective as
and cheaper than the proposed high level dyke. Consider a
low level, crenelated dyke which would approximate the
resistance of an extensive area of mud flat and roughly
equalize the current velocities over the full width of the



embayment. Consider the possibilities of staged construction
of the four berths as discussed in question 1 above, and
identify appropriate patterns of erosion protection which
could be integrated with those stages.

The NHB should provide an estimate of the likely time
frame to reach a new stable equilibrium of the substrate and

for the full colonization of any disturbed areas by eel
grass.

Mitigation measures and rehabilitation such as are
discussed for this problem are likely to be difficult to
carry out successfully. It may be more appropriate in a

review report such as this Environmental Impact Assessment
to set out the range of possibilities and their expected
effectiveness rather than to attempt to define the appropriate
mitigation measure and its specific effects. If this
approach is followed, then the report should carefully
define the objectives of the mitigation measure, e.g.:

1) Stabilize existing erosion of eel grass beds.

2) Prevent initiation of new erosion by maintaining
normal current velocities in the embayment.

3) Reclaim existing eroded channels to productive
habitat.

4) Provide the basis for containment of floating pollutants
released from berths.

5. Minimize commitment to future development or to a

particular pattern of future development.



4. Back-Up Rail Trackage

On p.D-182 a requirement for back-up trackage "near
the entrance to the Causeway" is identified.

The NHB should provide a discussion of the areal
extent, probable location and present land use of a site for
this facility. Identify the nature of the environmental,
social and economic impacts of the construction and operation
of this facility.
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SUMMARY

As requested by the Environmental Assessment and Review Panel, the
Department of Fisheries and Environment has identified the following environ-
mental issues and deficiencies that are associated with the Environmental
Impact Assessment (E.I.A.) for the Roberts Bank Port Expansion.

I. ENVIRONMEVZAL ISSUES

A. Overriding Issues

— Loss of habitat for fin fish, shellfish and wildlife.
— The necessity of considering the proposed expansion in the context

of associated developments in the Fraser Estuary and Delta.

B. Unresolved Issues

Inadequate comparison of alternative port site combinations and
alternative design schemes for expansion on Roberts Bank.
Justification of needs, timing, and the magnitude of the proposed
expansion.
Increased particulate deposition as a result of increased port activity.

II. DEFICIENCIES

A. Expansion Proposals

The environmental values of various port sites investigated are not
sufficiently substantiated.
Details respecting both the advantages and disadvantages of the
various design proposals are not provided.
Details on support facilities for the preferred scheme as well as
dredging and fill requirements are lacking.

B. Data Collection, Interpretation and Presentation

— Deficiencies in the data collected by the consultant as well as in
the analysis and interpretation of existing data have been identified
for avifauna, climatology and air quality, fisheries, hydrology and

water quality, and physical oceanography.



(iv)
C. Impacts and Mitigation Measures

Associated impacts are not adequately addressed.
Predictions of the environmental impact are conservative.
The implementation of mitigation measures is not spelled out,
nor is the timing and practicality of doing so.
Recommendations regarding environmental monitoring are missing.
The effectiveness of many of the recommended measures is questioned.

As a result of the above deficiencies, the Department of Fisheries and
Environment Canada questions the validity of some of the report's conclusions
and recommendations and considers that further interpretation of existing data
as well as the provision of more definitive information is required.



I. INTRODUCTION

On November 18, 1977, the Environmental Assessment Panel issued the
review procedures to be followed in the assessment of the Roberts Bank Port
Expansion Environmental Impact Statement (E.I.S.). In accordance with these
procedures, the Department of Fisheries and Environment submits the following
comments on environmental issues and deficiencies. These comments reflect the
Department's views on the adequacy of the Environmental Impact Assessment to
addresss those subject areas as identified in the Environmental Assessment
Panel guidelines.

Two broad categories of environmental issues and four categories of
deficiencies have so far been identified. There is an obvious overlap between
environmental issues and deficiencies. For example, deficiencies in the
Environmental Impact Assessment (E.I.A.) have either led to the identification
of new issues or the non-resolution of current ones.

II. ENVIRONMENTAL ISSUES

A. Overriding Issues

Overriding issues deal with those concerns that are fundamental to
decisions respecting future major development proposals for the Fraser River
Estuary/Delta Region. While bearing directly on the proposal to expand the
Roberts Bank Port Facility, such issues cannot adequately be resolved solely
from the assessment and review of a particular development proposal, since they
apply to the entire Fraser River Estuary/Delta.

Issues falling into the category include:

1. Loss of Habitat for Fin Fish, Shellfish and Wildlife
Previous environmental studies and supporting public concern have

highlighted the national and regional importance of the Fraser River
Estuary — which includes Roberts Bank — as extremely valuable habitat for
fin fish, shellfish and wildlife. The continued loss of this habitat and
the associated reduction in the capacity of the Fraser River Estuary/Delta
to support these life forms has raised concerns over the possibility that
further proposed developments of the magnitude, such as that proposed for



the Roberts Bank Superport Expansion, may in concert with existing develop-
ments destroy the area as an ecological unit. Therefore, the issue is
whether or not further alienation of this valuable habitat, which is an
integral part of a larger ecological complex, should be allowed to occur.
Further, in addressing this issue, consideration must also be given to
the potential that this expansion will have on generating subsequent
demands for ancillary developments on the resource base.

The E.I.A. does not address these related issues, yet the need to do so
is identified in the E.I.S. panel guidelines (see paragraph 2 of Section 3

and paragraph 4, Section 2.5 of the E.I.S. guidelines).

2. The Necessity of Considering the Proposed Expansion in the Context
of other Developments Proposed for the Fraser Estuary and Delta

The proposed expansion of the Roberts Bank Superport is only one of
several large transportation related developments presently being suggested
for location on the Fraser River Estuary/Delta. Each such project will
reduce living-resource habitat and further degrade the environment.
Together, these developments could result in very large reductions or
alterations of land and water habitat for fish and wildlife, and could
result in a larger pollution burden for the adjacent air and water to
assimilate. A major proposal also being considered by an Environmental
Assessment. Panel, which is in close proximity both geographically and in
time, is the Fraser River Training Wall Program. The specific interface
between these two projects in terms of potential accumulated or associated
impacts on Roberts Bank must be addressed.

The issue of expansion of the Roberts Bank Superport and, indeed, the
decision as to whether or not the proposed project should be allow'ed to
proceed must therefore be addressed in the broader context of the regional
environment.

The E.I.A. does not address this issue, yet the need to do so is
identified in the E.I.S. panel guidelines (see paragraph 4, Section 2.5 of
the E.I.S. guidelines, which states in part, "associated projects, programs
or commitments may be influenced by or be dependent upon the proponent'8
project, but may not be under the proponent's control. In order to assess
the total environmental effects on the area it is necessary to have some

general concept of associated projects, programs or commitments.")
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On February 17, 1977, an announcement on the commencement of theFraser River Estuary Study was made jointly by the Honourable Romeo LeBlanc,Federal Minister of Fisheries and the Environment, and B.C. EnvironmentMinister, Jim Nielsen.
The Ministers stated that "the aim of the Fraser River Estuary Studyis to develop guidelines for the future management of the Fraser River andEstuary. This will involve the determination of which parts of the estuaryare best suited for waste water disposal; for the preservation and maintenanceof fish, wildlife and waterfowl habitat; for industrial and port developmentand for recreational use; and most important, the intensity of use and thedegree to which these uses can be effectively integrated in the estuarysystem."

The issue is therefore whether or not the proposed expansion of theRoberts Bank Superport should be considered in isolation from the formulationof policies for the Fraser River Estuary.
B. Unresolved Issues

Unresolved issues deal with those concerns which are more specificallyrelated to the proposed port expansion at Roberts Bank. Issues in this categoryare very directly related to deficiencies in the Environmental Impact Assessment.
Issues identified under this category include:

l. Inadequate Comparison of Alternative Port Site Combinations andAlternative Design Schemes for Expansion from an EnvironmentalViewpoint

A number of possible alternative Port Site combinations, as well asalternative design schemes for Roberts Bank were eliminated on the basis
of a brief analysis for which limited documentation is provided. To
elaborate:

a) In the analysis of alternative port locations, environmental values
attributed to the various localities are unsubstantiated. As a result,
the calculations of environmental scores of combinations of port
locations are also questionable.
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b) The report does not show what the ratings of "location combinations,"
for example as shown in Figures 23 and 24, (Volume 2) would appear like
if the same numerical range as in engineering (250-500) had been applied
to environmental factors (10-80).

c) Limited documentation on how the scores were derived is provided in
the E.I.A. report. Instead, "For a detailed comparison the reader is
referred to the original documents."

d) A detailed analysis should have been provided on combinations such
as utilizing the existing Roberts Bank facilities in conjunction with
new berths and stockpiling areas at Squamish/Britannia Beach and by
better utilizing Vancouver Harbour facilities.
e) Scheme 11 for the Roberts Bank on the surface appears to have
considerable merit from an environmental point of view. In recognition
of the major resource values at stake, a thorough analysis of the type
and level of trade-offs to be made between environmental and socio-
economic costs for each alternative design scheme should have been
provided.

The issue is therefore whether or not a decision for expansion of the
Roberts Bank Superport can be made in the absence of sufficient analysis of
alternative approaches, including advantages and disadvantages for handling
the projected needs for additional facilities (see paragraphs 1, Section 2 '
and Section 2.5 of the E.I.S; guidelines).

2. Justification of Needs, Timing and the Magnitude of the Proposed
Expansion

The development of the proposed terminal expansion requirements as
identified in the proponent's E.I.A. appears to reflect a,

rationale of expansion of facilities in advance of actual demand. Limited
documentation is provided as to the underlying assumptions behind the
forecasts, and the basis for apparently selecting the high demand

projections for commodities such as grain and potash is not provided.
The desirable time frame required to bring new terminals on stream is

not shown nor is the rationale behind the justification for the immediate
need for the magnitude of proposed expansion to be undertaken at this time.
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Further, from an environmental viewpoint, the ultimate size of the port
development that may be considered for Roberts Bank (that is, development

beyond the currently proposed four terminals and industrial land) is not
adequately assessed or addressed in the Environmental Impact Statement.

To elaborate on the above points:

a) As a general statement, the commodity projections used to justify
the port expansion are not well supported and qualified. Swan Wooster

Engineering confirms this viewpoint on Page D5 of the introduction to
Appendix D where it states "...no in-depth forecasts were attempted."
The absence of such forecasts makes the proposed expansion to four
terminals appear highly speculative, This also seems to
confirmed on Page 114 of Volume 2 relating how each alternative and
the commodity projection were considered and how the proposed expansion
was determined.

b) One of the terminals is slated for a combination of sulphur and

potash. Yet, on Page 18 of Volume 2 the authors state "....Commodities
sold in small lots in fluctuating markets, such as sulphur or potash,
would likely be shipped from existing terminals to their maximum

capacity. Terminal operators would be unwilling to expand physically
to handle an increased throughput which may be only temporary, and

would accept the operational inefficiency and cost associated with
absolute maximum production." The commodity projections shown in
Figures 7 and 8 of Volume 2 would suggest that exports beyond the
expansion capacity of the existing facilities are very speculative.

c) One of the terminals is slated for grain. However, only one of the three
projections presented indicated that the planned expansions of existing
facilities would be exceeded. Furthermore, in the context of Volume 2,
Pa&;e 20, it is implied that the slow and irregular shipments of grain,
identified in the Hall Commission Report as a serious West Coast grain
shipment problem, were due mainly to capacity problems. On the basis
of the quotation from the Commission report (Page D90) one most conclude

that capacity is not a significant contributor to the grain shipping
problem. In relation to grain shipments, it is also stated on Page D90
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that rail access restricts throughput at Vancouver elevators. This isin direct contradiction to the statement on Page 18 of Volume 2 whichstates "...Thus there are no longer any restrictions on the expansion ofthe capacity of the terminals noted above." Both statements cannot be

truest

d) With respect to their grain terminal proposal, the consultantsrecommend the adoption of unproven bulk handling techniques (Page D-166)which may not be feasible.
e) The E.I.A. fails to justify the need for the bulk liquids terminal.If the material can be piped from the industrial land area to the shipberth it can just as easily be piped from onshore. No projections havebeen presented. Currently, these commodities are shipped by smallvessels which are easily accommodated at any number of ports on the coastincluding Vancouver Harbour.

f) The need for the second coal terminal requires further justification.It would appear that one has to assume a large number of intangibles suchas markets, economic trends and sources of the coal to assume the need forthis terminal at this site before the turn of the century.
g) With respect to the question of the possible ultimate size of theRoberts Bank Superport, it is stated .in point 8.1.2, Page 166 of Volume 2,that, "If. west coast bulk loading port development proceeds beyond a fourterminal requirement, the next stage of expansion be determined at thattime, considering the transportation economics and the environmentalacceptability of the specific commodities then envisioned."
In another copy of this same Volume, Section 8.1.2 states that,"If west coast bulk loading port development proceeds beyond a fourterminal requirement, the following general order of development befollowed: Prince Rupert (Ridley Island) — five terminals

Kitimat — one terminal
Vancouver Harbour — one to two terminals
Roberts Bank — the remainder
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If transportation logic or financial feasibility requires deviation fromthis pattern, a specific environmental comparison between the site
desired by developers and the site ranked highest above should be
carried out to assess the trade-offs involved."
On the basis of the above two statements, it should be recognized that
further expansion of the Roberts Bank Superport is being considered as
a strong possibility.

In summary, the decision regarding approval of the proposed Roberts
Bank Port expansion raises the following issues:

a) whether or not the justification for the expansion of terminal
requirements should be accepted based upon the limited supporting
documentation justifying need; and

b) whether or not the magnitude of the proposed expansion at this time
should be approved, in view of the fact that a commitment now would
result in the alienation of highly important fish and wildlife habitat,
whose value is bound to further increase significantly in the future.

3. Increased Particulate Deposition as a result of increased PortActivity

It is clear from the E.I.A. (for example, Volume 5, Pages 65-85)
that existing and likely coal dust deposition along with the possible
additions of sulphur, potash and other particulates constitutes an
environmental issue among a considerable cross-section of groups consulted.
The E.I.A. provides an analysis of climatological data which indicates thatthere is no factual evidence that there is a current or potential problem
with blowing particulates.

The E.I.S. is inadequate to support this claim in view of:

a) the failure of the analysis to include and compare differences between
wind data from Tsawwassen Terminal and Sandheads Lightstation with that
for Vancouver Airport (a geographically different situation) and Roberts
Bank (having a short record of wind data);
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b) the failure of the review to include an analysis of measurements
obtained from the G.V.R.D. suspended particulate samples during days
with northwest winds which would have allowed the effects of only the
bulk terminal coal storage to have been better documented;

c) the fact that it has not been shown that present air quality
adjacent to the bulk terminal is good. The G.V.R.D. samplers provided
a limited applicable data base from which to forecast concentration of
suspended particulates. Further, it is noted that winds from the south,
southwest and west can also carry coal particulates onto the mainland;
however, there are no samplers located to measure these deposits;
d) the failure to document the potential accumulated impact of
particulate deposition on the marine environment.

In view of the above deficiencies which also bear upon the reliability
and effectiveness of proposed mitigating measures, the issue is whether or
not the problem of particulate deposition (current situation and predicted
for the proposed expansion) has been adequately addressed to allow port
expansion to proceed at this time.

III. DEFICIENCIES

The following major deficiencies have so far been identified in the
Environmental Impact Assessment.

A. Expansion Proposals

In addition to the previous comments made on the poorly substantiated
analysis provided for the various port sites investigated, the following
deficiencies have been identified specifically for the proposed expansion of
Roberts Bank:

l. Alternative Design Proposals
While the report presented 16 proposed master plans for development at

Roberts Bank, 15 of them were not dealt with in detail. It appears that
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at least one of the other proposed alternatives, namely proposed
Master Plan Scheme 11 deserved more detailed consideration. This scheme

consists of a string of berths parallel to the sea bottom contours beyond
the intertidal and shallow sub-tidal zone. The stockpile areas would be
on existing shore (designated agricultural land) and the bulk materials
would be transferred by conveyor to the ships. This proposal would

require the least dredging and would have the least impact on the aquatic
environment where most of the consequences of a major development are
relatively undefined or unknown and probably most critical. However, it
would have a major impact on the existing upland area which would be

utilized. The value of this area and the acceptability of accommodating

future expansion on this land would need to be assessed. Further expansions
of the seaward end of the dev'elopment could be accommodated with minimum

impacts on the critical intertidal and shallow sub-tidal zone.

The arguments used by the consultants for discontinuing this proposal
center on higher initial capital, operating and maintenance costs, however

no indication of these costs were provided. They also suggested an

aesthetic impact due to the closer proximity of these upland storage areas
to existing roads, residential areas, etc.

Despite the rejection primarily on economic grounds, it was interesting
to note that terminals of this sort have been operated successfully, and

presumably economically, in Australia. However, according to the report
"The Australians can afford this alternative because their net rail trans-
portation cost is much lower than the cost in British Columbia."

Assuming that an expansion plan of the magnitude . proposed can be
justified, more convincing arguments should be presented before dismissing
Alternative 11, as its adoption may represent the most significant mitigating
measure which could be taken with respect to protection of the foreshore and
nearshore aquatic resources. It is essential that the potential values of
these resources and those of the land area to be affected be evaluated as
completely as possible, in addition to the concerns of the public, before
deciding whether the development should proceed according to the current
format or as per Alternative 11.
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Similarly, further critical evaluation should have been given to:

(i) Roberts Bank site with additional stockpiling and storage sites
added to existing area by filling only toward deep water;

(ii) Roberts Bank site with additional stockpiling and storage sites
added by building "floats" toward deep water.

2. Design Details

a) Support Facilities
The proposed master plan schemes are lacking in sufficient detail.

The schemes do not show, for example, what additional and/or related
facilities may be necessary or subsequently proposed to support or

complement the proposed expansion. The location of administrative

offices, support services, or the positioning of the suggested marina

are not identified.

b) Dredging
Insufficient details are provided on dredging requirements.

For example:

(i) Will the dredgate from the berth areas be used for fill for the

terminals? Is this material of adequate quantity and quality

for this purpose? If there is a surplus of dredgate materials,

where will the spoil be deposited? If the dredgate from the

berth basins is insufficient volume or of an unacceptable quality
for terminal sites, where will additional fill material be

obtained from?

(ii) Much of the dredging and filling will occur during the annual low

run-off period of the Fraser River. The "dredge loss" thus might

"locally" represent a temporary but significant increase in water

turbidity at the time. Will there be biological problems for

example by introduction of toxic materials, associated with fill,
into water?

(iii) Can the assumption be made that the sediments to be dredged do not

contain contaminants, for example, heavy-metal concentration, which

may influence marsh recolonization?
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B. Data Collection, Interpretation and Presentation

l. Avifauna
The supporting narrative and the filed program of data acquisition

were found to be deficient in several aspects. With specific reference to
Section B6 of Volume 4, the following shortcomings have been identified:

a) The text could have been improved by further editing.

b) References and quotations are not researched such as:

(i) Compilers of information are given as reference rather than
consulting the original works (Hoos & Packman, Noble, etc...)
(ii) Quoting by author "file information" that usually contains
data only of a preliminary nature (properly, information should be

quoted as CWS file information, for example, and value and validity
of quotation could then be checked with that agency).

(iii) No source at all is given for some important statements (see
p. B126, B130 for example).

(iv) Some reports are double quoted, once by author and other times

by company affiliation (Sverre/Entech).

c) The amount of field work and the methods used are inadequate since:

(i) Field work was carried out in time of the year when area is used
the least by wildlife.

(ii) The methodology was not described, such as length of stay at each
observation point, time of day of observation, no indication of time
lapse (if any) between arrival at vantage point and commencement of
the count.

(iii) Data are insufficiently analyzed, such as the lettered and

numbered sampling area designations are not analyzed as to their
component habitat types.
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2. Climatology and Air Quality
Many of the deficiencies of the E.I.A. with respect to this topic

have already been discussed previously, under Issue number B.3. "Increased
Air Pollution as a result of Increased Port Activity."
these deficiencies are presented below:

a) In Volume 3, Para. A2.2.6, wind data for Tsawwassen Terminal and

Sandheads Lightstation should have been included in Table A2, and their
differences from Vancouver Airport data discussed.

b) Tne analysis of the short period of wind data collected at Roberts

Bank (Volume 3, Fig. A-1) should have been compared to data for the
same period from Tsawwassen Terminal and Sandheads Lightstation to show

the representativeness of the Roberts Bank data.

c) Strong wind duration analyses for Vancouver Airport, Tsawwassen

Terminal and Sandheads Lightstation should have been included and

discussed (ref. Volume 2, Page 7, Terms of Reference) in relation to:

(i) the entrainment and transport of particulate from the bulk terminal;
(ii) their effect on high tide levels, wind waves and swells;

(iii) the proposed low-profile dyke (Volume 2, Para. 8.2.1); and

(iv) the effect on vessel berthing (Volume 6, Para. D4. 3. 12) .

d) In Volume 2, Figures 27, 28, 29 appear to display the increase in
suspended coal particulatesresulting from the bulk terminal operations
rather than ground level concentrations of all particulates, and should

be labelled as such.

e) The study of G.V.R.D. suspended particulate data (Volume 3,

Table A6) should have included an analysis of measurements obtained

during days with northwest winds, in order to document the effects of

only the bulk terminal coal storage.

f) In Volume 3, Para. A2.2.5 fog should have been defined as producing

a visibility restriction of less than or equal to one half mile.
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g) (i) It has not been shown that present air quality adjacent to the
bulk terminal is good. The statement (Volume 3, Page A22) that it
is quite good is based on measurements from G.V.R.D. samplers 825
and //26, however, these samplers operate simultaneously, for only
one 24-hour period every six days. In fact, due to malfunction,
etc. they operated only 13.4% and 7.8% respectively, of hours,
rather than 16.7X during the period of analysis.

(ii) The strong-wind analysis of Tsawwassen Terminal wind data
(1963-72) shows that northwest winds of 20 M'H (8.9 m/sec.) or
greater (sufficient to carry coal particulates to the samplers)
occurred only 2.4X of hours, annually. On only three occasions in
the ten years did these winds persist for 24 hours or more, while
the median duration was only three hours. Thus the probability is
remote of having northwest winds of at least 20 MPH (8.9 m/sec.)
during the entire 24-hour operating periods of the samplers. Even
so, the Tsawwassen Terminal sampler recorded annual means of 39 to

345 ug/m suspended particulate, of which 5 to 10% was coal.

(iii) It is further noted that winds from the south, southwest and
west can also carry coal particulates onto the mainland, however,
there are no samplers located to measure these deposits. The
strong-wind analysis shows that winds of at least 20 MPH (8.9 m/sec.)
blow from these directions 3.5% of hours, annually. In the ten year
period there were also three occasions when these winds persisted
for 24 hours or longer from these directions, and the median
duration was again three hours.

3. Fisheries
a) The environmental comparison system renders interpretation difficult
and requires explanation. The raw evaluation is not only based upon a
comparison of studies which had vastly differing degrees of intensity
and purpose but which have vastly differing degrees of acceptability.
With specific reference to the aquatic ecology components of Tables 7

and 8, (Pages 63-66, Volume 2) the raw score and relative intrinsic value
score need explanation. For example, on Table 7, Page 63, Port Simpson has
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a lesser value than Ridley Island; Vancouver Harbour, Kitimat, Squamish

and Boundary Bay are of equal merit as are Britannia and Port Simpson.

In Table 8 on Page 66, Ridley Island ranks equal with Boundary Bay; there
is scarcely a difference between Ridley Island and Kitson Island and Port
Simpson ranks higher than Kitimat. The yardstick seems elastic. How

does the consultant rank: a shellfish bed; a shellfish spawning area;
a herring spawning area; an eelgrass bed; a salt marsh used by birds
and fish; a salt marsh used only by birds; an eelgrass bed used as a

herring spawning area; a tidal mudflat; a heavily used salmon rearing
area; a lightly used salmon rearing area; the benthic community on a

gravelly, sandy, or bedrock substrate? Why does Roberts Bank rank 4

on the relative intrinsic value scale and -1 on the raw score2

b) The environmental evaluation scale of 0-2 is so gross that the

sensitivity map developed from them has little meaning. (Page 71,

Volume 2). The questions identified in point (a) above apply here as

well.

c) The E.I.A. is deficient in that the site evaluation and the comparative
evaluations have failed to take into account the resources at risk
(existing and potential).

d) Both the sampling and the analysis of the biological data are
inadequate for the problem. For example:

(i) The only conclusion that can be drawn from the benthos data
collected by the consultants as presented in Volume 4 is that they
were dealing with clumped (non-random) distributions of organisms.

Therefore, it is not possible to make any kind of assessment on the
data.

(ii) Micro-fauna such as Harpacticoid copepods and nematods are
notable by their absence in the consultant's samples. These species
are found to be highly abundant in other parts of the Fraser River

Estuary and are a:a major food component of juvenile fishes. The

significance of the absence of these micro-fauna in the consultant's
samples should be questioned.

(iii) It is questioned how a sensitivity map with detailed 50 meter

strips was derived from sampling cross-section and stations that
are 500 meters or more apart.
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4. Hydrology and Water Quality

a) In Volume 2, on Page 121 it is stated that, "The addition of 0.8
million cubic meters of sediment to the sediment load in the Strait of
Georgia would represent a 5% increase above present levels because the
Fraser River introduces an average of 15 million cubic meters of sediment
into the strait annually." However, the annual suspended sediment load,
averaged over a ten year period, is 8.9 million cubic meters. The re-
suspension of 0.8 million cubic meters of sediment would represent a 9%,
not a 5X increase above present levels of suspended sediment into the
gtrait annually.

b) In Volume 3, Appendix A, Pages A32-A32, it is stated that, "The
quantity of sand reaching the delta as bed load (rolling and saltating
along the river bed) is not well known but it appears to correspond roughly
to the total quantity of material dredged from the river to maintain a
10 m navigation channel to New Westminster." This sentence should be
rewritten as it is incorrect to equate quantities of bed load with
quantities of dredgate. According to estimates, bed load quantities
average approximately 5.5 million tons per year whereas quantities of
material dredged vary significantly from year to year.

c) In the same paragraph as described in (b) above, it is stated that,
"Spoil from further upstream is generally dumped along the channel margins
or is used for the filling of marsh land." This statement is misleading
as spoil is used primarily as fill for construction purposes.

d) With reference to water quality, the resulting values presented in
the elutriate tests seem in some cases to be unusually high. The
consultants should be requested to submit the actual lab report to
confirm the figures given. Also, it would appear that bioassays conducted
on the sediments were conducted in fresh water, not saline water.

5. Physical Oceanography

a) Only a superficial examination of the oceanographic regions has been
made and the E.I.A. has not effectively interpreted the existing
oceanographic knowledge of the area.
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b) Page A55, Volume 3. The term "absence"'f fresh water is mialeading.
There is definitely far less fresh water south than north of the westshore
causeway, but even the "pulses of turbid water" entering the intercauseway
area may be somewhat fresh. There is really a relative absence of fresh
water in comparison to areas to the north of the causeway.

c) Page A62, Volume 2. Presumably the interaction with"local" currents
is meant.

d) Page A66, Volume 3. Do wave heights keep decreasing and are they
lessened by as much as noted?

e) Page A67, Volume 3. It would seem that Fraser River water per se

would be of more significance, oceanographically, to Roberts Bank than

Sturgeon Bank water would.

f) Paragraph A5,4, Page A70 (bottom) and 72 (top), Volume 3. What does

this 280,000 mean? times the values found in seawater?

g) Paragraph A6.1.2, Page A74, Volume 3. What does "b" refer to?

h) Page A74, Volume 3. The statement that "much of the western delta
front is presently advancing or is in dynamic equilibrium" is incomplete.

There is also evidence to indicate that southern Roberts Bank may be in
an erosional state.

i) Page A77, paragraph A6.3.1, Volume 3. A few velocity profiles should

have been obtained. For example, there are Hydro Products Meters which

could have been used even from a small boat.

)) Page A88, Volume 3. The statement regarding the "comparable values

(0.7 knots) of current," as referenced to Figures A17 and A19, is
unsubstantiated.

k) Where is Section A6.2.3 referred to on Page A91?

1) Figure A-9, Volume 3. The asymmetry of flow is presumably due to

coriolis force and this is not referred to. The diagram is therefore

misleading in its present context.

m) Figure A23, Volume 3. What do the "spot" percentages actually mean?

If they are percentages of sand, why so many low percentages, where there

,is supposed to be greater than 70 percent sand content? Where are the

"average moment measure mean grain size" values mentioned on Page A75?
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n) Figure A-24. In view of the few readings taken, it can be questioned
whether the sediment rates are completely representative.

o) Table A-8, Page A27. Fraser River month (June): is value 321,000

cu.ft./sec. or 521,000 cu.ft./sec. as shown in the Table?

6. Terrain and Land Use

Sections 3.2 "Terrain" and 3.7 "Land and Resource Use" of the
Environmental Assessment Panel guidelines identify a nuobber of requirements
for information on these topics. A composite map, showing land capability
for agriculture, wildlife, and fisheries is not provided, although such

information would have been of value, particularly if alternative design
proposals, for example Scheme ll, were to have been analyzed in more detail.

C. Impacts and Mitigation Measures

1. Environmental Impacts

a) Associated Impacts

(i) As identified under Issue A2 above, the report includes no

consideration of the possible impact and interrelationships between

the proposed Fraser River Training Program and the port development.

If the Training Wall Program were to proceed, it is submitted that
it would result in changes to the hydrology of the Eraser River and

the nearshore areas, changes in sediment transport and distribution
patterns and rates etc., all of which would affect and may

invalidate the predictions developed by the consultants for the
superport proposal.

(ii) The consultants report a projected increase in the number of

ships arriving at Roberts Bank to be in the order of 500-600/year

with the completion of this phase of the superport. Presumably,

such a significant increase in ship traffic would tend to increase
the statistical probability of having a shipping accident, which

could result in fuel oil spills or other chemical spills in the

vicinity of Roberts Bank. Detailed statistical projections of this
facet are required in order to demonstrate the degree of risks
involved.



(iii) In general terms, the aesthetic costs associated with the
addition of one berth at Roberts Bank have been identified.
However, the total impact of the proposed expansion on aesthetic
values has not been addressed.
(iv) The southward development of the expanded port, through the
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construction of a dyke around the berthing zone will constrict the
entrance to the inter-causeway area, thereby possibly restricting
the movement of fish and shellfish into the intertidal area of the
Tsawwassen Indian Reserve which is a substantive rearing area for
these species. It is noteworthy that the Department of Fisheries
and Environment prohibited construction of the Tsawwassen Indian
Reserve dyke because of the potential elimination of the marsh areas
as a principal food-web component of the area.

b) Predicted Impacts

(i) Coal Dust

Northwest winds are a prevailing direction hence the coal
piles are oriented to provide a minimum of exposed surface
area, and construction of a sloping wall at the northwest
end of the piles is proposed. The strong wind duration
analysis for Tsawwassen Terminal shows that significant
strong winds blow from the south, southwest and west such

that these, blowing against the much larger exposed coal
pile surface area, may entrain more coal particulates toward
the mainland than the northwest winds.

. The physiological effects of coal dust particles and coal
dust leachates on fish and shellfish have not been addressed.

(ii) Habitat

The consultant has presumed that enough is known about the
habitat requirements for eelgrass production to enable design
modifications to the project and to implement eelgrass
enhancement technology. The consultants state that the
devegetated zone around the original borrow pit continues
to expand very rapidly. This is attributed to alteration
of drainage patterns (Volume 4, Page B-25). On the basis
af Table B-2, it must be concluded that this process is far
from stabilized. Yet the consultants speculate that after
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.i the massive construction proposed is completed, that
sufficient stability will be achieved to promote

recolonization. No hard evidence is presented on the
mechanisms and interrelationships on the existing erosive
processes. The lack of this information makes prediction
of the future impact of the proposal highly speculative.

After construction of the proposed "protective dyke" around

the dredged area, the width of the outflow channel will be

reduced by one-third. The cross-sectional area will be

reduced by an even greater amount. Under present conditions
erosion is continuing. The narrowing of the entrance to the
intercauseway area can be expected to increase erosion and

endanger the continuous eelgrass beds that exist there now.

The lack of knowledge identified in the point immediately

above makes prediction of the extent of this erosion
impossible.

On Page 119, Volume 2, it is stated that, "Deposition would

occur in two areas. Mud would be deposited in the area north
.of the existing Westshore Causeway and inshore of the proposed
qite of Endustrial Land. This should have the form of a

prograding mud flat. Another mud flat would form inshore of
Terminal 4 between the existing causeway and the proposed
dyke. Both flats should form as a result of weak currents
in protected areas, and probably grow vertically up to the
high tide level." The impact that this sedimentation will
have on existing eelgrass beds occurring in both of these
areas is not explained, and indeed, this statement appears to
be at variance with the predicted impact that the proposed
development will have on this habitat.

On Page 131, Volume 2, the consultant makes reference to the
fact that "After the bed stabilizes, eelgrass should re-
colonize the area above -1.0 meters elevation." Figure 826

also shows the anticipated bottom movement. However, the
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predicted contours of this area after stabilization are not
shown, yet this has a significant influence on the prediction
respecting the stabilized area that will be suitable for
eelgrass habitat.

. On Page 132, Volume 2, reference is made to the creation of
an ebb tidal delta, and it is stated that, "it is reasonable
to assume that this area will eventually be colonized by
eelgrass." In addition to the question of the stabilizing
of this area, there are other factors which the report does
not address but which may influence the recolonization by
eelgrass.

On Page 152 it is stated that, "It is anticipated that the
outflowing Fraser River water and ebbing, tide which fills the
Brunswick Bay area will cause a current of quite substantial
size to flow around the northern corner of the industrial land.
Some erosion may be expected here, but can be prevented by
armouring the corner. A build-up of sediment could be expected
in the inside corner where the causeway adjoins the industrial
land. Depending upon the extent of such a build-up, it could
raise the level of the land above the habitat of eelgrass just
shoreward of the industrial land site. This is not expected
to occur, since the tidal action should prevent a very large
build-up in the area." The fact that tidal action should

prevent a very large build-up in the area is not quantified
and is somewhat in variance with the statement in paragraph 2

on Page 119. The impact of erosion on the eelgrass beds is
not stated, however, on the basis of the attached composite

map, it would appear that the proposed industrial land does

indeed encroach on the eelgrass area, and as a result,
erosion and/or sedimentation may have an impact on this
eelgrass area.

On Page 130, Volume 2, reference is made that, "the creation
of a new marsh habitat is a possible compensating measure as
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an alternative to the dumping of dredge spoils." Insufficient
documentation is provided by the consultant to justify that
rehabilitation of emergent vegetation is possible or feasible
in the Roberts Bank area.

The report does not provide an adequate determination of the
quantitative value of resources likely to be lost or impacted

by the construction and operation of the proposed expanded

facility.

Page 155, Volume 2. Presumably the maximum currents will not
always have the value 1.3 m/sec. Shouldn't they become less
as erosion takes place? and the counterclockwise circulation
weaken? What about onshore winds (and waves) and high tides
for moving (especially) surface-borne materials or "films"

over the dyke onto the banks

Page 93, Volume 2. The shape and eventual fate of the ebb-

tidal (especially) and flood-tidal deltas for Scheme 3 might

be a function also of the effect of the strong erosion upon

the general geological stability in the area.

2. Mitigation Measures and Recommendations

a) Coal Dust

Recommendation 8.2.12, on Page 169, Volume 2 is incomplete.
Construction of a sloping wall to ameliorate the effect of

onshore winds from the south, southwest, and west, in addition
to those from the northwest, in conjunction with intense
spraying when these wind directions occur, will reduce the

entrainment of coal particulates.

b) Contingency and Containment Plans

Relative to contingency and containment plans associated with

accidental spills etc. occurring after the ships are safely
moored in the U-shaped harbour, more detailed information is
required to demonstrate that these problems can be addressed
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in a practical and environmentally satisfactory manner. For

example, the practicality of the spill control measures

identified on Pages 154 and 155 of Volume 2 must be questioned.
The fact is that spills cannot be adequately contained in a

sheltered area such as Vancouver Harbour let alone an open

exposed area such as Roberts Bank. The U-shaped dyke will not

be effective at all tidal phases and it must be assumed that
spills will not be effectively controlled under all conditions.
The approach for containment of soluble liquids is questionable.
How would the contaminated water be treated2 Discontinuous

treatment plants simply do not work. As a result, the full
effect of any spilled soluble liquids would be felt by the
local environment.

c) Recommendations

On Page 117, Volume 2, it is stated that, "In all cases optimal

mitigation measures have been taken and are incorporated in the
conceptual design." These measures should be clearly identified
in the report.

It is stated in 8.1.3, Page 167, Volume 2, that "certain of these
(technical recommendations) are critical to the acceptability of

the pro)ect, and failure to implement them would invalidate
conclusion 7.1.2 above (that Roberts Bank is the best site on the
west coast)." The implementation of mitigation measures in terms

of how and who is. to implement them is not spelled out, nor is
the timing or feasibility (in economic and technical terms) of

doing so.

Recommendations regarding the monitoring of environmental

conditions after the proposed expansion is in place are missing

but should have been addressed. An obvious recommendation for

example, would be the positioning of a network of continuous air
monitors on the ad)acent mainland to monitor the effectiveness
of the mitigating measures for coal dust.
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Page 168, Volume 2, Recommendation 8.2.6 — Is water flow

(culverting) through the causeway as bad as made out'? Are

there any studies which show definitely that the recommendation

is valid7

D. E.I.A. Report, Format and Quality

1. Proprietary Statement
The proprietary statement made at the beginning of Volume 2 lays

claim to considerable information that has been previously collected and/or
published by other organizations or individuals. Only that information
which has been either collected or interpreted by the consultant should

fall into this category.
2. Maps

The assessment could have been made much easier to undertake if,
for example, the relationships between environmental sensitivity, the various
engineering proposals and anticipated environmental changes were shown at
the same map scale and level of detail (i.e. depth contours). To illustrate-
the attached photocopy provides, at a common scale, a composite map shying
the "preferred" design, and the anticipated bottom movements overlain on

the environmental sensitivity map. Such a composite map gives quite a

different impression of the predicted impact that the proposed facility
will have on the surrounding environment, particularly as it relates to
the future integrity of the eelgrass beds.
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British
Columbia

Telephone (B04) 2944211

Land COmmaSSZOn 4333 Ledger Avenue, B meey, B.C., V58 373

January 11, 1978 Reply to the attention of:
Marius Marsh

Environmental Assessment Panel
(Roberts Bank Port Expansion)
Room 1870
1050 West Pender Street
Vancouver, B.C.
V6E 3S7

Rprvvg 4 ~ r

JAN i 3;O7a

EAP PA

Dear Sirs:

In reply to your open letter of Nov«~«18'e wish to identify some
areas in which we feel there are information deficiencies in the
environmental impact statement, and upon which we may wish to comment
in more detail at a later stage.

Although we are aware that the heaviest impact of such an expansion will
be upon the marine environment of the immediate area, our concerns
deal primarily with the effects that such a tremendous increase in
rail traffic may have on the farming community along the rail line.
The report states that "at present 900 trains annually move to Roberts
Bank" and "the proposed expansion would increase the train traffi c by
an estimated 2,600 trains annually" (Vol. 2, P.157). One would then
anticipate 3,500 trains moving to Roberts Bank per year by 1995.
This would mean, on the average, 19 movements daily (a train which goes
to Roberts Bank must return) as opposed to the current average of about
5 trains daily. This increased traffic will certainly be an added
inconvenience to all farmers along the line, especially to those whose
lands are severed by the railroad and who must frequently cross the
tracks. This is an inconvenience that is being added to an increasing
burden of the farmers brought on by the location of many utility and
transportation corridors through much of the area with very little
regard for the needs of agriculture and the impact of such develop-
ment thereon. Should this be the straw that breaks the camels back
and renders farming impractical or intolerable along much of the course
of the railway, the implications could be far reaching. The impact
of this expansion on the farm community should therefore be examined in
greater detail.

The report briefly mentions that additional siding space wi 11 be requi red
on shore to accommodate trains i n close proximity to the si te. Again,
as most of the lands in the area are agricultural, it is highly likely
that valuable farmland will be affected by the proposal. There would
also be some side effects in terms of direction of development and
pressures which will emerge from the location of the sidings.

Although there are currently no plans for improvement of the rail-line
back to the main-line at Fort Langley, it is possible that double track-
ing of much of the line may become necessary due to the increased
traffic. This would, if it were to be necessary, involve areas of
farmland and would then add to the difficulties already experienced by
the farmer.
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As i s stated in the report, the increased rail traffic may necessitate
the construction of overpasses, and thus help to overcome some of
the rail vs. road traffic problems that currently exist. However, it
would also serve to direct increased traffic flows onto the few

roads that would benefit by the overpasses. Should these roads be

used by farm vehicles, the conflicts between farm traffi c and car
traffic would increase markedly. Remembering that in much of the area
these problems are already quite serious and have never been resolved,
factors such as this should be considered at the outset.

In closing, it appears that the impacts of the expansion upon the
farming areas along the rail route can be nothing but negative, and

that these impacts havenot been adequately examined within the environ-
mental assessment.

Yours truly,

PROVINCIAL AGRICULTURAL LAND COMMISSION

per
G.G. Runka, Chairman

cc: Ministry of Agriculture, Cloverdale, Attn: Ernie Walker

MM/dj
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COMMENTS ON THE ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT ASSESSMENT OF ROBERTS BANK PORT EXPANSION

Sutma ry

Given the time permitted and the enormous array of questions to be
answered in assessing the environmental impacts of proposed port expansion
at Roberts Bank, it is understood that the consultants could not possibly
address every factor involved and, therefore, may have had to shape and
direct the focus and content of their report in a goal oriented fashion.
Likewise, this review cannot address all of the shortcomings noted in the
EIA in order to avoid a unwieldly document and vague position. The major
points of the review, which aim to demonstrate that the need, scale, timing
and suitability of the port expansion as proposed are not satisfactorily sup-
ported by the EIA, are summarized under the following headings.

Commodity Protections/Demand for Expansion

1. This review contends that the commodity projections section of
the EIA forms the major basis for project justification in terms
of supporting both the demand and scale of proposed expansion at
Roberts Bank. This in turn had a strong bearing on the focus and
scope of the entire EIA.

2. The review finds that, for the most part, commodity projections
varied broadly between high and low and that the high projections
tended to be quite optimistic. Rationale for expansion of new
terminals was based on a good deal of such speculation supported
by questionable interpretation of limited data.

3. Of the 4 new terminals proposed, only a new coal terminal and, to
a lesser extent, a new grain terminal seemed to be convincingly
supported by the demand forecasts. The need for others (potash/
sulphur, bulk liquids and industrial land) are quite questionable
due to the highly speculative nature of their respective demand
forecasts.

4 . Given a reduced scale of expansion justifiable by demand, the
questionable urgency for completion and the added variable of
expansion in more than one Lower Mainland site (which was not
given adequate discussion), the entire scope of the EIA is
altered drastically.

~ ~ ~ ~ 2



Alternative Location Analvsis

1. The Fraser River Port as an alternative site for one of the
proposed new terminals was not considered fully enough before
being eliminated on the grounds of draft limitations. (e.g. the
majority of potash/sulphur exports are shipped in 10,000-35,000 dwt
vessels which can navigate the Fraser River if the proposed shipping
channel improvements proceed. This could offset periods of increased
throughput exceeding Inner Harbour terminal capacities which form the
basis for supporting a new potash/sulphur terminals at Roberts Bank).

2. The possibility of'ocating one of the "possible" new terminals at
another Lower Mainland site (e.g.) grain at Brittania) in conjunction
with smaller scale expansion at Roberts Bank was not satisfactorily
discussed.

3. Basic errors in judgement were noted regarding relative intrinsic
values for site components which in turn rendered the engineering/
environmental site comparisons too subjective to amount to anything
more than well-illustrated opinion. (e.g.) Brittania=l, Squamish=2,
Vancouver Harbour 2, Roberts Bank 4 values for aquatic ecology are
ridiculously disparate values, even as subjective value judgements).

4 ~ The above shortcomings, cited as just one of several cases-in-point,
combine to seriously erode the rationale for Roberts Bank as the
optimal site for port expansion. Their inclusion could have altered
the outcome of the EIA to a very significant degree.

Preferred Site Descrintion

1. Description of the physical environment was generally well done
but omitted reference to the organic component of the substrate
and discussion of its significance as an indicator for benthic
productivity, oxygen demand levels during dredging, and substrate
stability.

2. Description of the biological environment was the weakest component
of this section, particularly, with respect to benthos and fish.

3. Re: benthos'.
a) More discussion of the ecological factors influencing

benthic community development in terms of depth, slope,
exposure and substrate character could have improved the
level of understanding of the fundamentals of benthic
ecology presented in the EIA.

~ ~ ~ ~ 3
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b) Despite evidence of extensive literature reviews, field
investigation and data presentation, very little discussion
followed regarding the qualitative and quantitative signif-
icance of the results obtained. Information from literature
reviews and field studies were not tied together in a mean-
ingful manner.

c) Presentation of data on intertidal and subtidal benthos in
terms of the significance of ecological interrelationships
regarding net productivity, trophic dynamics, and community
zonation was inadequate')

The validity of averaging summary statistics for the three
intertidal transects is questionable since several different
zones were traversed, each having different diversity and
standing crop values but masked by presenting mean values.

4. Re. fish:
a) Generally, it was found that this section contained too much

"filler" on such things as life history and geographic dist-
ribution and not enough specific analysis of significance
features of fish ecology.

b) The use, presentation and interpretation of data from published
research (i.e.) Fisheries and Marine Services data) was inadequate
and poorly integrated. The EIA stressed greater habitat utilization
of Sturgeon Bank than Roberts Bank as meaning that Roberts Bank was
less environmentally sensitive when actually such results were due
to disparate sampling between the two areas during a time period
that could not account for all fish utilization (i.e.$ during a

non-pink year) . The relative significance of Roberts Bank in terms
of the whole ecological unit of the Fraser River Estuary was a
serious deficiency.

c) Reference to the significance of dietary components of fish habitat
utilization was weak and poorly integrated.

5 ~ Description of social characteristics and community attitudes was
adequately presented but could have used more insight in interpretation
of significance.

Alternative Site Design Analvsis

1. This section was quite well done in terms of the scale of expansion
proposed. However, had consideration been given to a reduced scale of
expansion, the outcome of this aspect of the EIA would have been sub-
stantially altered.

~ ~ ~ ~ 4
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Imnacts

1. A general shortcoming pertains to the serious omission of
discussion of the impacts from site expansion in terms of
the overall effect upon the entire Fraser River Estuary as
a single ecological unit.

2. The statement that newly created solid substrate (rip-rap) is
a beneficial offsetting factor by increasing benthic diversity
is questionable in terms of significance.

3. Description of the degree of impacts and implications for crabs/
crab fishermen and waterfowl are two examples of where impacts
appeared to be underrated.

4 . An outstanding example of misuse of value judgements pertains to
statements such as failure to expand port facilities at Roberts
Bank will cease development of coal mines in the Kootenays and
spell doom for coal industry towns like Fernie. Resorting to
such emotional pleas places question on professional credibility.

Mitigation

1. Shortcomings of this aspect of the EIA relate to the advocacy of
certain mitigation measures which seem to adequately offset impacts
from habitat loss but are actually more easily said than done. (e.g.)
technologies for transplantation of eelgrass and other submergent
vegetation is very embryonic in development and no on-site tests were
attempted fox the EIA).

Conclusions and Recommendations

1. Further evaluation of the highly speculative nature of the project
justification and timing is warranted. Cost/benefit analysis in
terms of capital, social and environmental costs versus economic benefits
should also be considered as an important determinant in this regard.
Such investigations may in turn suggest the need for a supplementary
analysis to explore a different expansion scenario involving reduced
scale of expansion at more than one Lower Mainland site.

2. Considering the uncertainty of commodity projections and the uncertainty
of environmental risks, a reduced scale of expansion should be examined
in terms of the demand forecasts presented, together with considering
expansion at more than one site on the Lower Mainland which should not
have been overlooked to the degree it was. This constitutes a very
serious deficiency in the EIA in that such inclusions may have greatly
altered the focus of the subsequent sections of the report.

~ ~ ~ ~ 5
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3, Scenarios developed, each involving Roberts Bank expansion to
varying degrees, should then be compared at appropriate depth
and extent of environmental assessment.

Prepared by

Environmental Services Unit
B.C. Ministry of the Environment

January 1978



Mr. J. Sector
Chief, Environmental Services
Land Management Branch
Ministry of Environment
Buildings

Date: January 17,1978

File: P2621PP- Area-Roberts
Bank

From: L.T. Hubbard
Industrial Div.
General Section
P.C.B. — Victoria

Re: Expansion of Port Facilities at Roberts Baak-
Impact Assessment Report

The following comments are made with respect to the subject report. We

understand that specified areas of deficiency will be addressed in the
second phase of the review process. The main concern and requirements
of the Pollution Control Branch are:

Permits must be obtained under the Pollution Control Act for all
direct and indirect process discharges of effluents, air contaminants
and refuse to the receiving environment of the Province.

2. Spill prevention programs and works, and contingency spill response
plans for oil and hazardous material spills must be developed and
in operation to the satisfaction of the province before operation of
the expanded facilities.

3 ~ A commitment should be made by the proponent to undertake appropriate
ambient air monitoring and receiving water monitoring to determine
the impact of the operation on the receiving environment.

4 ~ The section on ship operation beginning on Page 154, Volume 2, leaves
a lot of unanswered questions.

a) Will there be a need to discharge ballast water from the ships
coming to the expanded port facility2

b) If contaminated ballast ~ster is to be discharged, what treat-
meat is proposed'

c) It is unlikely that the proposed U-shaped dyke would be
successful in containing spills in all situations since the
top of the dyke is to be designed to allow 5X of the annual
high tides to over top it along the side perpendicular to the
causeway and the leg of the dyke parallel to the causeway
tapers downwards to zero elevation. Winds may have a much
greater impact on slick mnrement than the projected small
currents inside the dyke. A commonly used approximation is that
a slick will move at a velocity of 3 'X of the wind velocity.

~ ~ ~ 4 ~ 2



The report notes that w1nds that tend to move spilled material
out of the U would tend to move it away from the estuary. This
fails to acknowledge the possibility of a West or Southwest
wind and a high tide which aeve sp1lled material over the dyke
into the eelgrass area.

d) The report suggests a sophistifated method of complete closure
at the wharf from surface to sea bottom will be necessary to
prevent the spread of spills of material which mix readily with
the water. Assuming this is a feas1ble method of containment,
the proposal does not deal with subsequent recovery and treatim nt
of this contaminated water.

5. The EIS leans strongly to suggesting that a bulk liquid handl1ng
terminal will be needed by 1980 without a strong demonstration of
pro)ected need. Clearly, the bulk handling of hazardous liquids
presents a larger environmental risk than the handl1ng of coal,
sulphur, potash and grain. The report attemps to suggest that the
proposed design of the terminal makes it intrinsically safe insofar
as spills are concerned. While the design may in fact be the best
one available the review panel should not be lulled into a false
sense of security about the ability to control a large hazardous
waste spill at this facility with little environmental damage.

L. T. Hubbard

LTH:df
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Fisheries and Environment Canada
Environmental Assessment Panel
1870 — 1050 West Pender Street
Vancouver, B. C.
V6E 3S7

Attention: Mr. John Heritz Panel Secretary

Dear Sir:

Re: Roberts Bank Port Expansion

As our regional office has commented in some detail on the Hinton
report, the following remarks are a supplement to the regional comments
rather than a comprehensive critique.

Some of the logic in assessing the environmental value of the Roberts
Bank Port site is inconsistent and tends to de-emphasize the value of
the area. Much emphasis is placed on the importance of the Eel grass
beds between the two causeways. While these areas are important, the
report implies that the Eel grass community are the only areas of
ecological significance between the causeways. If this logic were
applied to the whole Fraser estuary, it could be concluded that only
Boundary Bay is really critical habitat since it contains most of the
Eel grass beds in the area.

As a result of this stress on Eel grass the suggestion for culverting
the port causeway is dismissed as it would cause increased turbidity
thus reducing light penetration to the Eel grass. This ignores the
positive aspects of increasing freshwater flow between the causeways,
such as increased fertility and the possibility of transforming the
area from salt marsh to estuarine marsh, the latter being generally
considered more productive.

Comparison of sites did not adequately assess the value of developing
certain combinations of ports. For example, Roberts Bank might be
developed only as a coal port and other sites such as Brittania Beach
which have little biological value but are too small for large scale

.2



development might be developed as a grain port. This approach certainly
would reduce environmental impact over complete development at Roberts
Bank and have other advantages such as distributing rail traffic more
widely.

The general tone of the report seemed to greatly play down overall
impacts of the Roberts Bank development on the Fraser Estuary as a
whole. This is in sharp contrast to the tone of the Airport study
which strongly opposed dredging and filling on nearby Sturgeon Bank.
I believe this discrepancy reveals a lack of credibility in one of the
two reports.

Thank you for providing me the opportunity to comment on this report.

Yours truly,

B. A. Pendergas t
Habitat Protection Biologist
(Wildlife)

BAP:ae

cc. G. A. West
F. C. Boyd
E. Taylor
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Fisheries and Environment Canada
Environmental Assessment Panel
1870 — 1050 West Pender Street
Vancouver, B. C.
V6E 3S7

Attention: Mr. John Heritz Panel Secretary

Dear Sir:

Re: Roberts Bank Port Expansion

As our regional office has commented in some detail on the Hinton
report, the following remarks are a supplement to the regional comments
rather than a comprehensive critique.

Some of the logic in assessing the environmental value of the Roberts
Bank Port site is inconsistent and tends to de-emphasize the value of
the area. Much emphasis is placed on the importance of the Eel grass
beds between the two causeways. While these areas are important, the
report implies that the Eel grass community are the only areas of
ecological significance between the causeways. If this logic were
applied to the whole Fraser estuary, it could be concluded that only
Boundary Bay is really critical habitat since it contains most of the
Eel grass beds in the area.

As a result of this stress on Eel grass the suggestion for culverting
the port causeway is dismissed as it would cause increased turbidity
thus reducing light penetration to the Eel grass. This ignores the
positive aspects of increasing freshwater flow between the causeways,
such as increased fertility and the possibility of transforming the
area from salt marsh to estuarine marsh, the latter being generally
considered more productive.

Comparison of sites did not adequately assess the value of developing
certain combinations of ports. For example, Roberts Bank might be
developed only as a coal port and other sites such as Brittania Beach
which have little biological value but are too small for large scale



The values shown in Table 8 — "Relative Intrinsic Value of Components" is
by admission in the text of the report, "a highly subjective judgement."
Therefore, the values given in the table are suspect and they are based on the
opinions of one group of individuals. It may be that a different group would
derive an entirely different set of values. The writers of the report
acknowledge that this could be the case and suggest that reviewers of the
report apply their own subjective judgement to the analysis of alternative
sites. This is all well and good. However, the report still reaches the
conclusion that "Southern coal is best shipped from Roberts Bank, with an
alternate in Vancouver Harbour experiencing moderate cost and environmental
disadvantages." It is this conclusion which we feel is questionable based on
the subjective nature of the methodology used to compare the sites.

3) There are a few errors of a minor nature in Appendix B of the report which
describes The Existing Biological Environment.

(i) Page B128, 1st paragraph, 2nd sentence reads: "Russel and Paish (1968)
indicate that brant frequently feed and nest in the intercauseway area."
We are assuming the "nest" should have read "rest" since brant do not nest
in this area.

(ii) Page B138, 1st paragraph, 2nd sentence: The reference to the habitat
requirements of nutria is somewhat misleading since the reference is that
they can be found in the Lower Mainland when in fact none have been sighted
or trapped in this area for approximately the last 15 years. More import-
antly, however, the report states that "nutria are not as heavily dependent
on the river for habitat or food." This is not the case and in fact their
normal habitat is along stream and river banks.

(iii) Page B87, 2nd paragraph: The sea run or anadromous race of coastal
cutthorat trout is rapidly becoming an important sport fish with a growing
number of anglers pursuing them in coastal estuaries and bays as well as the
lower reaches of many of our Lower Mainland rivers and streams.

The statement: "It (cutthroat trout) is not as highly regarded among anglers
as steelhead-", should be qualified to some extent since anglers in certain
areas may have a higher regard for cutthroat and others may regard them
highly at certain times of the year or because they provide variety in an
angler's experience.

(iv) Page B88, 1st paragraph, 2nd sentence: Steelhead trout spawn in the
mainstem of many of our coastal rivers and streams and not "in small trib-
utaries of rivers,and inlet or outlet streams of lakes.", as stated in the
report.

Finally, we have some questions and general comments regarding parts of the
reports.

(i) Will there be any long term effect on the substrate as a result of
deposition of coal dust?



(ii) On what basis was the elevation of the dyke around the development
selected so that 5% of the annual high tides would overtop it along the
alignment perpendicular to the causeway?

(iii) Use of aircraft in the area should be restricted during October and
November as well as from mid-February to mid-April.

(iv) What will be the effect of narrowing the area or "channel" between
the two causeways?

Thank you for supplying us with the complete environmental impact statement and
affording us the opportunity to comment on it.
Sincerely yours,

-.g iYC6&
G. A. West
REGIONAL DIRECTOR

BC:jk
cc. — J.H.C. Walker

— F. C. Boyd
— E. Taylor
— R. Martel
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To: Mr. J. Sector
Head, Environmental Services Section
Environmental & Engineering Services

Date: January 31, 1978

Subject: Report on the Environmental Impact
Assessment of Roberts Bank Port
Expansion by Beak-Hinton

Further to our telephone discussion of January 30,
I attach for your information and use in the EARP
discussions the fqllowing:

(1) A memo I wrote to Peter Kittredge of our staff
setting out the questions I thought should be asked
about the report.

(2) Peter Kittredge's draft notes based on a quick one
to two day review of the report.

Peter and I have not had an opportunity to sit
down and discuss his findings and prepare a formal response.
Therefore, I would ask you to use his comments only as
background to the position you put forth on behalf of the
province.

In general our comments fall into three specific
areas of concern:

(1) Terms of Reference

Why was the terms of reference of the study expanded
to look at the questions of alternative sites and timing of
Port expansions on the Pacific coast without requesting the
consultants to do a proper cost-benefit analysis? Should not
the report have stuck to the detailing of environmental
impacts for the site(s) for alternative engineering configurations
for the site(s)?

The report should have dealt with identifying
impacts, mitigation alternatives, the costs of mitigation, and
the opportunity cost of the environmental impacts. This
information could then have been fed into a proper cost
benefit study at the appropriate time when a developer actually
proposed to build a new coal terminal or another port.

(2) Demand and Supply Estimates

If we accept that the report was to look at the
questions of timing and alternative sites, then the report is
deficient in several respects:



(a) Demand forecasts
In general all bulk commodity export forecasts appear

to be optimistic. This is especially true for metallurgical
coal exports. Recent projections for 1985 suggest 19 million
tonnes of metallurgical exports from Western Canada by 1985. Of
this total, some 17 million tonnes are expected to move
through Southern British Columbia ports and 2 million through
Northern British Columbia ports by 1985.

The Beak-Hinton report used the old Coal Task Force
estimates of 27 million tons by 1985, with 23 million tons
through southern ports and 4.5 million tons through northern
ports. These forecasts are substantially in excess of current
metallurgical coal export forecasts for 1985.

There is, however, some possible offset of the
decline in metallurgical coal forecast with the increased
interest in Western Canadian thermal coal exports. We are
currently forecasting about 3 — 4 million tonnes of thermal
coal exports by 1985 from Western Canada, with 2 million
from south east British Columbia, 1 — 2 million tonnes from
north west and central Alberta, and 0 — 1 million tonnes
from Vancouver Island.

Even with thermal coal exports (and assuming all these
will be shipped through southern British Columbia ports) we
can only forecast a maximum of about 20 — 21 million tonnes
of coal exports through southern British Columbia ports
by 1985.

(b) Supply of Ports and Policy on Development

(i) Existing Capacity

We question the analysis of existing port capacities.
Our information suggests a 10 million tonnes
throughput capacity at Roberts Bank, 5 ' million
tonnes capacity at Neptune and 1.5 million tonnes
at Pacific Coast Bulk Terminals for a total
throughput capacity of about 17 million tonnes.

(ii) Marginal Capacity Expansions

We question the absence of a discussion of marginal
increases in existing capacity for small additional
capital costs plus some operating inefficiencies.
Again, our information suggests that Roberts
Bank could be expanded to handle 12 million
tonnes and Neptune could be expanded to handle
7 million tonnes.

(iii) New Capacity

Roberts Bank Phase II is suggested for 1980.
From 2(a) and 2 (b) (i) and (ii) we would conclude



that no capacity is required for 1980 and
existing and marginal expansion capacity may
be sufficient to 1985. If our assessment. of
capacity is overestimated then a new terminal in
southern British Columbia may be needed earlier
than 1985, say by 1983.

(iv) No statements of capital costs for Roberts Bank
Phase II are given. Furthermore, no statements
about the methods of developing, financing,
leasing, or pricing of the port are discussed.
This is a serious ommission as the price of port
capacity will certainly affect the demand for
that capacity.

(3) Methodology

We simply question the applicability and acceptability
of the methodology used to determine timing and alternative
site ranking.

In summary then we question the terms of reference,
the methodology used to analyze ports alternatives and timing,
and the demand .and supply estimates. We would suggest you raise
the points at the EARP meetings.

Could you please contact us in the near future so
that we can discuss with you what further work on this issue
we can contribute to? Please note, however, that I will be
away on my holidays from February 2 to 17. Peter Kittredge
or Lorne Sivertson will be available to interact on this
issue in my absence.

Policy Planning Division.

cc: A. L. Peel
L. Sivertson
P. Kittredge
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CITY OF PRINCE RUPERT January I8,1978

Environment Assessment Panel,
Roberts Bank Outevport Expansion,
RocIn 1870 — 1050 West Pendev Street,
VANCOUVER, B.C.
V6E 3S7

RECEIVED

JAN 2 0 1978

EAP PAC~FtC

Attention: Mr. J.F. Hevity

Re: Environmental Impact Assessment- Roberts Bank
Povt Expansion Proposal

The City of Prince Rupert intends to present a submission to public
hearings during phase tm of the Environmental Assessment Panel's review
of the Port of Vancouvev's proposed ~sion of Robevts Bank.

A cursory review of the "Beak Hinton Report" has revealed the following
broad areas of deficiency:

1. The capacity of rail access to the Povt of Vancouvev: particulavly
through the Fraser Canyon.

2. Analysis of possible areas of coa1 production and the coal's
ability to move over rail to a mid-British Columbia port on
Ridley Island.

3. Analysis of imminent shift of sulphur production to Centra1 and
Northern sectors of Alberta as M~ay Tar Sand opevations come
in production.

The growing interest thvoughout the grain trade in the need for
expanded grain handling facilities at the Port of Prince Rupert.

~ ~ ~ 2 ~ ~ ~



5. The strategic and logistic need for an alternate west coast
port to speed and ensure delivery of Canadian products to export markets.

6. The possibility of expanding present Vancouver tezmirMs to handle
the minimal increase anticipated in the Southern production of coal.

Our initial review of the Beak Hinton Report fails to convince us of
the need for expansion of Roberts Bank in either the short or medium term.
We are now preparing a detailed analysis of the "Beak Hinton Report for
presentation to your panel's phase tm review.

Yours truly,

Gordon Howie,
Administrative Assistant
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Environmental Assessment Par.el
(Roberts Bank Port Expansion)
Room 1870
1050 Nest Fender Street
Vancouver, B. C.
V6E 3E7

AT ENT ION: NR. J . F . HERI TY, PM%EL SECRETARY

Dear Sir:
Re: Environmental Impact Assessment of Roberts Bank Port

Expansion.

The Council of the Corporation of Lelta thanks you for the
cpportuni y to "rov'de their commen s with respect to the
Env'ronment Impact Ass'essmer t o the proposed Roberts Bank
Expansion. Ne have had our staff review he reports as
submit ed, and offer the following comments for yo r consid-
eration:

1. Environmental Impact Projection.

a) Physical Environmer t — It is our ooinior. that
addit.'nal study is required ~it ~ respect to the
ootential air pollutior. oroblems wh'ch may be
re'ate" c this expansion. Residents of our
community have, from t'me to tirr.e, experier.ced
dust oroblems believed to be as a result
blowir.g coal dust from both ne stock pile and
f=om the coal trains to and from the port. The
G.V. R. D. have i ad sample stations out to measure
he am unt o= dust f om this area& however we dv

not eel t at the results of h se tes s are
ccnclusi:e. Ne are a'o =one rned of a. po'.=r.tiai
r oise problem from the area. D e con icerat'or,
must be „-'en to his c=..ce=n "ur'g the pla."n'g

oC&AC
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b) Biological Environment — There have, from time
to t-'me, been conflict'ng reports with respect to
the effects that the existing port nas on the fish
and crab community in the area. We do not f ind
fault with the work undertaken and reported in this
study, nor the conclusions drawn as a result
thereof. However, we do trust that the Fisheries
and Environment Canada will very carefully examine
this area to be certain that all concerns with
respect to the fishing and crab industry are
considered and accounted for.
c) Socioeconomic Environment — The report indicates
that considerable interviews and studies have been
carried out both in the local community and in the
coal producing areas. The summary, however, does
not detail any specific recommendations in this
regard. We would recommend that further attention
be given to the socioeconomic effects on the Delta
community.

2. Planning Impact.

There has, in our opinion, been insufficient investi-
gation into the effects that such an expansion at
Roberts Bank would have on the Delta communitr. We
believe that it is necessary to establish an overall
Twenty Yea Plan incorporating all possible Port
and/or Industrial requirements within the area.
This plan would be not only a time frame, but would
also determine the type and location of Industrial
development and their interaction and relationsnip
to surrounding uses. The impact that such a develop-
ment would have on the Delta community must Le very
carefully considered. Particular emphasis is also
requir d on he ef fects to the farm community. This
community 's already badly fragmen ed and disrupted
by ut'lity rights of way, streets, highwavs, railroad,
etc. Any extension to these types o facili"ies to-erm'he development of the industrial a"ea or
expansion of he port must rece've pro"er consi- r-
at =n

3
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3. Engineering Considerations.

The report only superficially addresses itself to
the additional requirements with respect to the
i~Iunicipal and Provincial highway network system
and to possible expansion of the railway system.It would appear mandatory that highway overpasses
be provided at all intersecting streets with the
railway, as a result of the additional rail traffic
anticipated. Expansion of the railway marshalling
yards, as suggested, would extend back. into the
farm community. The effects of such expansion again
has not been adequately considered. The report
superficially touches on the soil and geologic
conditions in the area. The statement is made that
the underlying soils consist of about 100 meters of
sand and silt sediments overlying interglacial
deposits down to bedrock presumed to be about 300
meters down. There does not appear to nave been any
soils investigation carried out to determine the
true depths of these deposits, the actual location
of the underlying bedrock, or its inclination. The
report goes on to give a rather "Textbook" analysis
of the sheer strength of the soils expected to be
found in the area. There has been no discussion
with respect to the fact that this area is in an
earthquake zone and what effect liquefaction might
have to the stability of any further stockpiles.
A far more extensive investigation of the pr sent
geology and soil conditions in the area is required
to answer these concerns.

In keeping with he open letter circulated to individuals and
organizations naving an inte est in the proposal to expand
tne port facilities at Rober s Bank, tnese are our main con-
cerns at this point in time. As the various studies are
expanded we would hope to be given the opportunity to have
additional input and to be consulted with on matters directly
affecting the Municipality of Delta and its residents.
We thank you or this opportunity to provide input into
top1c.

th'

Yours truly,

.om Cooce
.'1ayor

~/gap



OFFICE OF THE MAYOR DISTRICT OF KITIMAT

13 January 1978

Environmental Assessment Panel,
Roberts Bank Port Expansion,
Room 1870,
1050 West Pender Street,
Vancouver, B.C.
V6E 3S7

Dear Sirs:

We have reviewed the Environmental Impact Assessment of Roberts Bank Port
Expansion with particular emphasis on the comparison between the possible
si.tes for bulk handling facilities. As a summary of this study will most
probably be widely distributed, we are concerned that Kitimat appears to
have been shown as a less than optimal location for a bulk port based on
ranking of the possible sites. As these results are contrary to other
comparative studies on potential sites for bulk handling ports (e.g.: U.S.
Federal Energy Administration Report on Marine Terminals of the West Coast)
we question the results presented in the Roberts Bank study.

As examples of the errors and misinformation presented, we would like to point
out the following:

Environmental

It is beyond us how, despite indicating in page 49 of volume 2, that "by
comparison with the Prince Rupert area, environmental values in the Kitimat
area are quite low . . ~ ", in page 63, Table 7, Kitimat is given a higher
negative score than two of the Prince Rupert sites for aquatic ecology.
Further, the description of the different sites does not confirm this
analysis.

Engineering

It is surprising that despite the negative aspects of Ridley Island for ship
access as described in page D-119, and compared to the description of Kitimat's
ship access in page D-124, Ridley Island still receives a higher rating than
Kitimat for that aspect. Similar issues can be raised for some of the other
ratings. The qualifying paragraph on page D-139 does not negate the issue
that these ratings are also subjective generalizations, and as such should be
treated very cautiously. In view of this it is inappropriate to take these
results and generate the figures in volume 2 (figures 23, 24 and 25).

~ ~ 2
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In the first instance, there is a distortion in the figures because of the
scales utilized which gives the engineering score significant visual impor-
tance over the environmental score. In this day and age of environmental
conscienceness this is totally unrealistic. Secondly, despite there not
being a readily apparent association or relationship between the two scores,
and despite the admission of this in page 68, it is dishonest to represent
the information in such a manner that some relationship is implied.
Furthermore, as absolute values were utilized rather than relative values,
which would be more appropriate, when using sub]ective methods, the infor-
mation becomes more mi.sleading still.
We have raised only three issues from the Report's comparison of sites.
These were presented only as examples and the District is prepared to
systematically review all of the other points in private or in public as
convenient to the Panel.

In summary, it is the District's position that the method of comparison of
sites was grossly overextended to the point that it is a dishonest reflection
of reality.

Admittedly, Kitimat does not have at its disposal sufficient information
(from this report or others) to do an independent evaluation on Roberts Bank
and the other ports, nor does the District of Kitimat presume to do the
Panel's gob. The Panel may well find that Roberts Bank is the "best" site
for the purposes considered, namely a bulk port. We do, however, take issue
with a report, which, through misinformation and errors, tends to cast a
shadow on Kitimat's present port and its potential for the future as a port.

Yours very truly,



ROBERTS BANK PORT EXPANSION

A SUBMISSION TO THE ENVIRONMENTAL ASSFSSMENT PANEL~
ENVIRONMENT CANADA, FROM THE CORPORATION OF THE DISTRICT OF SURREY

INTRODUCTION

The development of a major bulk loading facility at Roberts Bank
has significant implications for the Provincial ecodomy. The Muni-
cipality of Surrey welcomes the economic benefits which will accrue to
British Columbia, as a whole should the development go ahead, but feels
that the direct costs of this undertaking and the associated costs of
its 'spill over'ffects should be paid by those parties directly
benefitting.

The majority of the impacts of the bulk loading facility will, of
course, be borne by the Municipality of Delta nevertheless there will be
some impacts on Surrey particularly along the rail corridor. We are
concerned, therefore, to ensure that the costs of overcoming or ameliorating
these impacts do not fall upon the taxpayers of Surrey, but rather are
shared by the whole Provincial community.

It is, therefore, in a spirit of general support for this proposal,
subject to satisfactory arrangements on the impact costs, that the
!tunicipality makes this submission to the Environmental Assessment
Panel. The submission deals first with a general reaction to the
consultants'ork before dealing more specifically with some of the
impacts on Surrey.

GENERAL CO~i ENTS

The Beak Hinton Report has been successful in meeting the terms of
reference established, however, the social aspects of the development do
not appear to have been given the consideration that is necessary. A

major flaw in the consultants'erms of reference is the ommission of
any requirement to study the land use implications of the development of
a major port facility at Roberts Bank. These would include the pressure
for development of the back up lands in Delta (previously proposed for
industry) and the requirements for marshalling yards etc. needed to
support such a port. The scale and location of the marshalling yards is
of concern to Surrey since it is conceivable that they could be located
in this Municipality. We would have found it more helpful to know what
is to be proposed in terms of rail facilities and where in order to
weigh the implications of such a proposal with the other impacts.

Specific Impacts on Surrey

The potential impacts for Surrey relate to the transportation of
the matergal through Surrey and the land use implications of the develop-
ment of this transportation system. There are three main points related
to the transportation of the material to the port which are dealt with
in the consultant's report:

(1) Grading crossings — The consultant recommended that these be
provided as required by traffic volumes and train frequencies.
The consultant noted that currently there are approximately
900 trains per year and that by 1995 it is estimated there
would be approximately 2,600 trains per year. The only rail
crossing at which grade separation will be necessary is at
152nd Street and Council is on record as opposing any ex-
pansion of rail service unless a proper grade separated
crossing is provided at 152nd Street, funded entirely by the
Province or its agencies.

/2



(2) Noise buffers — The consultant recognized the problem of noise
impacts on adjoining residential areas and recommended that
the Municipality and the railway share the cost of a noise
berm to reduce these impacts, but only in areas in which
citizens have requested some action. We find this recommenda-
tion totally unacceptable since the need for noise berms will
only arise because of increased railway operations, it is only
reasonable, therefore, to expect the r'ailway to pay all of the
costs of noise berms. Furthermore, to suggest as the con-
sultants do that such berms only be installed where residents
complain indicates that there would be a certain level of
public inconvenience and disruption necesqary before any
action was taken. Surely the environmental impact procedure
is designed to identify problems and take positive corrective
action before a problem is allowed to exist.

We urge, therefore, that if the volume of rail traffic is to
build up to the level predicted then the precise noise impacts
on adjoining development be identified and the necessary
corrective measures be implemented at the time of commencement
of operation of the port.

(3) Coal dust control — The consultant suggested that there could
be some improvements in techniques of controlling coal dust,
but felt that this was primarily a problem of peoples'er-
ception rather than an actual problem. This is somewhat
debatable, however, we would urge implementation of their
recommendation that dust inhibiting techniques be used on the
trains destined for the terminals — this we take to mean
covered railcars.

ND/cp/6442
Jan. 9/78
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January 13, 1978

Mr. J.F. Herity,
Panel Secretary,
Fisheries and Environment Canada,
//1870,
1050 West Pender Street,
Vancouver, B.C. V6E 3S7.

Dear Sir:

Re: Roberts Bank — Expanded Port Facilities

By open letter of November 18th, you have advised us that a federal
environmental assessment panel has been established to review all environmental
aspects of the subject proposal and is seeking the assistance of interested
organizations in its review. You further ask that interested parties identify
what they consider to be information deficiencies in the environmental impact
study and to indicate briefly what they consider to be the main environmental
issues.

My interest in this matter is that under the Provincial Pollution Control
Act, this Regional District is responsible for the control of air emissions
within the boundaries of the District. For the purposes of carrying out the
intent of the Act for this function, I have been appointed as Director of Air
Pollution Control and therefore am responsible for the administration of the
Act for air pollution control in the Regional District. It is within this
context that I make the following remarks.

First, reference is made to page 13 of Volume 1, "Air Quality", in which
it is stated the suspended particulates as measured at the ferry terminal are
within the most stringent federal and provincial standards. This is misleading.
As part of the provincial objectives for ambient air, the limit for coal and
coke in suspended particulate matter — annual geometric mean — and measured
as micrograms per cubic metre, is

5 for level A

15 for level B

20 for level C

.../2



Mr. J.F. Herity,
Fisheries and Environment Canada,
Vancouver.

January 13, 1978

Recent measurements of the coal content in the annual geometric means
quoted on page 13 of Volume 1 show an average level of 55% when the wind is
from the bulk loading operations. Therefore, although the level A criterion
for total suspended particulates is being met, the ambient levels for coal
which are part of the suspended particulate objectives exceed the most
stringent provincial objectives.

Second, reference is made to page 15 of Volume 1, in which conclusion 8
states that suspended particulate levels at the ferry terminal are projected
to be within the most stringent federal and provincial air quality criteria.
From the information given on page 13 that there would be an increase of
9.6 ug/m3 in particulate matter at the ferry terminal, with covered sulphur
and potash storage, one must conclude that most of the increase can be
attributed to coal handling and therefore the incremental increase, alone,
would exceed the 5 ug/m3 level A criteria.

In conclusion, although the current and proposed levels of total suspended
particulates satisfy level A objectives, there are positive indications from
the information in Volume 1 that the coal content of the particulate matter
does not meet and will not meet the most stringent provincial air quality
criteria as stated on page 15 of Volume 1. It is apparent, therefore, that
there is valid reason for expecting a continuing incidence of complaints and
that the number of complaints will increase when the expanded facility is in
operation.

If we can be of further assistance in this matter please call us.

Yours truly,

F.R. Bunnell, P,Eng.,
Director,
Air Pollution Control

FRB: af



Greater Vancouver Regional District
2294 WEST TENTH AVENUE VANCOUVER. BRITISH COLUMBIA V6K 2H9 TELEPHONE 731-1155

Please rejer ro our tile number: 61 1 0 January 18th, 1978
~ '

Mr. J.F. Herity
Panel Secretary
Environmental Canada
Federal Environmental Assessment

Review Office
1870-1050 Pender Street
Vancouver, B.C. V6E 357

8FC Elva

JAN t 8~978

GAP eACtFlg

Dear Mr. Herity:

Roberts Bank Port Expansion

A Submission to the Environmental Assessment Panel
From the Greater Vancouver Regional District Planning Department

This is the response to the open letter of November 18th, 1977 by the Federal Environmental
Assessment Panel . The attached material is directed towards the first phase of the review
process, an identification of any deficiencies or data gaps in the environmental impact
statement prepared by Beak Hinton Consultants.

This response is based on an independent review of the Beak Hinton reports prepared for
the GVRD Planning Department by Robin Gregory, Consultant. The information requested
is based on gaps and deficiencies in the terms of reference and the environmental impact
statement as perceived by that reviewer. The submissions preceeding each set of information
requests do not represent the views or opinions of the GVRD Board or its Planning Committee
but it is held that informational gaps should be answered in order for a formal position
to be formulated for the GVRD Board.

We appreciate the opportunity to participate in this and all subsequent phases of the
review process.

Respectfully submitted

GFF/PP/md

Encls:

G. F. Farry
Director of Planning



QUESTION ¹1

A. BULI'Ot'ItiODITY PROJECTIONS AND SOUTHERN PORT EXPORT CAPACITIES

IT IS SUBMITTED THAT the existing and potential capacities of bulk
export terminals in the Lower I'mainland are not sufficiently described.

INFORtlATION REQUIRED

(a) Explain the derivation of the capabilities of the existing bulk
terminals in the Lower Mainland.

(b) Provide details on the constraints to the current and potential
capacities of these existing terminal facilities and sites.

(c ) Explain why further increases of capaci ties cannot be made to
existing facilities and sites. (e.g. no potential increase in
coal export capability at Pacific Coast Terminals).

(d) Explain the derivation of the suggested increase in coal export
capaci ty at Roberts Bank (8.0 to 11.0 million tonnes/year) and
the feasibility of an increase above that level given the
considerations listed on p. D-76, Vol. 6.



QUESTION g2

A. BULK CO&1I'10DITY PROJECTIONS AflD SOUTHERN PORT EXPORT CAPACITIES

IT IS SUBt1ITTED THAT the percentage annual increase in demand for coking
coal (primarily to Japan) is highly speculative at this point, and that
even the lowest projection for coal exports may exceed a realistic rate
of growth.

INFORt1ATION REQUIPED

(a) Confirm that a rate of 3.0/ annual increase in demand for coking
coal (used as the low projection in Vol. 6, p. D-29) is still a
realistic minimum; and that the 1976 estimate of the Coal Task
Force (used as the high projection) is still a realistic upper
l imi t.

(b) Provide information on the short run competitive position of
B.C. coal producers for Japanese markets given the relatively
high production and transport costs of B.C. coal (compared to
Australian and Chinese competition).

(c) Explain why the high projection for coal exports (Figure D5;
p. 30, Vol. 6) was not redrawn to reflect the over-optimism of
the Coal Task Force's projections (see Vol. 6, p. D-27..."the
Coal Task Force's projections appear somewhat high for the early
years.")



QUESTION ¹3

A. BULK COflf10DITY PROJECTIONS AflD SOUT&lFRN PORT EXPORT CAPACITIES

IT IS SUBt1ITTED Tk&AT the total export coal production capacity of
Southeastern B.C. and Alberta will not exceed the potential capacity of
exi s ting termi na1 s by the mi d-1980'.

I NFORI'1AT I ON REQU I RED

(a) Provide details on the potential metallurgical coal availability
from Alberta which would be exported through southern B.C. ports.

(b) Explain discrepancies between Table D6, Vol. 6, p. D-24 and the
information provided in Vol. 5, pp. 105-112 regarding the annual
production capabilities of future B.C. coal mine developments.

(c) Provide detailed annual production schedules for each mine which
might export coal through southern B.C. ports between 1978 and
1990.

(d) Detail the relationship between the high demand projection for
coking coal exports and the projected supply of coking coal from
B.C. and Alberta.



QUESTION 0'4

A. BULK COI1t'10DITY PROJECTION lS AND SOUTHERN PORT EXPORT CAPACITIES

IT IS SUBP1ITTED THAT the consultants'eport does not justify the use of
the "high projection" of exports of coking coal through Southern British
Columbia ports.

INFORrlATION REQUIRED

(a) Give quantifiable evidence to support the claim that the "coal
exports wi 1 1 likely be well i n excess of thi s projection (the
low projection in Figure D2O)" (Vol. 6, p. D-88).

(b) Provide detai'ls to support the use of the "high projection" in
Figure D20 other than the subjective statement that, "The potential
for very rapid i ncreases in coki ng coal exports certainly
exists in the next decade, even if this rapid increase does not
come as soon as the 1977-1980 period indicated by the maximum
projection". (Vol. 6, p. D-88).



QUESTIOr& Z5

A. BULY, COfltSDITY PROJECTIOI'IS At(D SOUTHERN PORT EXPORT CAPACITIFS

IT IS SUBfiITTED THAT the definite need for a new coking coal terminal
in the Lower mainland by 1980 is not substantiated in the report.

I f(FORf'1ATI Ol'I REQV IPED

(a) Explain why a new coking coal terminal is considered a definite
requirement in the immediate future when potential capacity of
existing terminals may not be reached until the mid-1990's.
(Fi gure D20, Yol . 6, p. D-89) .

(b) Explain why a new terminal of 8 million tonnes per year capacity
is considered a definite requirement by 1980 when a smaller
terminal facility will accommodate the highest coal export
projections at least until 1990.

(c) Identify an alternative scenario in Figure D20 where the "potential
capacity of existing terminals" is increased and/or a "medium
projection" for export coal demand is utilized.

(d) Confirm that a new coking coal terminal in the Lower &1ainland
is only a possible need, rather than a definite need, by 1980.



QUESTION P6

A. BULK COt1&10DITY PROJECTIONS AND SOUTHERN PORT EXPORT CAPACITIES

IT IS SUBt1ITTED THAT no cost estimates are provided which enable the
reviewer to compare the marginal costs and benefits of either expanding
the capacity of the existing bulk export terminals or constructing new
terminal facilities.

INFORI'1AT ION REQUI PED

(a) Provide cost estimates in 1978 dollars for increasing terminal
capability at existing sites without increasing the terminal
land area.

(b) Provide cost estimates in 1970 dollars for the construction and
operation of a new terminal facility at Roberts Bank for a new
coal handling facility of 8 million tonnes/year.

(c) Confirm that the costs per million tons of increased bulk terminal
capability for coal favour the construction of a new facility
at Roberts Bank rather than expansion of the existi ng facilities.



QUESTION ¹7

A. BULK COt1l'10DITY PROJECTIONS AND SOUTHERN PORT EXPORT CAPACITIES

IT IS SUBMITTED THAT there is an unsubstantiated correlation between
the further development of southeastern B.C. coal reserves and the need
to construct a new coking coal. terminal at Roberts Bank.

INFOPfiATI ON REQU I RED

(a) Explain how the decisions to proceed with new or expanded coal
developments in the East Kootenayj are dependent upon the creation
of a new coal export facility at Roberts Bank.

(b) Provide substanti ve evi dence that "a fai lure to expand Roberts
Bank will mean that development of coal mines in the East Kootenay
area of British Columbia will cease". (Vol. 2, p. 161) ~

(c) Explain why an expansion of Roberts Bank is required several years
in advance of new or proposed coal developments when the construction
of a new coking coal terminal will take only 32 months (Vol. 6,
p. D-196) and the lead time for most coal developments is 3-5 years.



QUESTION ¹8

A. BULV, C01'1&10DITY PROJECTIOI'&S AflD SOUTHERI'1 PORT EXPORT CAPACITIES

IT IS SUBI1ITTED THAT considerable speculation surrounds the potential
capacity and future export demands of grain terminals in the Lower
t1ainl and.

INFORtQTION REQUIPED

(a) Provide a more detailed analysis of the anticipated Pacific
Coast Grain Exports and establish a rational criteria to evaluate
terminal requirements in the short term.

(b) Confirm that the "potential capacity" of Lower t1ainland grain
terminals is fixed (as indicated in Table D20, p. D-Sl) and that
there is a need for new grain terminal facilities by the late
1980's.

(c) Determine that new grain terminal capacity in excess of the
"potential capacity" is best suited for location at Roberts
Bank.



QUESTION P9

A. BULK COt'll'lODITY PROJECTIONS AND SOUTftERN POPT EXPORT CAPACITIES

IT IS SUBt1ITTED TEIAT no potash terminal capacity is required at Roberts
Bank within the near future.

INFORt1ATION REQUIRED

(a) Confirm that any additional terminal capacity for potash exports
is highly speculative prior to the 1990's, and that there may
be alternatives to the development of a potash handling facility
at Roberts Bank to meet the highly optimistic demands to the late
1990's.



QUESTIOfl 0'10

A. BUL)'ON10DITY PROJECTIONS AND SOUTHERN PORT EXPORT CAPACITIES

IT IS SUBI1ITTED THAT bulk liquid commodity projections are very weak
and unquantified, and that any forecasts of terminal capacity needs for
this import/export trade are questionable.

INFORtiAT I ON REQU I RED

(a) Provide quantifiable data to support the claim that there is
"need of a facility in the Lower )1ainland to handle bulk liquids"
(Vol. 6, p. D-59).

(b) Confirm the claim that a Bulk Liquid Tank Farm is needed (Possible
Development, Vol. 6, p. D-100) by 1980, and especially provide
information that such a facility would be optimally located at
Roberts Bank.



QUESTION LF11

A. BULV, CO&'ll'lODITY PROJECTIONS AND SOUTIIERN POPT EXPORT CAPACITIES

IT IS SUBtlITTED T)(AT the consultants'eport tended to overemphasize
the high projections for commodity exports potentials.

I flFORfiAT I ON RFQU I P E D

(a) Provide an alternative terminal development scenario using the
low projections for all export commodities and then define the
earliest start-up dates for each type of terminal development (as
a comparative scenario to Table D21, Vol. 6, p. D-100).

(b) Provide cost estimates in 1978 dollars for the expansion of
export capacities at all existing Lower t1ainland terminals which
export bulk commodities.

(c ) Provide cost estimates in 1978 dollars for the construction of
new terminal developments in the Lower fiainland to provide the
increase i n nominal annual capaciti es for both "Defi ni te" and
"Definite and Possible" developments proposed in Table D21, Vol.
6, p. D-100.

(d) Determine who is responsible for paying the costs of either
increases to existing terminal capacities or new terminal
faci1 i ties.



OUESTION ¹12

B. SITE SELECTION CRITEPIA

IT IS SUB/lITTED TtlAT although the methodology used to assess environmental
and social impacts is not unusual, the information provided on the
development of criteria is grossly insufficient.

I NFOR/NTIOl'J RE(U I RED

(a) Provide background data and criteria by which final impact
assessments were constructed.

(b) Indi cate how the above criteria were combined: provide weights
used and their linkage to future regional development.

(c) Relate changes in parameters to the three possible levels of
development.



gUESTI.'ON $ 13

B. SITE SELECTION CRITERIA

IT IS SUP&tlITTED Tf/AT no sensitivity analysis has been provided which
allows the reviewer to assess the subjective judgment of the authors
of the report regarding the relative intrinsic value of the environmental
account components as analyzed in Table 8, Vol. I I, p. 66.

BACKGROUND

A raw score of environmental and social impacts, which takes no account
of the relative importance of the factors considered, is exhibited.
A series of weights are then presented which reflect the relative
intri nsi c value of each component (p. 66, Vol. 2); multiplying the raw
scores by the appropriate weights results in final environmental and
social impact comparisons for each of the 3 alternative levels of
development. It is stated that final rankings of alternative sites
reflect the subjective judgment of the authors regarding the relative
intri nsi c value of each component considered; these weights are then
exhibited so that "reviewers of the report nay apply their own subjective
judgment" but the authors themselves do not produce any comparisons.

I flFORfiATION REQUI RED

(a) Provide sensitivity analysis of results of final environmental
and social impact for each of the three alternative levels of
development.



QUESTION ¹14

B. SITE SELECTION CRITERIA

IT IS SUBt1ITTED THAT the significant differences in the results of the
environmental/social and engineering rankings shown in Table 2 emphasize
the need for some form of combined evaluative procedure.

BACKGROUND

No attempt was made by the authors of the report to directly equate
environmental/social and engineering scores; instead a graphical procedure
(as above) was utilized to compare the two assessment criteria. The
resulting Figures (23, 24 and 25, shown following p. 68,.70, and 72),
in which we are told that the "optimal choices are those which approach
the upper left corner," are therefore allowed to appear to say more than
they actually can.

Looking at Figure 23, for example, the placement of the entries appears
to favour Roberts Bank, with Ridley Island a potential second choice.
However, only 3 of the 9 sites examined actually ranks lower than Roberts
Bank on the environmental/social scale. On the basis of the i nformati on
presented, therefore, there exists no rigorous basis on which to establish
trade-offs: we are unable to defend as "optimal" any site selection
whi ch does not place fi rst on both scales. )Je are instead left wi th
casual, non-supportable statements.

I flFOR&)ATION REQUIRED

(a) Develop criteria which can be used to equate environmental/social
and engineering scores directly.



QUESTION ¹15

B. SITE SELECTION CRITERIA

IT IS SUBHITTED T)(AT there is no evidence for the statement that:

"The net biological costs (of Roberts Bank port expansion)
seems very low for the size of the development and the
local aesthetic cost is less than the social and economic
costs which would be felt in the coal producing areas if
expansion did not proceed."
(p. 163, Vol . 2)

INFORtiAT I ON REOU I RED

(a) Provide the basis on which the reported trade-offs were
established.



QUESTION ¹16

B. SITE SELECTION CRITERIA

IT IS SUBt1ITTED THAT the criteria utilized by Beak flinton present a

strong bias in favour of engineering criteria to the detriment of
environmental/social criteria.

BACKGROUND

This engineering bias appears in statements such as "Alternative sites
for southern B.C. coal are not nearly as desirable as Roberts Bank
from all viewpoints" (p. 151, Vol. 2, emphasis added), which as seen
in Table 2 is simply untrue. Not only are the engineering scales valued
more highly, thus lending a presumption of greater worth, but the scale
utilized in the construction of the graph shown tends to emphasize the
engineering scores.

I NFORt1AT I ON REQUIRED

(a) Using Fiqure 1 below, which exhibits identical information to
Figure 23 of Beak Hinton but uses a different scale, justify
the choice of Roberts Bank over Ridley Island, Brittania, Squamish.
and Kitimat from an environmental/social criterion.



qUESTION all

B. SITE SELECTION CRITERIA

IT IS SUB&1ITTED THAT the statement made (p. 60, Vol. 2) that:

"The northern sites can serve only northern B.C. and
northern Alberta economically"

has not been proved.

INFORt1ATION REQUIRED

(a) Divide proposed sites into categories on an economic basis, not
a cartographic basis, and on that basis, provide additional
information that it is uneconomic to support southern B.C. coal
through northern ports.



QUESTION ¹18

B. SITE SELECTION CRITEP,IA

IT IS SUBI"IITTED THAT there exists no ~-pruoru. argument favouring any
particular level of consolidation of services at a single site.

BAC j'GROUND

"The argument advanced by Beak flinton, that 'The most favorable site
should be one which has a reasonably moderate impact in its initial
stages and stays moderate thru full speculative development's again
one which sounds entirely plausible but may well prove to place the cart
before the horse. To consolidate all development in one central location
has a ring of efficiency to it but may well prove to be a costly solution."
(Vol. 2, p. 73).

INFORMATION PEQUIPED

(a) Demonstrate that sufficient economies of scale exist to in fact
warrant consolidation of services.



QUESTION kl 9

C. ENV I RONtlENTAL COflS I DERATIONS

IT IS SUBI'iITTED THAT the field sampling undertaken for this study is
limited in time and scope so that the results are questionable, and
further that the report bases a great deal of its assessments upon
available literature.

I NFORt1AT ION REQUI RED

(a) Provide the precise ecological inter-relationship between the
eel grass beds in Tsawwassen Bay and the juvenile salmon and crab
populations, particularly in the context of the specific local
marsh ecosystem.

(b) Detail the extent to which the study team interrogated i ndi vi-
duals who live and work in the area throughout the year who
could assist in ascertai ning the extent to which the problems
are actually problems of perception, as stated in the report.



QUESTION e20

C. EflV I ROllf'lENTAL CONS I DERATIONS

IT IS SUBl'1ITTED THAT insufficient information is presented in support
of the claim that "For economic reasons, it is more advantageous to
develop all 4 sites simultaneously" (p. 152, Vol. 2)

INFOR[1ATION REQUIPED

(a) Detail the economic benefits associated with the simultaneous
development of all four proposed terminal locations.

(b) Confirm that Terminal 1 remains the preferred choice should only
one additional terminal be constructed.

(c) Provide staged design plans in which the least environmentally
sensitive areas (Terminals 2 or 3) would be developed first and
the most sensitive locations (Terminals 1 or 4) would receive
maximum pro tecti on.



QUESTION f21

C. ENVI RONliENTAL CONS I DERATIONS

IT IS SUBt1ITTED Tf (AT southern Roberts Bank is the only area of the
Fraser River estuary which supports extensive underwater meadows of
eelgrass (Zostera marina). The beds are singled out for their important
linkages with pelagic fish, crabs, and the entire estuarine plant and
animal communi ties.

INFORfSTION REQUIRED

(a) Provide the experimental evidence to support the claim that a
"reduction in the eelgrass would be expected to cause a
proportional reducti on in the herring populati on". (Vol. 2,
p. 83).

(b) Provide the experimental evidence to support the claim that
"the biological production of those portions of the chinook
salmon and coho salmon stocks residing in the intercauseway area
is directly dependent upon the production of juvenile herring".
(Vol. 4, p. 105).

(c) Provide the dollar value of the anticipated loss in fish numbers
in terms of both recreational and commercial fisheries.



QUESTION 822

C. ENVIRONP1ENTAL CONS IDERATIONS

IT IS SUBP1ITTED TflAT the estimated net loss of 4/ of the Roberts Ban1;
eelgrass beds (6/ gross loss with 2Ã possible recolonization) is not
sufficiently documented given the special characteristics of substrate,
depth, currents, and light penetration which is required to support the
present eel grass community.

INFORf'IATION REQUIRED

(a) Provide the experimental or literature evidence to support the
assumption that 1/3 of the loss can be regained through proven
recolonization techniques.

(b) Provide the timetable, cost-estimates and man-years required for
eelgrass recolonization.

(c) Provide the continqency plan for preventing the further erosion
of the eelgrass beds by the present facility.



QUESTION ¹23

C. ENV IRON)1ENTAL CONS I DERATIONS

IT IS SUBIIITTED T/iAT insufficient information is presented to assess the
impact of intensive dredging on aquatic populations.

INFOR&1ATION RFQUIRED

(a) Provide information on the recovery rate of the aquatic eco-
system following a period of intensive dredging.

(b) Provide additional information on both the short and long term
impact of dredge and fill operations on the aquatic habitat.

(c) Provide more explicit i nformation on the anti cipated volumes and
duration of suspension of dredged materials.



QUESTION ¹24

C. ENVI RONI1ENTAL CONSIDERATIONS

IT IS SUBI"IITTED TINT the dredge spoil impacts associated with the pro-
posed construction of new terminal facilities at Roberts Bank are not
adequately described in terms of potential environmental consequences.

INFORr&ATION REQUIRED

(a) Provide the precise projected sediment loss for a total fill of
14 x 106 m3

(b) Provide precise information on the assimilative capacity of the
environment to sustai n the immediate impact of the suspended
material, specifically on:

(i) the eelgrass communities
(ii) the benthic biota
(iii) herring
(iv) juvenile salmonids

(c) Provide the projected timetable for dredging in terms of quantity
of dredges and time period required to complete the dredging.



QUESTION Z25

C. ENV IROIJl1FfJTAL CONJS I DERATIONS

IT IS SUBI'1ITTED TkJAT insufficient information has been provided concerning
problems of coal dust air and water pollution.

INFORJ')ATION REQUIRED

(a) Provide additional information on temporary (maximum) levels of
coal dust pollution in local areas, in particular following times
of unusual weather conditions.

(b) Confirm that alternative port storage arrangements (such as
covering all commodities, including coal) are not preferred.

(c) Detail the cost of requiring that all coal rail cars (both existing
and planned) be covered.

(d) Evaluate the effect of coal dust pollution on the rate and extent
of decreases in the quantity and quality of the local crab catch.

(e) Evaluate individual complaints from local residents regarding
coal dust pollution of both aquatic and terrestial communities.

(f) Establish the relative contri butions to current ai rborne parti-
culate concentrations of the Roberts Bank port development and
the Tsawwassen ferry terminal.



QUESTIOrJ uZ6

C. EkJV I ROtJkiENTAL CONJS I DERATIOJ'JS

IT IS SUBtkITTED TkkAT potential effects on local bird populations have
not been adequately investigated.

I I'JFOPk'1ATIOJ'J REQUIRED

(a ) Detail the extent of the impacts of construction and operation
at RB on local bird habi tat, including the Reifel Bird Sanctuary.

(b) Provide detailed i nformati on on the species and estimated numbers
of bi rds using affected lands and waters.

(c) Confirm that i ncreases i n ship traffic and resulting i ncreases
in both routi ne emi ssions and the possibility of collision or
grounding, are not expected to significantly affect local bird
populations.



QUESTION ¹27

C. ENVIRONMENTAL COflSIDERATIONS

IT IS SUBl1ITTFD TNAT impacts associated with the maximum proposed expan-
sion at Roberts Bank and the resulting increase in ship traffic are not
adequately described in the report.

I NFORt'lATI ON REQU I RED

(a) Provide collision probability data, on the basis of world shipping
figures, and the frequency probability of accidents which might
be expected to occur given the expected six fold increase in ship
traffic.

(b) Provide evidence to support the claim that the possibility of
collision and/or grounding would remain "quite remote" (Vol. 2,
p. 154).

(c) Outline the possible effects the increased ship traffic will have
on commercial shipping, commercial fishing and recreational
boating in the Strait of Georgia.



QUESTION 028

C. ENV IRONtiENTAL CONS I DERAT IONS

IT IS SUBMITTED T/(AT the proposed environmental emergency contingency
plan (Vol. 1, p. 16) dealing with accidents involving contaminants is
not detailed enough in the report.

INFOR&lATION REQUIRED

(a) Assess the present status of such a contingency plan and its
probability of bei ng implemented pri or to full operation of the
expanded port facility.

(b) Provide the projected organizational structure of such a plan,
including jurisdictional network.

(c) Provide the cost estimate of producing and maintaining an
effective environmental emergency contingency plan.



QUESTION ¹29

C. ENV IROrir1ENTAL CONSIDERATIONS

IT IS SUBtiITTED THAT there is an insufficient amount of detail to evalu-
ate the proposed measures designed to deal with bulk liquid leaks and
spills associated with ship-loading procedures.

INFORriATION REQUIRED

(a) Provide the design guidelines for the proposed surface-to-bottom
enclosure, including costs and proven effectiveness.

(b) Outline what will be done with the large volume of enclosed
water surrounding a chemical ship if it proves to be contaminated.

(c) Provide a list of chemicals which might be handled at Roberts
Bank, and a list of chemicals which would be considered too
hazardous to be handled at such a facility.

(d) Provide guidelines and cost estimates for establishing and
maintaining an effective environmental moni tori ng program to
control the latent environmental hazards of "normal" loading
operations.



QUE" TIO&l 0'30

C. EflVIRO!'&MENTAL CONS I DERATIONS

IT IS SUBMITTED THAT the impact of a causeway widening which would be
necessary for a greatly expanded port facility at klestshore Terminals is
not adequately addressed in the report.

INFORMATION REQUIRED

(a) Identify at what stage of the port expansion a widening of the
causeway will be required.

(b) Provide the full range of environmental impacts which might
occur with the widening of the causeway.

(c) Provide the cost estimate in 1978 dollars of widening the causeway.



QUESTIor& f31

C. ENVIRotirtErlTAL Cor&SI DERATIor&S

IT IS SUBrlITTED THAT the supply and distribution of water services at
the expanded Roberts Banl& port facilities has not been adequately
investigated ~

IrlFORr1AT ION REQUIRED

(a) Determine whether existing facilities would be sufficient to
supply the needs of an expanded RB port facility.

(b) Investigate the effect of an increased demand for water at RB

on other regional developments which face potential supply
restrictions.

(c ) Provide information regardi ng the sharing of water distributi on
costs between Terminal owners and the relevant municipalities.

(d) Discuss the anticipated water supply arrangements in the event
of subsequent industrial expansion on the causeway or on BCHB

holdings.



QUESTION f32

C. ENVIROr&r&ENTAIL CONSIDERATIONS

IT IS SUBMITTED THAT the impact of planned increases in rail traffic
has not been adequately investigated.

I NFOR&1ATI ON REQUI RED

(a) Determine the costs and extent of any additional infrastructure
required to service increased volumes of rail traffic.

(b) Establish explicit criteria under which the decision to construct
noise buffering berms will be made.

(c) Estimate the degree to which existing levels of noise and air
pollution from trains will increase should port expansion proceed.

(d) Investigate the environmental impacts created by a required
widening or increased amount of rail trackage to the facility.



QUESTION ¹33

C. ENV IRONr&ENTAL CONSIDERATIONS

IT IS SUB''lITTED Tf (AT the impact of port expansion on aesthetic and
cultural values has not been adequately assessed.

I NFORrNTION REQUIRED

(a) Determine costs and benefits associated with the enhancement
of recreational opportunities along the causeway.

(b) Establish the social and economic costs to the Tsawwassen Indian
Band of both present and potential port development.

(c) Discuss the range of available mitigation procedures designed
to minimize potential negative aesthetic and cultural impacts
of port expansion within adjacent communities.

(d) Determine the form and extent of compensation that will be made
to affected residents in the case of unavoidable adverse impacts.



QUESTION 034

C. ENV IRONf1ENTAL CONS IDERATIONS

IT IS SUBI1ITTED THAT insufficient information was provided with regard
to potential industrial development adjacent to the port.

I NFORI'1AT ION REQU I RED

(a) Provide detailed impacts of any proposed or potential development
related to the Roberts Bank terminal requiring encroachment on
the "back-up lands".

(b) Confirm that the proposed expansion to the terminal facilities at
Roberts Bank should not encourage any industrial development adja-
cent to the port (Vol. 2, p. 37).



QUESTION ¹35

C. ENVI ROk1k1EflTAL CONS I DERAT IOflS

IT IS SUBk1ITTED TklAT the feasibility and impacts of proposed trestle
as depicted in the master design of the proposed expansion (drawing D59)
are not detailed anywhere in the text.

I NFORI'lATI ON REQU I RED

(a) Provide detailed plans and costs for such a trestle.
(b) Describe the anticipated environmental impacts the westward

expansion of such a trestle would impose.



QUESTION ¹36

C. El'JV I ROJJJ1ENTAL CONS I DEPAT I ONS

IT IS SUBP1ITTED TPJAT the evidence is not clear to support the consultants
claim that the net result of the proposed expansion of the present
westshore terminal would have no major adverse environmental impact on
Roberts Bank.

I NFOP t1AT ION REQUIRED

(a) Provide the addi tive expected environmental impact this project
would have on the estuary in light of other projects being
simultaneously carried out on the Fraser estuary. Specifically
we request information on the effects this project imposes on
the envi ronment by the Fraser Piver trai ni ng project, the possible
ai rport expansion, and the several marina proposals designated
for this area.



QUESTION ¹37

C. ENVIRONf"IENTAL CONSIDERATIONS

IT IS SUBfiITTED T)(AT there is some questionable wind data presented in
the consultants'eport. It is stated that prevailing winds in winter
are from the east and average slightly more than 5 m/s (18 km/hr.)
(Vol. 2, p. 78). It is also stated that during the summer winds are
from the west at 4 m/s (14.4 km/hr.) )however,, Vol. 6, p. D-51 states
that frequency of easterly winds is over 41 % with almost 48/ of the
winds over 25 mph coming from the East or Southeast, compared to the
westerly component amounting to 25ll of the winds and 32! of the winds over
25 mph. Other sources show that the average wind speeds for the area
are ll knots for summer, and 13 knots for winter with most extreme
winds blowing most frequently from the E-S-E quadrant. (Source: Depart-
ment of Environment, Atmospheric Environmental Service).

I NFORI'1AT I ON REQU I RED

(a) Provide an accurate analysis of the wind direction, frequency
and intensity in the vicinity of the proposed terminal facility.

(b) Provide an analysis of the total particulates expected to arise
from winds from all directions (not just from N.ll. as in Vol. 2,
pp. 142-145).

(c) Provide an outline of mitigation procedures for minimizing the loss
of coal dust by strong winds from all directions.



REGIONAL DISTRICT OF KITIMAT-STIKINE
9 - 4644 LAZELLE AVENUE ~ PHONE 635-7251 ~ TERRACE, B.C. VSG 156

January 17, 1978

Chairman
Environmental Assessment Panel
Robert's Bank Outerport Expansion
Room 1870
1050 West Pender Street
Vancouver, B.C.
V6E 3S7

Dear Sir:
Please be advised that this Regional District takes exception
to assessments made of the Port of Kitimat in the Robert'
Bank Environmental Assessment reports.
Although we realize there are some limitations to a bulk
port development at Kitimat, it is felt that the report is
written in such a way as to imply there are limitations to
all port development projects there. We see the Regional
role for the Kitimat port as an importer of freight and an
exporter of concentrate and refined minerals, forest
products, and manufactured goods. These commodities may
not require significant redevelopment of existing transportation
systems. Substantial amounts of land exist for the economic
development of port facilities, back-up industrial land,
and major industrial plant sites. Existing infrastructure
offered by the interconnected communities of Kitimat and
Terrace are the most developed in northwest B.C.
We feel that assumptions reached in the reports rely heavily
on overly subjective weighting procedures designed to
enhance Port Roberts as a bulk port site. (ie design of
graphs on pages 8-10 vol 1 fig. 5-7 and weighting given
certain elements on page D-140 vo16 table D23.)

We also note that the Port of Stewart was entirely ignored
in the Beak-Hinton reports. This oversight is unfortunate,
especially considering Stewart's location adjacent to extensive
copper and asbestos deposits, and status as Canada's most
northerly ice free west coast port.

Page 2



REGIONAL DISTRICT OF KITIMAT-STIKINE

Chairman
Environmental Assessment Panel
Page 2
January 17, 1978

We would also like to take this opportunity to support
the use of the Prince Rupert area as a location for major
bulk port development. Direct uncrowded rail access,
proximity to coal deposits, new port facilities and shorter
distance to markets in the orient are all points the Beak-
Hinton report failed to emphasize.

The development potentials of northern ports in both Prince
Rupert and Kitimat are options that we feel could be given
more favourable consideration in the assessment process.

Yours truly,

J. Banyay
Chairman

JB:dls

CC: Iona Campagnolo, MP for Skeena
Cyril Shelford, MLA

B.C. Harbours Board, Chairman
1400-1177 W. Hastings
Vancouver, B.C.
V6E 2K5

National Harbours Board
Ottawa, Ontario
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Environment Canada.
Federal Environmental
Assessment Review Office
1870 — 1050 West Pender Street,
Vancouver, B.C.
V6E 3S7

January 25th, 1978

Dear Sirs:
We are writing on behalf of Greer Shipping

regarding Beak Hintons'nvironmental Impact Assessment
of Roberts Bank Port Expansion and your letter of January
9th, 1978.

We were involved in consultations between the
original engineering contractors and Kaiser Resources Ltd
concerning ship handling at the berth as NYK Line were
proposing to put 125,000 tonners on the run on charter to
Mitsubishi Shosen Kaisha.

Since we commenced operating at Roberts Bank we
have experienced considerably increased expenses for these
vessels as compared to the original forecasts developed
from the information given to us during the design process
and we believe these difficulties were due to inadequate
tidal and current studies and meteorological data.

For instance, it was indicated that vessels could
dock and undock at any state of the tide, whereas we found
docking was confined to High and Low Water Slack due to the
strength of the current across the entrance. In addition
the wind factor was much greater than expected — in the
case of our second vessel calling at Roberts Bank M/S Chikugo
Maru, the tension winches were unable to hold the vessel
alongside for loading.

cont i ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~
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We recommend that evidence be sought from operators
of the present vessels using Roberts Bank and their Marine
Departments. Useful imput could also be obtained from BC
Pilotage Authority and Seaspan International Ltd. regarding
handling of vessels at the proposed extension.

We feel further expensive environmental studies
should be delayed pending approval of the design from a
practical basis.

Yours very truly,
GREER SHIPPING LTD.

As Agents

NG/dwc Capt. N. Gow
Director



ICL ENGINEERING LIMITED
1011 RIVER DRIVE, RICHMOND, B.C.
278.9721 ~ V6X 122

DESIGN IL MANUFACTURE
REINFORCED PLASTIC PRODUCTS

SPECIALIZING IN FILAMENT WOUND PIPE. VESSELS

January 6th, 1978

Environmental Assessment Panel,
1050 West Pender Street, No. 1870,
Vancouver, B.C.
V6E 3S7

REDLY v ~~

JAN — 9 i978

RAP PAGWG

Attention: Mr. J. F. Herity, Panel Secretary.

Dear Sirs:

Re: "Roberts Bank."

This letter is to thank you for the five volumes of the "Environmental Impact
Assessment" and to identify deficiencies as requested in your letter of Novem-
ber 18th, 1977.

There is a major deficiency in the treatment of air quality in that the dust
concentrations are considered acceptable if the "annual geometric means" are
acceptable. What has been a problem and what could be a much worse problem is
occasional high concentrations of pollutants for relatively short periods of
time. When black clouds of dust come off the piles or the returning empty coal
cars, the concentrations are probably 100 to 10,000 times greater than the
"annual geometric mean" reported on page 144 of Volume 2. These high concen-
trations present a nuisance and a potential health hazard to people in the area.
Other dusts such as sulphur and potash may be much worse than coal. A major
concern of residents is that the present good air quality is maintained. The
report does not provide assurance that this will be the case. Pollution de-
tectors should be installed around pads, at the ferry slip and at several points
on the mainland to give instant readings of pollution. The maximum allowable
instantaneous readings should be set at stringent levels to ensure the air
quality is maintained.

Note: Page 145, Volume 2 is unclear. Figures 27, 28 and 29 look like fabri-
cations with the contours bunching up near the ferry terminal and make the
report appear unobjective.

Another deficiency is the lack of a limitation of noise polution. At the pres-
ent time there is a very loud, throbbing, low frequency sound which is very un-
pleasant and can be heard for miles. The sound appears to be caused by in-
sufficiently muffled train — diesels operating out of synchronism. Much of this
noise originates while the trains are on the causeway either accellerating or
decelerating.

The report should recommend and require that the engines be srychronized and



Environmental Assessment Panel January 6th, 1978

provided with improved muffling to reduce the present irritation and help mini-
mize future irritation.

Yours very truly,

David L. Killam,

Managing Director,

ICL ENGINEERING LIMITED

DLK:HMG

Resident address: 1043 Pacific Drive,
Delta, B.C.
V4M 2K2
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NEPTUNE BULK
Te.HAMI

MALS LTD.
A DIVISION OF FEDERAL INDUSTRIES LTD.

1001 Low Level Road
North Vancouver, B.C. V7L 1A7
Telephone (604) 985-7461

January 13, 1978

The Cha i rman
Environmental Assessment Panel
Roberts Bank Outerport Expans ion
Room 1870, 1050 West Pender Street
Vancouver, B. C. V6E 3S7

Attention: Mr. J. F. Herity
Dear Sir:
Re: Environmental Impact - Assessment Roberts Bank Outerport Expansion
As requested in your letter of November 18, 1977, we write to commenton some of the information presented in the Beak Hinton EnvironmentalImpact Assessment.

Our remarks more specifically relate to Volume 6 - Appendix D, theengineering and commodity projections as produced by Swan WoosterEngineering, and their conclusions as regards terminal requirements.
Any expansion inevitably must have some environmental consequences,and while we believe that expansion is important, we are of theopinion that timing is critical, and that no action should be pre-cipitated too far in advance of the need for facilities. It is thisquestion of the timing of the development that we wish to raise withthe Panel in order to ensure that premature or unnecessary effect onthe environment is avoided.
We wish to seriously question the conclusions reached on Page D-88

and

"Under the high proj ection, coal exports reached the currentcapacity of the existing terminals by 1978, and the potentialcapacity by 1980,"

"The projections in Figure D-20 demonstrate the need for newterminal capacity in the immediate future."
As the report so correctly states in Tables on Page D-77, we atNeptune have a capacity under existing conditions for 6 million tons



Neptune Terminals Ltd.

Mr. J. F. Herity January 13, 1978

throughput per annum, with a potential capacity, in fact, of atleast 7 million. At the time of writing this report, which has beenour best throughput year in the life of our facility, 3.5 million
long tons of coal were handled. All indications are for a softeningtrend in export requirements for the next two to three years, suchthat in fact the volume enjoyed last year may decrease. Given, how-ever, the continuation of the status quo, our terminal still hasunused capacity of at least 2 million tons, and at this time I canassure the Panel that this spare capacity will exist in 1980, as wehave no present commitments for it by mine, and no coal mine canreaIistically be brought into production in less than a two yeartime frame.

Turning to the question of bulk liquids, the statement on Page 0-58that bulk liquids are currently handled in several small installationsin the Port of Vancouver and in other areas in the Lower Mainlandsis questionable, in my opinion. We, as a terminal, have storage foran excess of 12,500 metric tons of liquid, and this to date has morethan adequately coped with any requirements of which we are aware.
Our facility still has around ten acres of unused land quite suitablefor the storage and handling of liquids. We like to think that westrenuously market our facilities, and that we are aware of anypending requirements by chemical companies. I can assure the Boardthat we do not know of any needs unfulfilled. We would, therefore,question the conclusion reached on Page 0-97, and we quote:

"It was concluded that some need for such facilities exists."
In summary, therefore, before any further consideration is given tothe development of further ports, no matter how small the environmentalimpact of such expansions may be, care should be taken to ensurethat they are really necessary.

INALS LTD.

resident
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TRANS MOUNTAIN PIPE LINE COMPANY LTD.

K. L. HALL
PRESIDENT

400 EAST BROADWAY ~ VANCOUVER, B. C. VST I X2

TELEPHONE 676-6711 AREA CODE 604 TELEX 04-64301

December 15, 1977

Environmental Assessment Panel
F i she r ie s 0 Environment C anada
1870 — 1050 West Pender Street
VANCOUVER p B. C.
V6E 3S7

RECElVED

OEC 1 9 19i7

EAP PACIFtc

Dear Sirs:

We have reviewed with considerable interest the Environ-
mental Impact Assessment Report of the Roberts Bank port expan-
sion. As you are probably aware our company operates a crude oil
loading facility in the Port of Vancouver at Westridge in Burnaby.
The present dock, built in 1956, is capable of handling vessels up to
65,000 d.w.t., although with present depth restrictions we limit the
facility to approximately 55,000 d.w.t. vessels. During the recent
OPEC embargo between November, 1973 and April, 1975 we loaded
approximately 21 million barrels of crude oil on tankers destined
for eastern Canada. This facility remains in readiness for potential
use in any similar emergency.

Over the past several years there has been interest in the
possibility of receiving crude oil from off-shore for use both in the
Vancouver area and possibly central Canada. Consideration was
given to the possible use of Westridge as a receiving terminal. This
could be accomplished with only minor changes but would be limited
to the 65,000 d.w. t. vessel size. Therefore in this consideration
suggestions have been made about providing a facility at Roberts Bank
to accommodate larger vessels. On three occasions recently en-
quiries have been received by our company from Federal Government
agencies regarding the potential for crude unloading facilities at
Roberts Bank. As an indication of the nature of some of these preliminaryinvestigations I enclose extracts from a report written in 1975 ~ Atthat time detailed environmental studies were conducted at only oneport location and that was at Burrows Bay in Washington State. Morerecently detailed environmental studies were conducted at Cherry Point
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near Ferndale, Washington. Our company has not been involved
to date in any such detailed environmental assessment studies at
Roberts Bank.

In our opinion an environmental impact assessment of
Roberts Bank expansion projected 10 or 20 years into the future
would be incomplete without consideration of a possible crude oil
unloading facility. Canada is now a net importer of crude oil and
could be importing as much as 50% of its oil engery requirements
within 10 years. The manner in which this oil will be received from
offshore and distributed inland is by no means resolved. Our com-
pany would be pleased to assist you in evaluating the potential impact
in any way that may be useful.

Yours very truly,

H:h
Enels.



PROPOSALS FOR REVERSING OF TRANS MOUNTAIN PIPE LINE

Trans Mountain Pipe Line Company Ltd. owns and operates a

crude oil pipe line from Edmonton, Alberta to the Vancouver, B. C.

and Puget Sound, U. S. areas. Present-capacity of this system is

410 MBD. Details of the Company are covered in the attached General

Article, dated April 15, 1975.

Recently, considerable -interest has been shown in reversing

the pipe line to move off-shore crude oil from the Vancouver or Puget

Sound areas to Edmonton, Alberta, for further transportation via

Interprovincial Pipe Line to the United States "Northern Tier Refineries",

at the rate of approximately 300 MBD. This interest is brought about

by the announced intention of the National Energy Board to eliminate

exports of Canadian crude oil to the United States by the early 1980s.

In response to this interest, Trans Mountain has done a pre-

liminary study of reversing its system and the results are shown below

under cases 1, 2, 3 and 4. The capital costs and volume shown are

approximate only, as no detailed engineering has yet been done. The

assumed rate of 300 MBD is to take care of the anticipated requirements

of "Northern Tier Refineries". However, substantially larger volumes

could be moved by the addition of pipe line looping and additional tankage

and pump stations.



For this study, the crude oil requirements in all four cases

are assumed to be as follows:

Vancouver, B. C.
Ferndale, .Wash.
Ana co rte s, Wash.
Edmonton, Alt%.

150 MBD
175 MBD

. 175 MBD
300 MBD

Making a total of: 800 MBD

Case I

The port of entry in this case is Roberts Bank, B. C. The additions

to the system required would be approximately 30 miles of 40 inch

and 23 miles of 24 inch pipe plus tankage and pump stations. A

dock would be constructed at Roberts Bank, capable of handling

vessels up to 325, 000 DWT. Capital cost of this addition would

be $ 100, 000, 000.

Case 2

The port of entry in this case is Burrows Bay, Washington.

Additions to the system would be approximately 7 miles of

36 inch, 37 miles of 30 inch and 15 miles of 20 inch pipe plus

tankage and pump stations. A dock would be constructed at

Burrows Bay, capable of handling vessels up to 325, 000 DWT.

Capital cost in this case would be $95, 000, 000.
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Case 3.

The port of entry in this case is Port Angeles, Washington. Additions

to the system would be 75 miles of 40 inch, 37 miles of 30 inch, and

15 miles of 20 inch pipe plus tankage and pump stations. A dock would

be constructed at Port Angeles, capable of handling vessels up to
/

325,000 DWT. Capital cost would be $ 175,000,000 . The under-

water crossing from Port Townsend to Whidbey Island is included in

this figure, but this is subject to a large amount of error, as no bot-

tom surveys have been done.

Case 4.

In this case it is assumed that the Ferndale and Anacortes requirements

would be met by tanker movements over the existing refinery docks, and

Vancouver and Edmonton requirements would be met by construction of

a dock at Roberts Bank similar to that in Case 1. The addition to the

system in this case would be 30 miles of 30 inch pipe plus tankage and

pump stations. Capital cost would be $ 65, 000, 000.

The above cases outline the various ways of moving the oil from its port

of entry to its destination or to Sumas, B.C. in the case of the 300 MBD

destined for Edmonton. There still remains the reversing of the exist-

ing Trans Mountain system from Sumas to Edmonton. This could be

done by construction of new pump stations and relocation of. some of

the existing ones and would not require the addition of any new pipe to pump

at rates up to 300 MBD. Capital cost of reversing this portion of the



system would be $40 million which is additional to the capital costs

outlined above in Cases 1 ~ 2, 3 and 4.

AWS/cj
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January 24, 1978

Environment Assessment Panel,
Government of Canada,
1870 — 1050 West Pender Street,
Vancouver, B.C.
V6E 3S7

Attention: Mr. J.F. Herity
Panel Secretary

Dear Sirs:

Roberts Bank Port Expansion
Beak Hinton Report

October 1977

We have completed reading the above report and wish to draw to 'your attention
some facts not mentioned, make some comments and observations, and lay before
you some opinions based on our long experience in the port industry.

Several times in various volumes our capability of taking vessels of various
sizes is discussed and there appears to be some confusion on draught limitations.
For example, in the Main Report on Page 14 and in Volume 6, Appendix D, Page D-10,
a depth of 10.8 metres or 35.424 feet is mentioned. Our depth at our bulk loading
berths is 12.28 metres or 42 feet. We have berthed and loaded vessels up to
85,000 D.W.T. in size for large parcel shipments at our /I4 Berth. Our depth is
correctly reported on Page D-72.

We understand that Neptune can berth vessels up to 100,000 D.W.T. at its coal
berth only, 65,000 D.W.T. at its potash berth and 50,000 D.W.T. at its phosphate
berth. Perhaps you would care to check this with Neptune Terminals.

In the comments on bulk carriers in general it is felt that:

The diagram on Page 11, Appendix D, is inconclusive and we fail to see what
contribution this makes to the study. The average size of vessel at Roberts Bank
is for coal only. There are very few general purpose bulk carriers on order at
present and there are indications that there may be a spate of building of smaller
bulk carriers. We are not suggesting that the graphs are wrong but we are
concerned that officials without experience will construe these graphs the wrong way.

On Page 16 of the main report it shows Pacific Coast Terminals as handling phosphate
rock. We believe this is inaccurate.

~ ~ ~ 2



Mr. J.F. Herity
January 24, 1978
Page 2

On Page D-58, Clause D2 3.7 and D3 5.8 on Page D-97 reference is made to
certain bulk liquids. Our company has made an extensive study of the bulk
liquids market for deep-sea terminals for all chemical plants that may be
coming on stream up to 1990 and we can assure you that there is absolutely
no justification for a bulk liquid terminal at Roberts Bank until 1985 or
possibly 1995 if one dock company changes its emphasis. Our market research
shows many commodities not mentioned in the report and all can be accommodated
at present terminals without spending considerable sums of the taxpayers money
in prematurely creating a facility that can only have a very slow start. We

also note a commodity listed that we are assured will not come through the
Port of Vancouver.

We are also puzzled why the liquid sulphur is included in the sulphur terminal.
The only aspect in common between frozen sulphur, whether rock, flaked,
pelletized, or in popcorn form, with liquid sulphur is the name sulphur. All
handling characteristics, transporting, storing, reclaiming, loading, accounting
for etc. are totally different and you are in fact looking at an entirely
distinct commodity. Liquid sulphur should be handled at a bulk liquid terminal
where all the necessary facilities are usually already installed and the experience
and training of the crews is tailored to meet the problems.

As the report mentions our company and its associate companies are very much
involved in potash and the future of potash shipments. We have been involved
in potash export since 1962 longer than any other terminal in B.C. and it is
vital to our corporate well being that we understand this market. The high
"speculative" graph line does not take into account certain aspects of the market
environment which can be relied upon to have an increasing adverse effect on the
Canadian share of the world potash market outside North America. In the first
place the central and western states of the U.S. east of the Rockies have an
increasing need for potash and this is an easier market for the potash industry
of Saskatchewan to service in return for hard currency. Secondly, the non-oil
producing countries are facing an ever increasing bill for energy whilst at the
same time finding their international debt servicing load fast approaching their
national G.N.P.

The increasing cost of energy will hit the coastal export of potash in a critical
manner as Canada must face the 1,100 to 1,400 miles train journey to the coast
before commencing to compete on the ocean journey. Nor can vessel economics in
size be easily taken advantage of due to size of orders or "tenders" and discharge
point peculiarities such as draught, dock facilities etc. We anticipate the
delivered price of Canadian potash at many potential market points will climb
faster than that of Canada's competitors and this will continue to keep the
Canadian export curve flatter than we would all hope.

Since the Saskatchewan Government adopted its present policy toward the potash
industry, no new plants have been built in Canada. The upper speculative graph
shows an 8,000,000 ton export increase over twenty years or a new mine every
thirty months exporting 1,000,000 tons of potash per annum.

~ ~ ~ 3
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We are pleased to note that the report states that access to the North Shore
Terminals is not a problem as we have long maintained that the railway
problems are in the interior as far as development of bulk cargoes are
concerned. However, we are surprised at what appears to be a complete
contradiction on Page D-130 wherein the report rates North Shore rail access
as fair. Whilst we note this apparent contradiction we are surprised that
tug availability for Kitson and Ridley is rated as good. We are given to
understand that there are no tugs at Prince Rupert adequate to handle the
large bulk carriers and that this represents an additional investment in the
area.

In our research on bulk handling in the Rupert area we have long been concerned
that, in the initial stages when tonnages are comparatively low, any supposed
cost advantages that Ridley may have in favour of Vancouver will be absorbed byadditional tug services which will have to be provided on a very uneconomical
basis.

On Page D-150 there is a description of wind conditions at Roberts Bank. It
would have been of interest to know how many times a vessel has been prevented
berthing, how much delay time was involved in backing off, anchoring in English
Bay and returning, how many tugs were involved and what was the cost in delay
time to pilots, customs officials, health officials, ship agents, etc.

If we examine Scheme 2 a large empty bulk carrier attempting to berth at the
1980 coal berth would have a cruel time of it if caught in an adverse wind and
might well endanger a vessel at Westshore Terminals. The same conditions would
apply at the 1995 coal terminal in Scheme 5 and we strongly doubt whether ship
masters or shipping companies would be very happy with Scheme 11 with vessels
attempting to berth and let go with sea and wind broadside on. This would also
apply to Scheme 12, 13, 14, 10, 9, 6, 5, 4, and 2 where some berths are aligned
broadside to the elements. A delicate moment in berthing is when a large emptycarrier is almost stopped beam on to another vessel at berth whilst approaching
the adjacent berth; the combined effect of wind, sea conditions, currents and
water movement caused by diqplacement will give pilots and masters much to think
about.

We suggest that Roberts Bank needs a breakwater of substantial size to remove atleast one element from the picture.

We are pleased to see the comment on Page D-86. We quote:

"A new terminal is required when demand for shipments exceeds the capacity ofexisting terminals. Whether or not a particular new terminal is built, and whenit is built, is considerably more complicated. Depending on the nature of the sales
and production of a particular commodity, new terminals may be required before the
capacity of existing terminals is reached. A commodity whose production usuallyincreases in large increments and is sold under long-term sales contracts wouldjustify such new terminal capacity. On the other hand, a commodity with flexible
production rates and sales to a spot market could utilize existing terminals to
a higher level of capacity. In addition, construction of new terminals will take
place only when a terminal operator can project an adequate return on his investment.
To project an adequate return, the terminal operator must be able to foresee future
increases in commodity throughput that will utilize a significant portion of the
capacity of the new terminal."
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To the best of our knowledge this is the first time that we have seen this
practical and intelligent point of view put so succinctly and clearly. We

trust its importance will be absorbed by those entrusted by the community
to make decisions in these matters.

We trust our comments will be of use and will throw light on some aspects
of the problem from a different angle.

The report made most interesting reading, was most enjoyable and informative,
and we would like to congratulate the participants on a job well done.

Yours very truly,

VANCOUVER WHARVES LTD.

F., c~

.G.H. Hutchison

RGHH: jme


